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Abstract

Classical algorithms from theoretical computer science arise time and again in practice. However,
practical situations typically do not fit precisely into the traditional theoretical models. Additional
necessary components are, for example, uncertainty and economic incentives. Therefore, modem
algorithm design is calling for more interdisciplinary approaches, as well as for deeper theoretical
understanding, so that the algorithms can apply to more realistic settings and complex systems.

Consider, for instance, the classical shortest path algorithm, which, given a graph with specified
edge weights, seeks the path minimizing the total weight from a source to a destination. In practice,
the edge weights are often uncertain and it is not even clear what we mean by shortest path any-
more: is it the path that minimizes the expected weight? Or its variance, or some another metric?
With a risk-averse objective function that takes into account both mean and standard deviation, we
run into nonconvex optimization challenges that require new theory beyond classical shortest path
algorithm design. Yet another shortest path application, routing of packets in the Internet, needs
to further incorporate economic incentives to reflect the various business relationships among the
Internet Service Providers that affect the choice of packet routes.

Strategic Algorithms are algorithms that integrate optimization, uncertainty and economic
modeling into algorithm design, with the goal of bringing about new theoretical developments
and solving practical applications arising in complex computational-economic systems.

In short, this thesis contributes new algorithms and their underlying theory at the interface of
optimization, uncertainty and economics. Although the interplay of these disciplines is present in
various forms in our work, for the sake of presentation we have divided the material into three
categories:

1. In Part I we investigate algorithms at the intersection of Optimization and Uncertainty. The
key conceptual contribution in this part is discovering a novel connection between stochastic
and nonconvex optimization. Traditional algorithm design has not taken into account the
risk inherent in stochastic optimization problems. We consider natural objectives that in-
corporate risk, which tum out equivalent to certain nonconvex problems from the reahn of
continuous optimization. As a result, our work advances the state of art in both stochastic
and in nonconvex optimization, presenting new complexity results and proposing general-
purpose efficient approximation algorithms, some of which have shown promising practical
performance and have been implemented in a real traffic prediction and navigation system.

2. Part II proposes new algorithm and mechanism design at the intersection of Uncertainty and



Economics. In Part I we postulate that the random variables in our models come from given
distributions. However, determining those distributions or their parameters is a challenging
and fundamental problem in itself. A tool from Economics that has recently gained mo-
mentum for measuring the probability distribution of a random variable is an information
or prediction market. Such markets, most popularly known for predicting the outcomes of
political elections or other events of interest, have shown remarkable accuracy in practice,
though at the same time have left open the theoretical and strategic analysis of current imple-
mentations, as well as the need for new and improved designs which handle more complex
outcome spaces (probability distribution functions) as opposed to binary or n-ary valued
distributions. The contributions of this part include a unified strategic analysis of differ-
ent prediction market designs that have been implemented in practice. We also offer new
market designs for handling exponentially large outcome spaces stemming from ranking or
permutation-type outcomes, together with algorithmic and complexity analysis.

3. In Part III we consider the interplay of optimization and economics in the context of net-
work routing. This part is motivated by the network of autonomous systems in the Internet
where each portion of the network is controlled by an Internet service provider, namely by
a self-interested economic agent. The business incentives do not exist merely in addition to
the computer protocols governing the network. Although they are not currently integrated in
those protocols and are decided largely via private contracting and negotiations, these eco-
nomic considerations are a principal factor that determines how packets are routed. And vice
versa, the demand and flow of network traffic fundamentally affect provider contracts and
pnces.

The contributions of this part are the design and analysis of economic mechanisms for net-
work routing. The mechanisms are based on first- and second-price auctions (the so-called
Vickrey-Clarke-Groves, or VCG mechanisms). We first analyze the equilibria and prices
resulting from these mechanisms. We then investigate the compatibility of the better un-
derstood VCG-mechanisms with the current inter-domain routing protocols, and we demon-
strate the critical importance of correct modeling and how it affects the complexity and
algorithms necessary to implement the economic mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Classical algorithms from theoretical computer science arise time and again in practice. However,
practical situations typically do not fit precisely into the traditional theoretical models. Additional
necessary components are, for example, uncertainty and economic incentives. Therefore, modem
algorithm design is calling for more interdisciplinary approaches, as well as for deeper theoretical
understanding, so that the algorithms can apply to more realistic settings and complex systems.

Consider, for instance, the classical shortest path algorithm, which, given a graph with specified
edge weights, seeks the path minimizing the total weight from a source to a destination. In practice,
the edge weights are often uncertain and it is not even clear what we mean by shortest path any-
more: is it the path that minimizes the expected weight? Or its variance, or some another metric?
With a risk-averse objective function that takes into account both mean and standard deviation, we
run into nonconvex optimization challenges that require new theory beyond classical shortest path
algorithm design. Yet another shortest path application, routing of packets in the Internet, needs
to further incorporate economic incentives to reflect the various business relationships among the
Internet Service Providers that affect the choice of packet routes.

Strategic Algorithms are algorithms that integrate optimization, uncertainty and economic
modeling into algorithm design, with the goal of bringing about new theoretical developments
and solving practical applications arising in complex computational-economic systems.

In short, this thesis contributes new algorithms and their underlying theory at the interface of
optimization, uncertainty and economics. Although the interplay of these disciplines is present in
various forms in our work, for the sake of presentation, we have divided the material into three
categories:

1. In Part I we investigate algorithms at the intersection of Optimization and Uncertainty. The
key conceptual contribution in this part is discovering a novel connection between stochastic
and nonconvex optimization. Traditional algorithm design has not taken into account the
risk inherent in stochastic optimization problems. We consider natural objectives that in-
corporate risk, which tum out equivalent to certain nonconvex problems from the realm of
continuous optimization. As a result, our work advances the state of art in both stochastic
and in nonconvex optimization, presenting new complexity results and proposing general-
purpose efficient approximation algorithms, some of which have shown promising practical
performance and have been implemented in a real traffic prediction and navigation system.

2. Part II proposes new algorithm and mechanism design at the intersection of Uncertainty and
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Figure 1.1. Dissertation structure overview.

Economics. In Part I we postulate that the random variables in our models come from given
distributions. However, determining those distributions or their parameters is a challenging
and fundamental problem in itself. A tool from Economics that has recently gained mo-
mentum for measuring the probability distribution of a random variable is an information
or prediction market. Such markets, most popularly known for predicting the outcomes of
political elections or other events of interest, have shown remarkable accuracy in practice,
though at the same time have left open the theoretical and strategic analysis of current im-
plementations, as well as the need for new and improved designs that handle more complex
outcome spaces (probability distribution functions) as opposed to binary or n-ary valued
distributions. The contributions of this part include a unified strategic analysis of differ-
ent prediction market designs that have been implemented in practice. We also offer new
market designs for handling exponentially large outcome spaces stemming from ranking or
permutation-type outcomes, together with algorithmic and complexity analysis.

3. In Part III we consider the interplay of optimization and economics in the context of net-
work routing. This part is motivated by the network of autonomous systems in the Internet
where each portion of the network is controlled by an Internet service provider, namely by
a self-interested economic agent. The business incentives do not exist merely in addition to
the computer protocols governing the network. Although not currently integrated in those
protocols and decided largely via private contracting and negotiations, these economic con-
siderations are a principal factor that determines how packets are routed. And vice versa, the
demand and flow of network traffic fundamentally affect provider contracts and prices.

The contributions of this part are the design and analysis of economic mechanisms for net-
work routing. The mechanisms are based on first- and second-price auctions (the so-called
Vickrey-Clarke-Groves, or VeG mechanisms). We first analyze the equilibria and prices
resulting from these mechanisms. We then investigate the compatibility of the better un-
derstood VCG-mechanisms with the current inter-domain routing protocols, and we demon-
strate the critical importance of correct modeling and how it affects the complexity and

2



algorithms necessary to implement the economic mechanisms.

The three parts can be read independently from one another although we view the mate-
rial as different facets of the same research agenda-modem algorithmic design for complex
computational-economic systems. Below we highlight some of the contributions in more detail
and give a roadmap of the chapter dependencies within each part.

II 1.1 Part I: Uncertainty, Risk and Optimization

Imagine driving through uncertain traffic and looking for the optimal route to a destination. What
does "optimal" mean? In the absence of uncertainty, one simply finds the shortest path. With
uncertainty at hand, stochastic optimization models most commonly look for the feasible solution
with smallest expected length. However, a typical user may be averse to the risk inherent in such a
solution. Economic models on the other hand postulate that each user has a utility function which
captures his degree of risk aversion, and the goal is to optimize expected utility. Such models are
integral in portfolio optimization, for example, where, although we want as high a return on our
investment as possible, we are also averse to stock depreciation and loss. Therefore, we need to
trade off risk and return, which is commonly done by optimizing a linear combination of the mean
and standard deviation of the portfolio vector.

Motivated by these economic models, in Chapter 3, we adopt this family of utility functions,
parametrized by different convex combinations of the mean and standard deviation of the feasible
solution vector. Denote a feasible vector by x = (Xl, ... , xn), which is constrained to lie in some
feasible set F c JRn, and the vectors of means and variances by J..L, r E JRn respectively: the mean
of a feasible solution would be J..LTx and its variance rT x (where J..LT denotes the transpose of
vector J..L), provided the probability distributions for the n coordinates are independent and Xi = 0
or 1 for all i. Our problem, then, is to

mmnruze
subject to

J..LTX+ kVrTx

xEF.

This objective function is concave and monotone increasing in x, and albeit a function on JRn, it
is a low-rank function of rank 2 since it depends only on two dot products, J..LTx and rT x. Thus
we can project the objective function and feasible set onto the mean-variance plane, span(J..L, r)
and by properties of the objective function the minimum will be attained at an extreme point of the
dominant (i.e., the lower-left boundary) of the projected feasible set. With access to an algorithm
for solving the deterministic version of the problem, [rnin wT x I x E F} for any given weight
vector w, we can enumerate points on the lower left boundary, evaluate the objective function
value at each and pick the optimal one.

This gives an exact algorithm for solving the stochastic problem above, whose running time
depends on the number of relevant extreme points. To give some examples, in the case of minimum
spanning trees and more generally matroids, the algorithm is polynomial; for shortest paths it is
subexponential, n°(log n),. however, for most other problems of interest it is exponential. This result
is stated in Theorem 6.4.1 for shortest paths and is mentioned in passing in Section 6.1, following
from Theorem 6.1.2 and Lemma 6.1.3 for the general framework.

3



Because of the high parametric complexity and consequently the high number of relevant ex-
treme points for many problems, the exact algorithms may have high running times. Our empirical
results from Section 6.4.4 on the other hand show that these algorithms do considerably better in
practice than the theoretical average- and worst-case predictions. The intuition is that the number
of extreme points is high in very few instances of the problem at hand, whereas most instances
only have polynomially many extreme points, resulting in low polynomial average and smoothed
complexity (Section 4.1).

Despite the seemingly good practical performance of the exact algorithms described above,
it is of both theoretical and practical interest to develop efficient approximation algorithms, with
provably low running time and good approximation guarantee. All of Chapter 3 is devoted to
developing fully-polynomial approximation schemes, both for the mean-risk objective above, as
well as for other objectives involving probability tails:

• maximizing the probability that the feasible solution weight is within a given budget or
threshold: {maxPr(WTx ::; t) I x E F} in Section 3.4.1, where W is the vector of
random weights;

• the value-at-risk objective [min t I Pr(WT x ::;t) ~ P; x E F} in Section 3.4.2, minimiz-
ing the threshold t which guarantees us a desired confidence level p that a feasible solution
weight will be within that threshold.

For example, in the context of shortest paths, the first problem is to maximize the probability that
we arrive on time, namely maximize the probability that the shortest path travel time is within
the given deadline. The second problem asks: given a desired 95% confidence level, what is the
minimum time we can depart before our deadline so as to arrive on time with at least 95% chance.
We give approximation algorithms for the stochastic framework both for the cases when we can
solve the underlying deterministic problem exactly (Theorems 3.2.5, 3.4.2) and when we can only
approximate it (Theorems 3.3.6, 3.4.3).

The models with specific utility functions above can naturally be relaxed and stated more
generally, as minimizing the expected cost of a solution for a general cost (disutility) function,
{Inin E [C (WT x)] I x E F}, as we do in Chapter 2. Unfortunately, such general formulations are
typically intractable, due to multiple challenges of different nature:

(i) Combinatorial difficulty. Even in the absence of randomness, when the edge weights are
fully deterministic, a wide class of cost functions reduce to finding the longest path in a
graph, which is NP-hard and inapproximable within a reasonable factor [73].

(ii) Distributional difficulty. The distributional assumptions on the element weights Wi may
bring a difficulty on their own to the extent that we cannot even compute the distribution of
the total weight of a feasible solution WT x = L:i:Xi=l Wi, let alone evaluate the function
E[C(WT x)] and minimize it. For example, computing the probability that the sum of n
non-identical Bernoulli random variables is less than a given number is #P-hard [80].

(iii) Analytic difficulty. Even with additive distributions such as the Normal distribution, with
which we can readily compute the density f of the weight of a feasible solution WT x, we
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might not be able to get a closed analytic form of the objective function E[C(WT x)]
J j(u)C(u)du and thus cannot optimize it efficiently.

(iv) Functional difficulty. Having computed the distribution of the feasible solution weight WT x
and a closed-form expression for the objective function E[C(WT x)], we are left with an
integer optimization problem, namely to minimize a (nonlinear or nonconvex) function over
the feasible set F, which may be a hard problem, as well.

Not surprisingly in light of these challenges, in Chapter 2 we give hardness of approximation
results for the general problem. Nevertheless, we are also able to identify function classes for
which we give polynomial and pseudopolynomial algorithms.

We now tum to discussing generalizations in nonconvex optimization, of which the mean-risk
objective is a special case. Our main insight in approximating this objective holds for concave
minimization in general-the (approximate) optimum lies in the union of half-spaces, in contrast
to convex minimization where the optimum is in the intersection of half-spaces. Our technique for
the fully polynomial approximation schemes above is also an instance of polytopal approximation
of convex bodies, the latter given by the level sets of the objective functions. There is a rich body
of research in convex geometry on approximation of convex bodies by polytopes [60], although
the emphasis is typically on volume or surface approximation and the convex body specifications
are different from our setting, where they are implicitly defined by an objective function. This
leaves open the question of how well one can approximate the level sets of an arbitrary function:
at present, we need knowledge of the actual function to compute and analyze the complexity of the
necessary polytopal approximation. Our approach would extend to other low-rank quasiconcave
functions for which we conjecture that the approximating polytopes will have a small (polynomial)
number of facets under a mild restriction on the function gradient or on the feasible set.

Independently, in Chapter 4, we provide average and smoothed bounds for the number of ex-
treme points on a polytope projected on a subspace of small dimension. These bounds have two
important implications: first, a polynomial smoothed bound provides a theoretical justification that
a high number of extreme points occurs very rarely and thus, like the simplex method for linear
programming, our exact algorithms may actually have good practical performance. Second, the
smoothed bounds can be formally turned into an approximation algorithm by running the exact
algorithm multiple times for a small number of steps over perturbed values of the input param-
eters. With this, we provide alternative approximation algorithms (although the approximation
here is additive, the algorithms are randomized and the running time is higher) to the stochastic
optimization framework that motivated us to look at low-rank nonconvex optimization problems.

Part of the material presented in Chapters 2,4, 5 and 6.4 has appeared in publications joint with
Matthew Brand, David Karger, Jonathan Kelner and Michael Mitzenmacher [98, 99, 78].

II 1.2 Part II: Measuring Uncertainty through Economics

A key component in models involving uncertainty is the random variables distribution, often as-
sumed to be known or having known parameters. In this section we provide new mechanisms
and algorithms for an increasingly common and accurate method of estimating uncertainty and its
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parameters: prediction markets, also known as information or decision markets.
Prediction markets are structured similarly to financial markets, except the main purpose is to

aggregate traders' information so as to predict the outcome of an event. It has long been observed
that trading reveals information. Buying or selling a financial security in effect is a wager on the
security's value. For example, buying a stock is a bet that the stock's value is greater than its current
price. Each trader evaluates his expected profit to decide the quantity to buy or sell according to his
own information and subjective probability assessment. The collective interaction of all bets leads
to an equilibrium that reflects an aggregation of all traders' information and beliefs. In practice,
this aggregate market assessment of the security's value is often more accurate than other forecasts
relying on experts, polls, or statistical inference [108, 109,44, 8, 107].

A lot of what we know about prediction markets accuracy and results stems from empirical
data about existing prediction markets such as the Iowa Electronic Markets, TradeSports, the Hol-
lywood Stock Exchange, etc. Since the market designs and trading behavior are very complex
to capture in realistic theoretical models, the field of prediction markets leaves open fundamental
questions such as what are optimal prediction market designs and what is the optimal strategic
behavior.

In Part II we present strategic analysis of prediction markets that gives a unified theoretical
approach to understanding their properties, as well as optimal trading behavior. We then propose
and analyze several new market designs for handling exponentially many permutation or ranking-
type outcomes.

Prediction market designs can be divided into two main categories. In one category (Chapter 9)
they operate as an auction in which orders on the different securities are matched risklessly by a
book-keeper. This market structure leads to a complex price formation process in which it may
be difficult to infer resulting prices and the corresponding probabilities of the outcomes. Another
challenge is that we may not be able to find matching traders who agree on a price and trade would
not occur-the so-called "thin markets" problem. This thesis presents new designs for handling
exponentially large outcome spaces resulting from permutation or ranking-type outcomes where
the event one is trying to predict is the result of a tournament or a competition of n candidates.
Our work is similar in spirit to that of Fortnow et al. [45] who instead consider prediction market
designs for events whose outcomes can be expressed as logical formulas, and prove hardness re-
sults for the auctioneer problem in that setting. With a large number of outcomes it is impractical
to have a security representing each possible outcome: we need to restrict the number and types of
securities, which means restricting the type of information or beliefs the traders can express. For
example, if we only had n securities for the n possible winners in the tournament, we would lose
as a participant a trader who does not have information on the winner, but instead has some belief
about the ranking of a subset of the candidates (e.g., candidate A would do better than candidate
B): this trader would not be able to express such belief by trading with only these n securities. On
the other hand, a higher number of securities and higher expressivity may lead to computationally
intractable problems of finding matching traders who can trade.

Somewhat surprisingly, we show that in this perceived trade-off between expressivity and
tractability, these two goals for practical prediction market design are not necessarily conflicting.
With one family of securities, in which each security corresponds to a pair of ranked candidates, we
both have a limited expressivity of only O(n2) possible securities (one for each ordered pair), and
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the problem of identifying matching traders is NP-hard. With another family of securities where
traders can bid on which subset of candidates would place in a given position or which subset
of positions a candidate would end up in, we have exponentially many possible securities and at
the same time we can solve the auctioneer problem-to identify matching traders-in polynomial
time. Curiously, the economic analysis of the auctioneer's revenue maximization and matching
problems is based on classical results from combinatorial optimization such as the NP-hardness of
the minimum feedback arc problem and the polynomial-time solvability maximum matching.

In the second category of prediction markets (considered in Chapter 8), the challenges of thin
markets and complex price formation are alleviated by having a deterministic price-setting rule
based on trading volume and a centralized market maker who is always willing to trade at the given
price. A drawback in this type of market is that the market maker may incur a loss by fulfilling
all orders at the current price. Nevertheless, such loss is not necessarily a negative, as long as it
is bounded, when viewed as a subsidy or price that the market maker incurs in order to aggregate
and acquire information. Despite the growing popularity and implementation of prediction market
designs with a market maker, their strategic and theoretical properties are not fully understood.
For example, the dynamic parimutuel market proposed by Pennock [106] was implemented in the
Yahoo! Buzz Market and a previous version crashed after traders found and exploited arbitrage
opportunities [86], calling for a change in the market design. In this chapter, we propose an abstract
prediction market, and show how to use it as a tool for analyzing the strategic properties of existing
market designs, as well as for guiding future designs. In particular, we prove that our prediction
market is strategically equivalent to existing market mechanisms and thus its analysis automatically
transfers to these mechanisms. The benefit of using our abstract market model is that it has an
attractive geometric visualization which makes the analysis and strategy computation significantly
easier than in the market designs operating in practice.

The material in Chapter 8 is based on joint work with Rahul Sami [100] and Chapter 9 is based
on joint work with Yiling Chen, Lance Fortnow and David Pennock [20].

II 1.3 Part III: Optimization and Economics for Network Routing

This part introduces and analyzes new mechanisms and algorithms at the interface of Economics
and Optimization. As mentioned in the motivating example at the beginning of this introduction,
when packets are routed in a network, the business relationships between the different Internet Ser-
vice Providers form an integral part in the decisions what routes the packets should take. Therefore,
economic modeling needs to be integrated into the shortest path algorithms; in particular, we need
to examine mechanisms which determine both what route a packet should take and what price
the packet should pay for being forwarded by the different providers. Modeling the Internet and
the economic relationships that govern it is a complex problem in itself, and the models critically
influence the optimization problems and resulting algorithms for computing the routes and prices.
Some of the most basic models assume that different edges (or nodes) in the network are owned
by different self-interested agents who incur a cost for routing packets through and bid a transit
price in an auction-type environment. After the edge price declarations, the packet typically picks
the lowest-price path and pays each edge along the path according to the mechanism specifica-
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tions. The contributions in Part III of this thesis include an analysis of the resulting prices from the
celebrated Vickrey-Clarke-Groves truthful mechanism in which each edge on the cheapest path is
paid the most it could have bid and still remained on the cheapest path. This mechanism is known
to result in very high overpayments in which the packet ends up paying the selected route a price
much higher than the cost of the next best alternative; in Chapter 13 we show that in more real-
istic network models this overpayment is insignificant. We also consider first-price mechanisms
in which edges are paid their bid, and show that the route payments under those mechanisms are
much lower than the corresponding VCG payments (Chapter 12). In the last Chapter 14, we extend
this basic model to a more realistic one of autonomous systems as nodes in a graph, each one hav-
ing different values for the incoming and outgoing traffic along its adjacent edges. We show that
depending on how we incorporate the economic relationships into the model, the VCG allocation
and price computations vary from efficiently computable in a distributed fashion to incompatible
with the current Border Gateway Protocol which governs the routing decisions at the Autonomous
Systems level of the Internet.

Chapter 12 is joint work with Nicole Immorlica, David Karger, Rahul Sami [69]; Chapter 13
was done jointly with David Karger [74, 75] and Chapter 14 was the result of a collaboration with
Alexander Hall and Christos Papadimitriou [63].
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Uncertainty, Risk and Optimization:
Bridging Nonconvex and Stochastic
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CHAPTER 2

Modeling risk via user utility

Consider the general combinatorial problem that minimizes the weight of a feasible solution:

minimize
subject to

(2.1)

xEF.

Suppose now that the weight vector W is stochastic and we need to find an optimal stochastic
solution. But what does one mean by optimal solution in this case? Is it the solution minimizing
expectation, or perhaps variance, or a combination of the two? In real applications the user is
typically averse to risk. Therefore we need a model that incorporates this risk.

This chapter introduces a general approach for modeling risk via a user-dependent utility func-
tion. We present new complexity results and efficient algorithms for the resulting stochastic prob-
lems. An original motivation for this area came from route planning in road networks. Current
navigation systems use information about road lengths and speed limits to compute deterministic
shortest or fastest paths. When realized (driven), these paths often tum out to be quite suboptimal,
for the simple reason that the deterministic solution ignores the inherent stochasticity of traffic, as
well as changing parameters of the stochastic traffic distributions. The statistics of traffic flows
are now estimable in real time from road sensor networks; thus, we ask how effectively and effi-
ciently such information can be exploited. The same questions hold for many other combinatorial
optimization problems which face uncertainty in real applications.

For a stochastic combinatorial problem we need to optimize an objective that makes some
trade-off between the expected weight (mean) of the solution and its reliability (variance). Opti-
mizing one or the other, though tractable algorithmically, makes little sense. For example, finding
the solution with the lowest expected travel time has little value because a user can only sample a
single realization of that solution in the given uncertain environment; with variance unoptimized,
that realization could be quite far from the mean. Optimizing a linear combination of the mean and
variance is another possibility, though this seems ad-hoc and not clearly motivated. Interestingly it
turns out to be a special case of our formulation.

Decision theory, the standard framework for making optimal plans and policies under uncer-
tainty, expresses the trade-off between expected weight and reliability through a utility or cost
function C : JR ~ JR+. In our setting C,(wT x) assesses a penalty for obtaining a solution with
weight wT x that may depend on some threshold parameter t. For example, a linear cost function
C(.) minimizes the expected solution weight; quadratic cost minimizes variance; the minimizer
of their weighted sum takes a surprising form related to the cumulant generating function of the
solution weight distribution.
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Unfortunately, the general formulation {min E[C(WT x)] I x E F} is not only hard from a
computational complexity point of view but faces obstacles of different nature:

• Combinatorial difficulty. Even in the absence of randomness, when the edge weights are
fully deterministic, a wide class of cost functions reduce to finding the longest path in a
graph, which is NP-hard and inapproximable within a reasonable factor [73].

• Distributional difficulty. The distributional assumptions on the element weights Wi may
bring a difficulty on their own, to the extent that we cannot even compute the distribution of
the total weight of a feasible solution WT x = Li:xi=l Wi, let alone evaluate the function
E[C(WT x)] and minimize it. For example, computing the probability that the sum of n
non-identical Bernoulli random variables is less than a given number is #P-hard [80].

• Analytic difficulty. Even with additive distributions such as the Normal distribution, with
which we can readily compute the density j of the weight of a feasible solution WT x, we
might not be able to get a closed analytic form of the objective function E[C(WT x)]
J j(u)C(u)du and cannot optimize it efficiently. I

• Functional difficulty. Having computed the distribution of the feasible solution weight WT x
and a closed form expression for the objective function E[C(WT x)], we are left with an
integer optimization problem, to minimize a (nonlinear or nonconvex) function over the
feasible set F, which may be a hard problem, as well.

Not surprisingly in light of these challenges, in this chapter our contributions include hardness of
approximation results for the general problem. Nevertheless, we are also able to identify function
classes for which we give polynomial and pseudopolynomial algorithms.

The stochastic problems we consider fall into two main categories: "What is the optimal solu-
tion for a given threshold parameter?" and "What is the optimal choice of threshold parameter and
solution which lead to a lowest overall cost?" (for example, in the case of shortest paths where the
threshold parameter is a deadline to reach the destination, these questions ask "What is the optimal
time to depart and optimal route to take?" and "Now that I am on the road, what is the optimal
route for that deadline?"). Surprisingly, for some cost functions of interest, the former question is
tractable while the latter is NP-hard.

This highlights the dependence of stochastic solutions on the threshold parameter. For example,
imagine that we have a choice of two solutions and only care to pick one whose weight does not
exceed the threshold. Maximizing the probability of doing so implies that C(.) is a step function.
If we have a low threshold, a costlier and highly variable solution will actually be preferable to
a cheaper and highly reliable one because the less predictable solution offers a greater chance of
remaining below the threshold (see Figure 2.1).

IThis is a common problem in decision theory and related fields, which therefore focus attention on conjugate pairs
of function and distribution families (more precisely, conjugate priors), i.e., function-distribution pairs for which the
integral can be computed in a closed form and the expected cost function lies in the same family as the original cost
function C(.).

12
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Figure 2.1. Suppose we have a choice of two solutions with mean and variance PI = 4, 71 = 1 and PI = 5, 71 = 4
respectively. The optimal solution depends on the cost threshold. Solution one is on average cheaper (PI < J.l2) and
more reliable (71 < 72), but for a threshold less than 2, solution two offers a higher (albeit small) probability of being
below the threshold .

• 2.1 The stochastic optimization model

Let U = {ell ... , en} be a ground set of elements. The elements have independent stochastic
weights Wi specified by probability density functions Ii (.) with mean /-li and variance Ti. We have
a set of feasible subsets or solutions :F and are interested in finding a solution that optimizes the
user's expected utility. We specify the latter via a cost function C(-), thus we seek to solve

minimize
subject to

(2.2)

where x E IRn is the indicator vector for a solution and W = (WI, ... , Wn) is the vector of
stochastic weights. Denote the mean and variance vectors of W by p, and T respectively.

The cost function may depend on a target parameter-for example, a budget or deadline that
we do not want the stochastic solution weight to exceed. Then, the cost function values can be
interpreted as penalties for being below or above this target. (For example, this can be the available
time we have to reach our destination in a route planning setting, or the weight limit of items we
can fit in a suitcase, etc.) By independence, the distribution of the stochastic solution weight WT x
has mean p7 x and variance ,T x. Denote its probability density function by IWT x (.). Then the
expected cost of a solution weight is

E[C(WTx, t)] = !. [IwTx(Wl' ... , wn)C(WT x, t)] dWl ...dwn.
Wl,· .. ,Wn

(2.3)

We now distinguish two different problems:

1. Find the optimal solution x and optimal target t:

min E[C(WT x, t)]
t,xEY

(2.4)

2. Find the optimal solution for a given target.

13
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Figure 2.2. Each solution has an associated expected cost as a function of the target weight t. For the target weight
marked by the vertical arrow, solution 3 is optimal; however, the globally optimal target is located at the minimum of
the solution 2 cost curve.

If we graph the expected cost of each feasible solution as a function of the target weight t, we
obtain a family of curves, cartooned in Figure 2.2. The best solution for a given target is indicated
by the lowest curve at that point. Note that each solution may be optimal over a different range of
targets. The global miminum of the lower envelope of all such curves indexes the optimal target.

Calculating the cost of a single solution

In general, the expected cost expression in equation (2.3) may be impossible to compute in a
closed form. We will therefore focus on two families of cost functions for which the integral can
be computed exactly, and which are a sensible model of user utility: polynomials and exponentials.
In this section we assume that the user values her resources and does not want a solution that is
too much below or above the target. (In the following section, we will consider cost functions
that do not penalize for being below target.) Thus the cost function should be expressive enough
to (asymmetrically) penalize being both below and above target. Although many of the results
of subsequent sections apply to general polynomial functions (and our hardness results hold for
arbitrary functions with global minima), we will consider here quadratic and quadratic+exponential
cost functions for illustrative purposes.

Quadratic Cost Suppose the penalty for being above or below the target is quadratic in the
amount we deviate from the target, that is C (WT X, t) = (t - WT x? Then the expected cost of
a solution is

E[C(WT X, t)] E[(t - WT X)2] = t2 - 2t E[WT x] + E[(WT X)2]
t2 - 2tJ17x + (J17x + rT x)

= (t - tLTX)2 + rT x.

We see that this expected cost is always nonnegative. Thus if we find a solution with zero
variance and mean equal to the target, this would be an optimal solution.

The quadratic cost function might not be regarded as realistic since it assigns the same penalty
to being equally below and above the target. As we saw above, this leads to preferring the most
certain solution, without any care for its average weight. On the other hand, linear costs, which
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favor on average lower-weight solutions, do not have any effect when added to the quadratic cost
other than shifting the effective target. Thus, we augment the quadratic cost function with an
exponential term which gives a higher penalty to being above the target.

Quadratic+Exponential Cost Consider cost function C (y) = y2 + Aeky, where again y is the
deviation from the target weight and A ~ 0 and k are parameters which determine the strength
of the penalty for exceeding the target. The sign of k can be negative if one is more averse to a
solution weight below the threshold than exceeding the threshold.

In this case, we can still get a closed form expression for the expected cost of a solution.

E[C(WT x - t)] _ E[(WT X - t)2 + Aek(WTx-t)]

_ (t - J-tT X)2 + rT x + Ae-kt E[ekWTX]
n

- (t - J-tT X)2 + rT x + Ae-kt II E[ekWiXi].
i=l

Choice of weight distributions

It is natural to model the stochastic weights by normal distributions. For a normally distributed
random variable W !".J N(J-l, T), we have E[ekW] = e(kJ1+k2r/2). Thus, the expected cost of a
solution x with independent normally distributed weights Wi of its components is given by

E[C(WT x - t)] = (t - J.17 x? + rT x + Ae-ktek~i (Pixi+krixT/2). (2.5)

For the special case of discrete combinatorial problems where Xi = 0 or 1, we can rewrite the last
term as follows:

E[C(WT x - t)] = (t - J-tT X)2 + rT x + Ae-ktek(J-LTx+k-rTx/2). (2.6)

However, the normal distribution is sometimes unrealistic as it assigns positive probability to neg-
ative weights. A more physically appropriate distribution which does not have probability mass
on the negative axis, is the Gamma distribution [88]. Gamma distributions are also proposed in
Fan et al. [37].

We write Wi !".J I'(ai, bi) to denote a Gamma distributed weight with shape parameter a, and
width parameter bi. The mean of this distribution is given by Pi = a,bi and the variance is T[ =
aib~. The density of the gamma distribution is given by

wa-1e-w/b

I' (a, b, w) = bar (a ) ,

where I'(u) = Jooo ya-le-Ydy is the gamma function. The Gamma distribution has strictly nonneg-
ative support and we can additionally specify a minimum weight by shifting w. To keep notation
uncluttered, we will use unshifted distributions; the generalization to shifts is straightforward.

For a gamma random variable 111 !".J 1'( a, b) we have E[ eklV] = (1 - kb) -a. Therefore, the
expected cost of a solution with independent gamma distributed weight components is given by:

n

(t + J-tT x? + rT x + »:" [II (1 - kXibi)-ai],
i=l

(2.7)

which no longer has a simple analytic expression for the minimizing target t.
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,(J.L = 12.5, (T2 = 10) Path A-+B A-+C

A C
Top edges (22.2, 123.1) (46.5, 526.7)
Bottom & Top (60.7,524.6)
Bottom edges (36.3, 125.0) (74.8, 522.7)

,(J.L = 26.79, (T2 = 15)

Table 2.1. In the graph above, the feasible solutions are represented by paths from A to C. The top edges are
identically Gamma distributed, and so are the bottom edges. When we use the quadratic+exponential cost function
C(y) = y2 + e'', the optimal path from A to C uses the two bottom edges while the optimal subpaths from A to B
and from B to C use the top edges. The table entries give the values of the optimal target and expected cost at the
minimum for each path.

II2.2 Optimal solution and optimal target

In this section we consider the subproblem of jointly optimizing for the solution and target weight.
We show that the quadratic cost function with general edge distributions, as well as the quadratic+
exponential cost with Gaussian distributions, result in selecting the lowest variance solution. There-
fore this problem variant can be solved via an algorithm for the corresponding deterministic op-
timization problem (2.1), taking variances as the deterministic component weights. On the other
hand, the quadratic+ exponential cost with Gamma travel distributions does not satisfy a subop-
timality property (a subset of an optimal solution is not optimal for the corresponding subprob-
lem), and remains an open problem even for easy deterministic combinatorial problems that can
be solved via dynamic programming. In essence, the stochastic layer changes the combinatorial
structure of the problem and there is no clear reduction from the stochastic to the deterministic
version of the problem.

Recall that when the cost is quadratic, C(y) = y2, the expected cost of a given solution is
minimized at target t = J17 x, that is the average weight of the solution, and at this optimum, the
expected cost is the variance of the solution, ECmin = rT x. Therefore, we can find the optimal
solution-the one of smallest total variance, with an application of the underlying deterministic
problem where the deterministic weights are set to the variances Ti' Consequently, the optimal
target would be given by the mean weight of that solution. Thus, the optimal target problem turns
out easy in the case of a quadratic cost. The second problem of finding the optimal solution for a
given target does not benefit from the simple form of the expected cost function; we show in the
following section that it is NP-hard.

If we add an exponential penalty for being late by taking C(y) = y2 + )..eky, the expected
cost for a path under Gamma distributions still has a simple closed form, given by Equation (2.7).
However, we lose the separability property of the quadratic cost functions, which allows one to
reduce the problem to its deterministic version. (That is, we cannot split the minimum cost value
ECmin as a sum of the costs of individual components of the solution.)

Theorem 2.2.1. Finding the optimal solution and optimal target for the stochastic combinatorial
problem (2.4)

(i) under quadratic cost and general distributions can be solved exactly with an algorithm for
solving the underlying deterministic problem (2.1).
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(ii) under quadratic+exponential cost and normal distributions can be solved exactly with an
algorithmfor solving the underlying deterministic (discrete combinatorial) problem.

(iii) under quadratic+exponential cost and general distributions, does not satisfy the subopti-
mality property (namely a subset of the optimal solution may not be optimal for the corre-
sponding subproblem).

Proof Part (i) follows from the discussion above. We show part (iii) via a counterexample in
which suboptimality does not hold for any subproblem. Consider a set of feasible solutions which
can be represented as paths in a graph. In particular, take the graph with two parallel pairs of edges
in Table 1. All edges are Gamma-distributed with mean-variance pairs (12.5,10) on the top and
(26.8,15) on the bottom. The optimal path from A to C consists of the lower two edges with
optimal target traversal time of 74.79 units (e.g., which can be thought of as optimal departure time
before a given deadline) and minimum cost 522.65. However, the best paths from A to B and from
B to C both consist of the top edges with target times 22.18 and minimum cost 123.14. Thus, no
subpath of the optimal path from A to C is optimal.

Curiously, the same cost function with normally distributed edge weights admits a reduction
to the underlying deterministic problem, when the latter is a discrete combinatorial problem, i.e.,
Xi = 0 or 1. In part (ii), the expected cost of a solution given by Equation (2.5), can be re-written
as

(2.8)

after the change of variables y = t - J.l Tx. In particular, a path with a higher total variance will
have an expected cost function strictly above that of a path with a lower variance, because for
81 < 82, k -=J 0 and for any fixed y, y2 + 81 + ekYek2sI/2 < y2 + 82 + ekYek2s2/2. Hence the
path of lowest variance will have the lowest minimum expected cost, and we can find it with any
available algorithm for the underlying deterministic problem, with weights equal to the variances.
Thus, when weights are normally distributed, both the quadratic and quadratic plus exponential
cost functions will choose the same solution, although the optimal target weight would naturally
be bigger under the second family of cost functions. (Intuitively, in the shortest path setting, since
we are much more averse to being late, we would be prone to depart earlier and give ourselves a
bigger time window for reaching the destination.) 0

Remark 2.2.2. The last part of Theorem 2.2.1 suggests that the stochastic problem in that set-
ting cannot be solved by a reduction to the underlying deterministic problem, in contrast to the
remaining problem variants.

The problem of finding the optimal solution for a given target weight is again NP-hard, as in
the quadratic cost case.

II 2.3 Optimal solution for a given target

From here until the end of the section we will focus on route planning under uncertainty, namely
the feasible set F consists of all ST -paths, for a given source S and destination T in a graph.
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We first prove NP-hardness results, and then give pseudopolynomial algorithms for the quadratic
and quadratic+exponential cost functions, which generalize to polynomial (plus exponential) cost
functions.

In the route planning example, we may be interested in the optimal solution and optimal de-
parture time to a destination, while planning ahead of time. Once we start our journey, it is natural
to ask for an update given that current traffic conditions may have changed. Now, we are really
posing a new problem: to find the solution of lowest expected cost, for a given target parameter
t. This may sound like a simpler question than the one of jointly finding the optimal solution and
optimal target. But it turns out to be NP-hard for a very broad class of cost functions.

Complexity of costs with global minimum

In this section, we show NP-hardness and hardness of approximation results for arbitrary cost
functions with global minima, when we are looking for the optimal solution with a given target.

Let C (t), the penalty for arriving at the destination at time t, be any function with a global
minimum at tmin. In case of several global minima, let tmin be the smallest one. Denote the
number of nodes in the graph by n.

Theorem 2.3.1. The problem of finding a lowest-cost simple ST -path is NP-hard.

Proof Suppose all edges have deterministic unit edge lengths. Then the cost of departing at time
t along a path with total length L is simply C(t + L).

Consider departure time t = tmin - (n - nE
). If there exists a path of length n - n", it would

be optimal since its cost would be

(2.9)

for all other paths of any length L. In particular, since tmin is the leftmost global minimum, we
have a strict inequality for paths of length L < n - n', Now suppose the optimal path is of length
L*. We have three possibilities:

1. L * < n - n", Then by above, there is no path of length n - n':

2. L * = n - n': Then we have found a path of length n - n':

3. L* > n - n", Then by removing edges, we can obtain a path of length exactly n - n',

Therefore, the problem of finding an optimal path reduces to the problem of finding a path
of length n - nE where E < 1. Since the latter problem is NP-complete [73], our problem is
NP-hard. 0

Intuitively, if we incur a higher cost for earlier arrivals and depart early enough, the problem
of finding an optimal path becomes equivalent to the problem of finding the longest path. Further,
if the cost function is not too flat on the left of its minimum, we can see that an approximation of
the min-cost path automatically gives a corresponding approximation of the longest path; hence a
corollary to the above is that the optimal path is hard to approximate.
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Corollary 2.3.2. For any cost function which is strictly decreasing and positive with slope of ab-
solute value at least A > 0 on an interval [-00, tmin], there does not exist a polynomial constant
factor approximation algorithm for finding a simple path of lowest expected cost at a given depar-
ture time prior to tmin, unless P = N P.

Proof Suppose the contrary, namely that we can find a path of cost C = (1+ a)CoPt where Copt
is the cost of the optimal path, and a > 0 is a constant.

Assume as in the theorem above that we have an n vertex graph with unit length edges and
consider departure time t = tmin - (n - 1) at the source. Let Lopt be the length of the optimal path
and let L be the length of the path that we find. Then L ::;Lopt so Lopt is the longest path between
the source and the destination and ~:~~i2:: A, otherwise there would be a point in [-00, tmin]

of absolute slope less than A. Hence Lopt - L ::; AaCopt and so Lopt/ L ::; 1 + (AaCopti L) ::;
1 + AaCopt, where Copt = C(tmin) is constant, so this would give a polynomial constant factor
approximation algorithm for the longest path problem, which does not exist unless P = N P
[73]. D

Remark 2.3.3. We can obtain a stronger inapproximability result based on the fact that finding a
path of length n - n€ is NP-complete, for any E < 1 [73]. However, our goal is simply to show the
connection between the inapproximability of our problem to that of the longest path problem and
show the need to settle for non-simple paths in the algorithms of the following section.

The NP-hardness result in Theorem 2.3.1 crucially relies on simple paths, and it makes optimal
paths equivalent to longest paths (due to a very early departure time), which is not usually the case.
We can show that finding optimal paths is NP-hard even for more reasonable start times and non-
simple paths, via a reduction from the subset-sum problem, for any cost function with a unique
global minimum.

Theorem 2.3.4. Suppose we have a cost function C(t) with a unique minimum at tmin, which
gives the penalty of arriving at the destination at time t. Then for a start time t at the source, it
is NP-complete to determine if there is a path P to the destination of expected cost ECp(t) ::; K,
where

ECp(t) = ['" jp(y)C(t + y)dy,

and f p (y) is the travel time distribution on path P.

Proof The problem is in NP since there is a short certificate for it, given by the actual path if it
exists.

To show NP-hardness, we reduce from the Subset Sum problem, namely given a set of integers
{WI, ... , wn} and a target integer t, is there a subset which sums exactly to t? The subset sum
problem, which is a special case of the knapsack problem, is NP-complete [22]. Set!( = C(tmin).

Consider the graph in Figure 2.3 with deterministic edge travel times WI, ... , ui; on the bottom and 0
on the top. Any path P from S to T in this graph has travel time LiEP ui, and cost C(tf + LiEP Wi)

if we leave the source at time tf = tmin - t. Since the cost function C(t) has a unique global
minimum at tmin, there is a path of cost at most K = C(tmin) if and only if there is a path with
travel time satisfying t' + LiEP ui, = t-;«. i.e., if and only if there is a subset of the Wi'S summing
exactly to t. D
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Figure 2.3. If we can solve for the optimal path with a given start time t in this graph, then we can solve the subset
sum problem with integers WI, ... , Wn and target t.

Remark 2.3.5. Note that Theorem 2.3.1 only shows that it is NP-hard to find a simple optimal
path. Theorem 2.3.4 on the other hand applies to non-simple paths as well, since the subset sum
problem is NP-complete even if it allows for repetitions [22].

Complexity of stochastic weights

The theorems in the preceding section show that the stochastic routing problem contains instances
with deterministic subgraphs that make routing NP-hard, though we do not know whether the
class of purely stochastic routing problems (with non-zero variances) is also NP-hard with general
cost objectives and travel time distributions. Indeed, there are known problems in scheduling
where the scenario with deterministic processing times is NP-hard, while its variant with stochastic,
exponentially distributed processing times can be solved in polynomial time [18].

It may be difficult to extend Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.4 to the non-zero variance case partly
because the integral defining the expected cost will likely not have a closed form for most cost
functions. However, we can prove NP-hardness similarly to Theorem 2.3.4 for stochastic instances
and the function classes we considered earlier, where we know the form of the expected costs
functions.

Recall that, under quadratic cost, the expected cost of departing at time t along a path P

with general edge travel time distributions is (t + itT x) 2 + -rT x. Define Stochastic Cost
Rout ing to be the problem of deciding whether, for a fixed departure time t, there is a path of
expected cost less than K for some constant K,

Corollary 2.3.6. Stochastic Cost Routing is NP-hard for quadratic cost with general
edge distributions and quadratic-eexponential cost with Gamma distributions.

Proof In both cases the proof reduces to that of Theorem 2.3.4 by choosing the means and vari-
ances on the top and bottom edges carefully so that the parts of the expected cost function which
contain the variances become equal for each path.

For the quadratic cost case, this is straightforward by choosing the same variance T? to each pair
i = 1, ... , n of top and bottom edges in Figure 2.3. The quadratic+exponential cost with Gamma
travel times takes a little more work since the means and variances are not so well separated in the
exponential term. 0

We are going to show that finding optimal solutions is NP-hard via a reduction from the subset-
sum problem, for any cost function with a unique global minimum.
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Theorem 2.3.7. Suppose we have a cost function C(y) with a unique minimum at Ymin' which
gives a penalty for exceeding the target by Y units. Then for a given target t and constant K, it is
NP-complete to determine if there is afeasible solution x with expected costE[C(WT x-t)] ::;K.

Proof The problem is in NP since there is a short certificate for it, given by the actual optimal
solution if such exists.

To show NP-hardness, we reduce from the Subset Sum problem, namely given a set of integers
{WI, ... , wn} and a target integer t, is there a subset which sums exactly to t? The subset sum
problem, which is a special case of the knapsack problem, is NP-complete [22]. Set!( = C(tmin).

Consider the graph in Figure 2.3 with deterministic edge travel times WI, ... , Wn on the bottom and 0
on the top. Any path P from S to T in this graph has travel time LiEP ui, and cost C(t' + LiEP Wi)

if we leave the source at time t' = tmin - t. Since the cost function C(t) has a unique global
minimum at tmin, there is a path of cost at most K = C(tmin) if and only if there is a path with
travel time satisfying t' + LiEP ui, = tmin, i.e., if and only if there is a subset of the Wi'S summing
exactly to t. 0

Remark 2.3.8. Note that Theorem 2.3.1 only shows that it is NP-hard to find a simple optimal
path. Theorem 2.3.7 on the other hand applies to non-simple paths as well since the subset sum
problem is NP-complete even if it allows for repetitions [22J.

Algorithms for the optimal path with fixed start time

We have shown that finding simple optimal paths with a given departure time is hard to approx-
imate within a constant factor, as it is similar to finding the longest path. When we remove the
restriction to simple paths, we can give a pseudopolynomial dynamic programming algorithm,
which depends polynomially on the largest mean travel time of a path N! (or equivalently on the
maximum expected travel time of a link). For real world applications such as car navigation, M
will likely be polynomial in the size of the network, hence this algorithm would be efficient in
practice, and significantly better than the previous algorithms based on exhaustive search [94].

For clarity, we present in detail algorithms for the quadratic and quadratic+exponential cost
function families under general travel time distributions, for which we derived simple closed form
expressions; however, the algorithms can readily extend to general polynomials and polynomi-
als+exponentials.
Quadratic costs First consider the case of a quadratic cost where the expected cost of a path

P with incidence vector x is EC (x, t) = (t + J.-LTx) 2 + rT x. We are interested in finding the path
of smallest cost EC(x, t), for a fixed t. Denote by 7r( v, m) the predecessor of node v on the path
from the source S to v of mean m and smallest variance. Denote by <I> ( v, m) the variance of this
path. Then we can find 7r (v, m) and <I> ( v, m) for all v and all m = 0, 1, ... , NI by considering the
neighbors v' of v (denoted v' rv v) and choosing the predecessor leading to smallest variance of
the path from s to v:

<I>(v,m) = min [<I>(v',m - J1v'v) + TV'V] ,
V'I"VV

7r(v, m) = arglnin [<I>(v', m - J1v'v) + TV'V] ,
V'I"VV
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II Initialize paths out of source 8 with mean 1
path variance <I>(8,0):=0 i predecessor node 7f(8,0):=8
for each vertex v

if v is a neighbor of 8 and I1sv = 1
<I>(v, 0) := Tsv i 7f(v, 0) := 8

else
<I>(v,O) :=null i 7f(v,O):=null

II Fill in the rest of the table
for m = 1 to M

for each vertex v with neighbors v'
<I>(v, m) := minv'r-vv [<I>(v', m - I1v'v) + Tv'v]
7f(v,m) := argminv'r-vv [<I>(v', m - I1v'v) + Tv'v]

II Find the lowest cost path from 8 to T at departure time t
mopt = argminmE{O,...,M} {(t + m)2 + <I>(T, m)}
7fopt = 7f(T, mopt)
ECmin(t) = (t + mopt)2 + <I>(T, mopt)

Figure 2.4. Pseudopolynomial Algorithm for Quadratic cost and fixed departure time. M is the upper bound on the
mean travel time of a path.

where I1v'v and Tv'v denote the mean and variance of the travel time on the link (v', v). Note that,
by our assumption of independence of the travel times, the variance of each path is given by the
sum of variances of the edges. Hence suboptimality holds-the path of smallest variance from 8
to v through v' must be using a path of smallest variance from 8 to v'.

Suppose the maximum degree in the graph is d. Then computing the paths of smallest variance
above for each vertex and each possible expected travel time from 0 to M can be done in time
o(M dn ). Finally, we find the path from 8 to destination T by taking the minimum of (t +m) 2 +
<I>(T, m) over all m = 0,1, ... ,M, so that the total running time of the algorithm is O(Mdn). If,
instead of integer, the travel time means are discrete with discrete step E, the running time would
be 0 i M dn / E) for small degrees d, or 0 (Ai n 2/ E) in general. The algorithm is summarized in
Figure 2.4.

Quadratic+Exponential costs We can solve the case of a quadratic+exponential penalty similarly-
only this time our dynamic programming table would have an extra dimension for possible values
of the variance of a path and the table entries would contain the path with smallest exponential term
fleE? E[el'Ve J. Denote by 7f(v, m, T) the predecessor of node v on the path from the source s to v
of total mean travel time m, total variance T and smallest value of fleE? E[eWe J. Further denote
by <I>(v, m, T) the value of fleE? E[eWe J on this path. Then as before, once we have computed
<I>(v, 11, T) and 7f(v,11, T) for all nodes v, path means 11 ::; m - 1 and variances T = 0,1,...,M; we
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can compute <I>(v,m, T) and 7f(v, m, T) for all v and T = 0,1, ... , M by setting

<I> ( v, m, T) = min [<I> ( v', m - /lv'v, T - Tv' v) * E[eW v' v J] ,
o'r-»

7f(v, m, T) = arg min [<I> (v', m - /lv'v, T - Tv'v) * E[eWv'v J],
»'r-»

where Wv'v is the stochastic weight of link (v', v) and we assume that the variance of a path is
upper bounded by its expectation, so it is at most M. Correctness follows as above by noting
that the subpath-optimality property holds for fleEP E[eWe]. Similarly, we find the path of lowest
expected cost from the source to the destination T by taking the minimum over m = 0,1, ... , 1\1
and T = 0,1, ..., M of (t +m)2 + T + ).,e-t<I>(T, m, T). The running time is now O((M/E?dn) for
discrete travel times with discrete step Eo

The standard technique of scaling, which turns a pseudopolynomial algorithm into a fully poly-
nomial approximation scheme such as in the knapsack problem [126], would work here if the ratio
of the maximum mean of an edge to the cost of the optimal solution is polynomially bounded and
would fail otherwise. If we do not have a bound on this ratio, we cannot achieve a polynomial
approximation scheme, either. Note that the ratio can be arbitrarily large if the optimal path has
arbitrarily small variance, say under a quadratic cost function. Even if we lift the cost function by
a constant so as to avoid zero values as part of its definition, we may still have a constant optimum
cost compared to large mean travel times of edges so we cannot eliminate the dependence of the
running times above on the maximum path mean M.

General polynomial plus exponential costs

The above dynamic programming algorithms extend to the case when the expected cost is a gen-
eral polynomial (plus exponential) with a constant number of terms. Since it is not clear how the
various terms trade off, we would have to keep track of each term individually in a separate di-
mension of the dynamic programming table, and the running time would scale as 1\1 to the power
of the number of terms. Scenarios which would fall in this category include general polynomial
(plus exponential) cost functions and additive edge distributions such as Gaussian, Gamma with
a fixed width parameter, etc. Under these distributions, the expected cost of path travel time Y
would depend only on the distribution of Y as opposed to that of each individual link on the path,
and would therefore have a constant number of terms. For example, when the cost C(Y) is a poly-
nomial of degree l, the expected cost E[C(Y)] is a linear combination of the random variable Y's
first l moments, as noted by Loui [84], and in this case the dynamic programming algorithm would
have running time proportional to 1\1/ if each moment is bounded by 1\1.

Experimental evaluation

We ran the pseudopolynomial algorithms on grid graphs with up to 1600 nodes for the quadratic
objective and up to 100 nodes for the quadratic+exponential objective. The former graph instances
can be viewed as the problem of navigating from one comer of Manhattan to another; the latter as
finding a path around a city through a highway network. Run-times were typically a few seconds
while memory turned out to be limiting factor: In the case of quadratic objective the dynamic
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programming table is two-dimensional, and in the quadratic+exponential objective the table is
three-dimensional, i.e., cubic in the size of the graph. Given the memory constraint, we set the
largest edge mean to 10 on the graphs with 1600 nodes and to 4 on the graphs with 100 nodes.
The edge means and variances were generated uniformly at random. The memory usage of the
algorithms was not optimized; it could be made an order of magnitude smaller (linear for C (t) =
t2, quadratic for C(t) = t2 + Aekt) if one only wanted to compute the objective function values
without outputting the actual paths.
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Figure 2.5. Minimum-cost envelopes for the same network under quadratic (top left) and quadratic+exponential (top
right) cost functions. The envelopes are superimposed in the bottom graph in a neighborhood of their global optima.

For the sake of comparison, Figure 2.5 shows the resulting optimal cost for the same graph
with 100 nodes under both quadratic and quadratic+exponential objectives with Gamma distributed
travel times. Recall that the optimal cost envelope for a graph under a given objective is the infi-
mum of the cost functions of each path in the graph. Each plot on the top shows the minimum-
cost envelope and the expected cost function of three paths-the path with the smallest variance,
the smallest mean, and the smallest mean+variance. As predicted, the path with smallest vari-
ance yields the globally optimal cost in the quadratic case but this is not necessarily true in the
quadratic+exponential case.

We note that the basic quadratic+exponential objective

tends to be dominated by the quadratic term near the function's minimum so that its plot is al-
most identical to the plot of the quadratic objective case for the interval of departure times around
the global minimum. However, a bigger positive coefficient in front of the exponential term (fea-
tured at the top right of Figure 2.5) balances the quadratic and exponential influence and illus-
trates a situation where the smallest variance path is not globally optimal and the smallest mean or
mean-variance paths are not even locally optimal, i.e., do not participate in the min-cost envelope.

The third plot in the Figure superimposes the two different objectives and zooms into their
global minima. The plot demonstrates clearly the qualitative difference between the two objective
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costs-not only in the fact that the global optimum is attained on different paths but also in that
different paths may be locally optimal at the same fixed departure time. For example, at depar-
ture 51 minutes (units) before the deadline, a quadratic objective would recommend the smallest
variance path while a quadratic+exponential objective would recommend some other path. We
see similar differences of recommendation for departure time a little over 52.5 minutes before the
deadline. Naturally, since the exponential term assigns a more severe penalty for being late, the
quadratic+exponential objective recommends an earlier globally optimal departure time .

• 2.4 Monotonically increasing costs

The general stochastic problem (2.2) becomes significantly easier if we consider some natural
monotonically increasing costs, such as linear and exponential for which the global cost is separa-
ble into element costs. As noted above, linear cost with a given threshold t translates to minimizing
the expected solution weight, a basically uninteresting quantity in this stochastic setting. An ex-
ponential cost C (t) ekt on the other hand, is interesting because it gives rise to the expected
solution cost

ekt IT E[ekWi
].

i: xi=l

where x = (Xl, ... , xn) is the indicator vector of the solution and Wi is the stochastic weight of ele-
ment i. We make this separable by moving into the log domain where finding the solution of lowest
expected cost with given threshold t turns out to be equivalent to finding the minimum weight so-
lution with deterministic weights set to the cumulant-generating function K(k) = log (E[ekWi]).

The cumulant -generating function is a series sum over cumulants that is dominated by the lowest
central moments of the distribution; for many distributions it is effectively a weighted sum of mean
and variance, a common objective in portfolio selection and mean-risk analysis [36]. For gamma-
distributed weights, K (k) = a log( 1/ (1 - kb)); compare this with the more familiar expression
K (k) = kJ.l + k2T /2 which arises from normally distributed variables.
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CHAPTER 3

Nonconvex and stochastic optimization
with risk

In the previous chapter, we defined a general framework for stochastic optimization that incorpo-
rates risk, based on a user-dependent utility or cost function C (. ), where the objective is to find the
feasible solution x of smallest expected cost E [C(WT x)]. We showed that for broad classes of
cost functions C the problem is NP-hard and for arbitrary such costs it is essentially hopeless to
solve or approximate. Therefore, in this chapter we focus on particular classes of costs which are
both very natural and also admit efficient approximation schemes for arbitrary underlying prob-
lems.

The stochasticity here is defined through arbitrary independent distributions with given mean
and variance values. We consider a family of objective functions specified by a convex combination
of the mean and standard deviation of the feasible object. These functions and their closely related
value-at-risk objectives, which we consider in a subsequent section, have been ubiquitously used
in finance for portfolio optimization [36,47].

This stochastic framework is a special case of nonconvex optimization, which is generally a
very hard problem even over a hypercube [50], let alone over a complex combinatorial or discrete
structure whose convex hull cannot be efficiently described.

Our main contribution in this chapter is a family of general-purpose approximation schemes
for minimizing the objective J-LTx + kvrTxfor an arbitrary underlying problem (namely an ar-
bitrary feasible set F), where x, J-L,r are the vectors corresponding to a feasible solution, the
vector of means and the vector of variances respectively. Our algorithms assume oracle access
to an exact or approximate algorithm for solving the deterministic (linear) version of the problem
{min wTx I x E F}. We show how our approximation algorithms technique extends to other
objective functions involving the probability tail of the stochastic solution weight such as the so
called value-at-risk objective and a threshold objective defined later in the chapter.

The main insight is that as an instance of concave minimization, the optimum lies in the union
of hyperplanes (in contrast to convex minimization where the optimum is in the intersection of
hyperplanes). Although we may need exponentially or infinitely many hyperplanes to find the
exact optimum, a careful choice of a small number of them yields a very good approximation in
polynomial time. That choice is related to the field of polytopal approximation of convex bodies,
where the goal is to approximate a convex body by a polytope with the smallest number of facets.

Our work advances the emerging algorithmic theory of nonlinear discrete optimization, where
the state of art consists of algorithms that enumerate feasible extreme points or discretize the state
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space [102, 78] and do not apply to settings such as ours. On the other hand, our stochastic
optimization framework with risk constitutes an important contribution in stochastic optimization
in its own right, offering a unified approximative analysis that applies to arbitrary combinatorial or
continuous problems.

We defer further discussion of our contribution and related work after formally describing the
relevant problems and results.

II 3.1 Approximation technique for nonconvex optimization

Our results in this chapter are approximation algorithms for the problem of minimizing J-LT x +
kV rT x and two other related objectives over arbitrary feasible sets. Since we use the same ap-
proximation technique, which we conjecture will also apply to other objective functions of interest,
in this section we extract and give a nontechnical description of our recipe for obtaining these
algorithms.

Consider an arbitrary feasible set F c lRn (in particular, the set can have a combinatorial or
more generally discrete or continuous, possibly nonconvex, structure). We call points x E F from
the set feasible objects or feasible solutions. Now let f : lRn

~ lRbe a function which we wish to
optimize (say minimize) over the feasible set:

minimize
subject to

f(x)
x E F.

(3.1)

Stated in its full generality as in Equation (3.1), this problem contains as special cases linear
programming, integer programming, combinatorial optimization, concave minimization, etc. and
an attempt at a general approach to solve it would likely fail. It does not get much easier if we
assume access to an oracle which can optimize linear functions over the feasible set:

minimize
subject to

wTx

X E F,
(3.2)

where we refer to w E lRn as a weight vector or linear objective. In this case, even just quadratic
concave programming over the hypercube is NP-hard [50], so it is not of much help that we can
optimize linear functions over the hypercube. Nevertheless, this is the framework that we adopt:
assuming access to an algorithm for optimizing linear objectives (3.2), which may be exact or
approximate (we refer to it as the linear oracle), we would like to approximate the nonlinear prob-
lem (3.1), by calling the linear oracle on a carefully chosen set of linear objectives. As we demon-
strate later, such an approach enables solving large classes of problems all at once by providing a
family of corresponding general-purpose algorithms.

Ours is by no means the first work to take the direction of reducing nonlinear (or linear inte-
ger) to linear problems. The idea is present in classical work on optimization; the use of cutting
plane techniques is one of many examples. The subtlety of course lies in precisely how to choose
appropriate linear objectives given the problem at hand, so as to ensure a fast and effective approx-
imation.
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Figure 3.1. (left) Level sets and approximate nonlinear separation oracle for the projected nonconvex (stochastic)
objective j(x) = J.LTX + cVrTx on the span(J.L, r)-plane. (right) Approximating the level sets LA of an objective
function with a large or unbounded gradient as our threshold objective may require a large or even infinite number of
linear segments.

The methodology we propose gives a recipe for how to choose a set of linear objectives for
approximating a given nonconvex program. In this work, we show how it successfully applies to
an entire area of stochastic optimization problems with risk. Beyond the applications discussed
here, we conjecture that the methodology would yield practical polynomial-time approximation
algorithms for (quasi)concave minimization, I (quasi)convex maximization and other nonconvex
functions of low rank (i.e., that can be thought of as functions on a low-dimensional subspace),
attaining their maxima at extreme points of the feasible set.

• 3.1.1 Building an approximate nonlinear oracle from linear oracle

The key idea is to approximate the nonlinear level sets of the objective function by as few linear
segments as possible (see figure 3.1). Denote the level set for function value A by LA = {x I f(x) =
A}. We would sometimes use the lower and upper level sets for value A, on which the function
takes values « A and ~ A respectively. Formally we denote them as L.>. = {x I f(x) ::; A} and
LA{x I f(x) ~ A}.

If we want to achieve a (1 + E)-approximation for some E > 0, we consider the level sets LA

and LA(l+€) and construct a sequence of hyperplanes tangent to one of the two level sets, which
form a (not necessarily convex) polyhedron whose facets fit entirely between the two level sets.
For example, in dimension 2, we draw tangents to the level sets as shown in figure 3.1, which result
in a polygon whose sides are entirely contained between the two level sets. It is not the focus of
this work to prove that this yields the smallest number of linear objectives that are necessary to
approximate the level set LA, though this seems intuitive from the construction and it would be
nice to settle formally in the future. However, it is our goal to show that the resulting number of
linear objectives in this construction is small for problems of interest and gives rise to an efficient
approximation of the level sets.

1See Appendix for definitions of quasiconcave functions.
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Figure 3.2. An a-approximate nonlinear separation oracle either returns a feasible solution x E F satisfying f(x) ::;
a.\ or asserts that f(x) > .\ for all x E F, that is the entire feasible set is on one side of the level set LA'

Now, we formally define the approximate nonlinear oracle and show how when one is available,
we can solve the nonconvex program (3.1).

Definition 3.1.1 (Approximate Nonlinear Separation Oracle). An a-approximate nonlinear oracle
(ex 2: 1) for minimizing an objective function f : Rn -+ R over a feasible set F c IRn solves the
following nonlinear separation problem: given a function value .A, the oracle returns either

1. A feasible point x E F with f(x) ::; ex)., or

2. An answer that f(x) > ).for all x E F.
Of course one can analogously define the corresponding oracle for a maximization problem .

• 3.1.2 Using the nonlinear oracle to approximate the function optimum

Once we have a nonlinear separation oracle, it is straightforward to approximate the function opti-
mum via a search on the possible values.

Lemma 3.1.2. Given an a-nonlinear separation oracle (a > 1) for the problem of minimizing a
function f : IRn ----+ IR over a feasible set F c JR, along with a lower bound fl > 02 and upper
bound fu on the function minimum, there is an a(l + f,)-approximate algorithm which finds the
minimum via at most log(t)/log(l + f.) calls to the nonlinear oracle, for any desired accuracy
f, > O.

Proof. Apply the nonlinear oracle successively on the sequence of function values [i, (1+f.)fl, (1+
02 fl' .." until we reach a level), = (1+f,)ifl ::; fu for which the oracle returns a feasible solution
x' with

f(x/) ::;a). = 0:(1 + f.)ifl.

From running the oracle on the previous level (1 + f,)i-l fl' we know that f(x) ~ f(xopt) >
(1 + f,)i-1fl for all x in the feasible set, where xopt denotes the optimal solution. Therefore,

and hence

2We allow fl ~0 for combinatorial problems, where the case fl = 0 is handled separately.
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So the solution x' gives an a(l + ~)-approximation to the optimum Xopt. In the process, we run the
approximate nonlinear separation oracle at most log( 1;)/ log 1 + ~times, QED. 0

• 3.1.3 Complexity of the nonlinear separation oracle

So far we have explained the easy conceptual part of how to construct a nonlinear oracle for the
level sets of the objective function from appropriately selected linear pieces, and how, given this
oracle, we can approximate the optimal solution.

The main question remains of how many linear oracle queries we need in order to construct
the desired nonlinear oracle. Even in two dimensions, we can see from figure 3.1 that depending
on the mutual position and curvature of the function level sets, we may need a large or even
infinite number of linear segments. Another intuitive description of such situation is that when the
objective function has unbounded or infinite gradient, no matter how close two points x, and X2
are in this region, their corresponding objective values f(xd and f(X2) can still be far apart.

One of the objective function families we consider in the later sections has an unbounded
gradient and as an additional challenge it can attain value 0 (as opposed to strictly positive). In light
of the above discussion it is not clear that approximating the level sets and the function minimum
up to a multiplicative factor is even possible, let alone in a way that uses a finite or polynomial
number of linear oracle calls. It is perhaps a counterintuitive positive result that we can achieve an
arbitrarily good approximation with just a logarithmic number of linear objectives.

In the subsequent sections the crux of the technical work is in establishing logarithmic com-
plexity of the nonlinear oracle for families of objective functions arising in stochastic optimization
with risk, as well as extending the construction to the case when we have approximate instead of
exact linear oracles.

Related Work On the nonconvex optimization side, our work advances the emerging (approxima-
tion) algorithmic theory of nonlinear discrete optimization, as referred to by Onn and collaborators
(see survey [102] and references therein). Like us, Onn et al. solve nonlinear programs via calls
to (only exact) linear oracles. Albeit admitting more general objective function specifications they
impose very restrictive conditions on the feasible sets. These conditions ensure that there are a
polynomial or pseudo-polynomial number of relevant extreme points (and exclude basic combina-
torial problems like shortest paths). From there on, they give exact (pseudo- )polynomial algorithms
which exhaustively enumerate extreme points. The authors also provide constant-approximation
pseudo-polynomial algorithms for combinatorial norm maximization [9]. Naturally, the approach
of enumerating extreme points does not extend to continuous feasible sets with infinitely many
extreme points, as ours does.

Kelner and Nikolova [78] provide expected polynomial-time approximation algorithms for
minimizing low-rank quasiconcave functions with bounded gradients and strictly positive (as op-
posed to nonnegative) bound on the minimum, also based on enumerating relevant extreme points.
These algorithms are described in Chapter 4. In addition to using entirely different techniques,
our results in this Chapter are different in that they extend to non-polyhedral feasible sets and
unbounded gradients. Independently from Kelner and Nikolova, Goyal also gives approximation
algorithms for low-rank quasiconcave minimization by invoking exact linear oracles over a dis-
cretization of the state space [56].
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m*

Figure 3.3. Approximating the objective value Al of the optimal solution (m*, s").

On the stochastic optimization side, our results are similar in spirit to work on robust optimiza-
tion [12], in which robust combinatorial problems are solved via oracle calls to the corresponding
deterministic (linear) problems (though beyond this very high-level similarity, our models, results
and techniques are entirely different). The probability tail objective from Sec. 3.4.1 was previously
considered in the context of stochastic shortest paths [99] and an exact algorithm was given based
on enumerating relevant extreme points from the path polytope.

A wealth of different models for stochastic combinatorial optimization have appeared in the
literature, perhaps most commonly on two-stage and multi-stage stochastic optimization, e.g.,
[119, 62, 77, 61, 68], see survey by Swamy and Shmoys [123]. Almost all such work consid-
ers linear objective functions (i.e., minimizing the expected solution weight) and as such does not
consider risk. Some of the models incorporate additional budget constraints [121] or threshold con-
straints for specific problems such as knapsack, load balancing and others [29, 52, 80]. A survey
on stochastic optimization with risk with a different focus (continuous optimization settings and
different solution concepts) is provided by Rockafellar [115]. Similarly, continuous optimization
work with probability (chance) constraints (e.g., [97]) applies for linear and not discrete optimiza-
tion problems. Additional related work on the combinatorial optimization side includes research
on multi-criteria optimization, e.g., [104, 2, 117, 128] and combinatorial optimization with a ratio
of linear objectives [89, 113].

II 3.2 Approximating stochastic optimization with risk

In this section we present a framework for stochastic optimization with risk and give for it a fam-
ily of general-purpose approximation algorithms based on the nonconvex optimization technique
described in the previous section.

Again suppose we have an arbitrary set of feasible objects F c lRn, which may be discrete or
continuous, together with an oracle for optimizing linear objectives over the set. In addition we
are given a vector of means J-L E lRn and variances T E lRn for the stochastic weights, coming
from arbitrary independent distributions so that the mean and variance of an object x E lRn is J-LT X
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and rT x ~ 0 respectively. We are interested in finding a feasible solution which has optimal cost,
where the notion of optimality incorporates risk. A family of objectives that have been widely
used in finance is the class of convex combinations of mean and standard deviation [36, 47]. We
adopt this model here. In later sections, we look at other models which incorporate the probability
distribution tails in the objective or constraint. Formally, our problem is to:

minimize
subject to

J.17 x + cJrTx
xEF,

(3.3)

where the constant c parametrizes the degree of the user's risk aversion. The objective function is a
concave function on lRn; however, thanks to its form, it can be projected onto spani u, -r ) and can
be thought of as a function on two dimensions. In the plane 8pan(JL, r), the projected level sets of
the objective function f (x) = JLT X + cvrT x are parabolas. We follow the idea from Section 3.1.1
on which linear segments to approximate the level sets with. Geometrically, the optimal choice of
segments starts from one endpoint of the level set LA and repeatedly draws tangents to the level set
L(1+f.)A, as shown in Figure 3.3.

In order to establish that the resulting linear segments are few, we first show that the tangent-
segments to L(1+f.)A starting at the endpoints of LA are sufficiently long.

Lemma 3.2.1. Consider points (ml' 81) and (m2' 82) on LA with 0 S ml < m2 S A such that the
segment with these endpoints is tangent to L(1+f.)A at point a(ml' 81) + (1- a)(m2' 82). Then a =
c2 81-82 _ ~ and the objective value at the tangent point is [c

2
~ + 82 m2-m1 + m2].4 (m2-m1)2 81-82 4 m2-m1 81-82

Proof Let! : lR2 --+ lR, !(m, 8) = m + cJS be the projection of the objective f(x) = JLT X +
cVrTx. The objective values along the segment with endpoints (ml' 8d, (m2' 82) are given by

for a E [0,1]. The point along the segment with maximum objective value (that is, the tangent
point to the minimum level set bounding the segment) is found by setting the derivative 11,' (a) =
ml - m2 + c 81-82 , to zero:2V 0:(81 -82)+82

81 - 82
m2-ml=c-~======2}a(81 - 82) + 82

. / 81 - 82
{::} V a( 81 - 82) + 82 = C ( )2 m2 - tti,

2 (81 - 82)2
{::} a(81 - 82) + 82 = C ( )24 m2 - ml

2 (81 - 82)2
{::} a( 81 - 82) = c ( )2 - 824 m2 - ml
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This is a maximum, since the derivative h' (o) is decreasing in o. The objective value at the
maximum is

c2 81 - 82 iri, - m2 C
2 81 - 82

---- - 82 + m2 + ----
4 m2 - ml 81 - 822m2 - ml

Further, since 81 = (>"-em1)2 and 82 ( >"-em2 )2, their difference satisfies 81 - 82 = e\ (m2 -

ml)(2,X - ml - m2), so 51-52 = 2>..-mq-m2 and the above expression for the maximum functionm2-ml e
value on the segment becomes

o
Lemma 3.2.2. Consider the endpoint (m2' 82) = (x.o: of L>... Then either the single segment
connecting the two endpoints of L>.. is entirely below the level set L(I+E)>'" or the other endpoint of
the segment tangent to L(I+E)>" is (mI, 8d = ('x(1 - 4£), (4~>")2).

Proof Since 0 :s; ml < ,x, we can write m, = {3'x for some (3 E [0,1). Consequently, 81 =
( >..-m1)2 = >..2(1_13)2 and 51-52 = >..2(1-,8)2 = >..(1-13). By Lemma 3.2.1 the obiective value at the

e e2 m2-m1 e2>..(I-,B) e2 'J

tangent point is

~ "(lc~ ,6) -i x =" C ~,6 + 1) = (1+ E)",

The last equality follows by our assumption that the tangent point lies on the L(1+E)>" level set.
Hence, {3 = 1- 4E, so ml = (1 - 4E)'x and 81 = (>"-;1)2 = (4~>")2. 0

Next, we characterize the segments with endpoints on L>.. that are tangent to the level set
L>"(I+E)'

Lemma 3.2.3. Consider two points (ml' 8d, (m2' 82) on L>.. with 0 :::; ml < m2 :s; ,x and such
that the segment connecting the two points is tangent to L(1+E)>'" Then the ratio ~~~ (1 + 2£)2.

Proof Continuation. We showed that ~ satisfies the following quadratic equation:52

81 4E'x /f;1 /f;1- + 1- -( - + 1) - 2 - = 0
82 CVS2 82 82
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Denote for simplicity z = /¥; and w = e%-' then we have to solve the following quadratic
equation for z in terms of w:

Z2 + 1 - 2w(z + 1) - 2z = 0
{:} z2-2z(w+1)+1-2w=0.

The discriminant of this quadratic expression is D = (w + 1)2 - 1 + 2w = w2 + 4w and its roots
are Z12 = 1 + w ± vw2 + 4w, Since ~ > 1, we choose the bigger root Z2 = 1 + w + vw2 + 4w.

, 82

Therefore since w = 2~ > 0 we have
ey82 -

f/;
1 2EA 2EA
- = 1 + w + vw2 + 4w 2 1 + w = 1 + IZ 2 1 + -), = 1 + 2E,
82 Cy 82 Cc

where the last inequality follows from the fact that ys2 < JSl ::; ~. This concludes the proof. D

Proof Let point (m, 8) on the segment with endpoints (ml, 81)' (m2' m2) be the tangent point to
the level set L(l+E),. Then the slope 81-82 of the segment is equal to the derivative of the function

m1-m2

Y = ((1+E),-X)2 at x = m which is _2(1+E),-m = _2VS. Since 81-82 = 81-82
e ' e2 e m1-m2 (),-m2)-(),-mI)

(
~82rc:-:-) = - ,jS2+y'sl, equating the two expressions for the slope we get 2VS = fS2 + 1Sl.e y82-y81 e y v~ y vi

On the other hand, since (m, 8) E L(1+E),' we have

(1 ) \ r: (1 ) \ cys2 + cJSl (1 ) \ A - m2 + A - m1 \ m, + m2m= +E/\-Cy8= +E/\- = +E/\- =E/\+---
222

and m = a(m1 - m2) + m2 for some a E (0,1). Therefore a = -21- _E),_ = -21- (~), ~).
m2-m1 e y81-y82

Next,

[
1 EA] 81 - 82 EA

a(81-82)+82= -2- (~ IZ) (81-82)+82= --(~+VS"2)+82
C Y 81 - Y 82 2 C

81+ 82 EA(r;;: ~)
--- - - Y 81 + Y 82
2 C

therefore using 2VS = ys2 + JSl from above, we get two equivalent expressions for 48:

4EA
2(81 + 82) - -( ~ + VS"2)= 81 + 82 + 2V8182

C

4EA
{:} 81 + 82 - -(~ + VS"2)- 2V8182 = 0

C

81 4EA f/;1 f/;1{:} - + 1 - -( - + 1) - 2 - = 0
82 cys2 82 82

8

Denote for simplicity z = If;. and w = e%-' then we have to solve the following quadratic

equation for z in terms of w:

Z2 + 1 - 2w(z + 1) - 2z = 0
{:} z2-2z(w+1)+1-2w=O.
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The discriminant of this quadratic expression is D = (w + 1)2 - 1+ 2w = w2 + 4w and its roots
are Z12 = 1+ w ± Jw2 + 4w, Since ~ > 1, we choose the bigger root Z2 = 1+ w + Jw2 + 4w., 82

Therefore since w = 2~ > a we have
CV82 -

j¥;1 2EA 2EA
- = 1+ w + vw2 + 4w 2 1+ w = 1+ IC: 2 1+ -,X = 1+ 2E,
82 Cy 82 C;;

where the last inequality follows from the fact that JS2 < JS1 ::;~.This concludes the proof. D

The previous lemma shows that each segment is sufficiently long so that overall the number
of tangent segments approximating the level set L,X is small, in particular, it is polynomial in ~
(and does not depend on the input size of the problem!). This gives us the desired approximate
nonlinear separation oracle for the level sets of the objective function.

Lemma 3.2.4. A nonlinear (1+E)-approximate separation oracle to any level set of the nonconvex

objective f(x) in problem (3.3) can be found with (1 + 21~ogg\~~)) queries to a linear oracle for
solving the underlying linear (deterministic) problem (3.2).

The nonlinear oracle takes as inputs A, E and returns either a feasible solution x E :F with
f(x) ::; (1 + E)Aor an answer that f(x) > Afor all x in polytope(F).

Proof Apply the available linear oracle to the slopes of the segments with endpoints on the
specified level set, say L,X, and which are tangent to the level set L(1+E)'x. By Lemma 3.2.3
and Lemma 3.2.2, the y-coordinates of endpoints of these segments are given by 81 = (~)2,
< 81 < 81 < 81 - a h - (4E'x)2 k-82 _ {1+2E)2'83 _ (1+2E)4,... ,8k _ (1+2E)2(k-1)' 8k+1 - ,were 8k - C ,so -

1 + log( 161E2)/2Iog(1 + 2E), which is precisely the number of segments we use and the result
follows. D

Finally, combining the approximate non-linear separation oracle from Lemma 3.2.4 and Lemma
3.1.2 gives an approximation algorithm for the nonconvex problem (3.3). In a combinatorial prob-
lem, we can use the following bounds fl' fu in the algorithm. For a lower bound, set fl = 8min,

the smallest positive variance coordinate, and for an upper bound take fu = nmmax + cJn8max,

where mmax and 8max are the largest coordinates of the mean and variance vectors respectively.
Additionally run the linear oracle once with weight vector equal to the vector of means, over the
subset of coordinates with zero variances and return that solution if it is better. (In particular, we
can solve the problem even if the optimal objective value is zero.) In a continuous problem we
need to assume that a positive lower bound fl is given.

Theorem 3.2.5. There is an approximation scheme for the nonconvex problem (3.3), which uses an
exact oracle for solving the underlying problem (3.2). This algorithm returns a (1+E) -approximate

solution and makes (1+ ~log( It ))(1 + 21~O~{~~)) oracle queries, namely logarithmic in the size
of input and polynomial in ~.
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II 3.3 Extension to approximate linear oracles

Suppose we have a 5-approximate linear oracle for solving problem (3.2). We will provide an
algorithm for the nonconvex problem (3.3) with approximation factor 5(1 + E), which invokes the
linear oracle a small number of times that is logarithmic in the input-size and polynomial in ~.

First, we show that if we can guess the optimal linear objective, given by the slope of the
tangent to the corresponding level set at the optimal solution, then applying the approximate linear
oracle returns an approximate solution with the same multiplicative approximation factor 5. The
above statement reduces to showing the following geometric fact.

Lemma 3.3.1. Consider levels 0 ::; Al < A2 and two parallel lines tangent to the corresponding
level sets LA1 and LA2 at points (ml' sd and (m2' S2) respectively. Further, suppose the corre-
sponding y-intercepts of these lines are b1 and b2• Then bb2 = ~2++m2 > ~2.

1 Al ml - Al

Proof The function defining a level set LA has the form y = (A~:)2, and so the slope of the tangent
to the level set at a point (m, s) E LA is given by the first derivative at the point, - 2(~;-x) Ix=m =
- 2(Ac-;m) = - 2~. Therefore the equation of the tangent line is y = - 2~ X + b, where

2VS 2m A - m 2m A + m
b = s + -m = JS( JS + -) = JS( + -) = JS( )

c c c c c

Since the two tangents from the lemma are parallel, their slopes are equal: - 2~ - - 2V; ,
therefore SI = S2 and equivalently (AI - ml) = (A2 - m2).

Therefore the y-intercepts of the two tangents satisfy

b2 VS2( A2:m2 ) A2 + m2 Al
-= = >-
b1 JS1( Al:ml) Al + ml - A2·

The last inequality follows from the fact that A2 > Al and Al - m, = A2 - m2 (and equality is
achieved when m, = Al and m2 = A2). D

Corollary 3.3.2. Suppose the optimal solution to the non convex problem (3.3) is (ml' SI) with
objective value AI. Ifwe can guess the slope -a of the tangent to the level set L)q at the optimal
solution, then applying the approximate linear oracle for solving problem (3.2) with respect to that
slope will give a 5-approximate solution to problem (3.3).

Proof The approximate linear oracle will return a solution (m', s') with value b2 = s' +am' ::;5b1,

where b1 = SI + tutu, The objective function value of (m', s') is at most A2' which is the value
at the level set tangent to the line y = -ax + b2. By Lemma 3.3.1, ~~ ::; ~~ ::; 5, therefore the
approximation solution has objective function value at most 5 times the optimal value, QED. D

Ifwe cannot guess the slope at the optimal solution, we would have to approximate it. The next
lemma proves that if we apply the approximate linear oracle to slope that is within (1 + ~)
of the optimal slope, we would still get a good approximate solution with approximation factor
5(1 + E).
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Lemma 3.3.3. Consider the level set LA and points (m * , s*) and (m, s) on it, at which the tangents
to LA have slopes -a and -a(l + ViE") respectively. Let the y-intercepts of the tangent line at
(m, s) and the line parallel to it through (m*, s*) be b, and b respectively. Then ~ ::;1+ E.

Proof Let ~ = ViE". As established in the proof of Lemma 3.3.1, the slope of the tangent to
the level set LA at point (m*, s*) is -a = - 2V(. Similarly the slope of the tangent at (m, s) is
-a(l +~) = - 2~. Therefore, JS = (1 + ~)#, or equivalently (,\ - m) = (1 + ~)(,\ - m*).

Since b, bl are intercepts with the y-axis, of the lines with slopes -a( 1+~) = - 2:: containing
the points (m*, s*), (m, s) respectively, we have

2JS ,\2 - m2
bl - s+--m= ---

c c2

2# '\-m*
b s" + (1+ ~)--m* = 2 (,\ + m* + 2~m*).

c c

Therefore

.!!.- = (,\- m*)('\ + m* + 2~m*) = 1 ,\ + m* + 2~m* < _1_ (_1_) = 1 = 1+ E

bl (,\ - m) (,\ + m) 1+ ~ ,\ + m - 1+ ~ 1 - ~ 1 - ~2 '

where the last inequality follows by Lemma 3.3.4. D

Lemma 3.3.4. Following the notation of Lemma 3.3.3, A+~~+~~m* ::; I~~'

Proof Recall from the proof of Lemma 3.3.3 that (,\ - m) = (1 + ~)(,\- m*), therefore m =
,\ - (1 + ~)(,\ - m*) = -~,\ + (1 + ~)m*. Hence,

'\+m*+2~m* '\+(1+2~)m* ~* +(1+2~) 1- - <--
'\+m - (l-~)'\+(l+~)m* - (1-~)~* +(1+~) - 1-~'

since \:2/ ::; I~~for ~ E [0,1). D

A corollary from Lemma 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.3 is that applying the linear oracle with respect
to slope that is within (1 + ViE") times of the optimal slope yields an approximate solution with
objective value within (1 + E)8 times of the optimal.

Lemma 3.3.5. Suppose the optimal solution to the non convex problem (3.3) is (m*, s*) with ob-
jective value ,\ and the slope of the tangent to the level set LA at it is -a. Then running the
o-approximate oraclefor solving problem (3.2) with respect to slope that is in [-a, -a(l + ViE")]
returns a solution to (3.3) with objective function value no greater than (1+ E)8'\.

Proof Suppose the optimal solution with respect to the linear objective specified by slope -a(l +
ViE") has value b' E [bl, b], where bs, b are the y-intercepts of the lines with that slope, tangent
to LA and passing through (m*, s*) respectively (See Figure 3.3-right). Then applying the 8-
approximate linear oracle to the same linear objective returns solution with value b2 2 8b'. Hence
b2 < b2 < 8
b - b' - •
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On the other hand, the approximate solution returned by the linear oracle has value of our
original objective function equal to at most A2' where L>'2 is the level set tangent to the line on
which the approximate solution lies. By Lemma 3.3.1, \2 ::; ~~= ~ b~ ::; J(1 + E), where the last
inequality follows by Lemma 3.3.3 and the above bound on bt. 0

Finally, we are ready to state our theorem for solving the concave minimization problem (3.3).
The theorem says that there is an algorithm for this problem with essentially the same approxima-
tion factor as the underlying problem (3.2), which makes only logarithmically many calls to the
latter.

Theorem 3.3.6. Suppose we have a J-approximate oraclefor solving problem (3.2). The noncon-
vex problem (3.3) can be approximated to a multiplicative factor of J(1 + E) by calling the oracle
logarithmically many times in the input size and polynomially many times in ~.

Proof We use the same type of algorithm as in Theorem 3.4.3: apply the available approximate
linear oracle on a geometric progression of weight vectors (slopes), determined by the lemmas
above. In particular, apply it to slopes U, (1 + ~)U, "0' (1 + ivv = L, where ~ = ~, L is a
lower bound for the optimal slope and U is an upper bound for it. For each approximate feasible
solution obtained, compute its objective function value and return the solution with minimum
objective function value. By Lemma 3.3.5, the value of the returned solution would be within
J (1+ E) of the optimal.

Note that it is possible for the optimal slope to be 0: this would happen when the optimal
solution satisfies m* = A and s* = O. We have to handle this case differently: run the linear oracle
just over the subset of coordinates with zero variance-values, to find the approximate solution with
smallest m. Return this solution if its value is better than the best solution among the above.

It remains to bound the values Land U. We established earlier that the optimal slope is given by
2v;*, where s* is the variance of the optimal solution. Among the solutions with nonzero variance,
the variance of a feasible solution is at least Smin, the smallest possible nonzero variance of a single
element, and at most (Amax? ::;(nmmax + cJnSmax)2, where mmax is the largest possible mean
of a single element and Smax is the largest possible variance of a single element (assuming that a
feasible solution uses each element in the ground set at most once). Thus, set U = - 2JS

min and
c

L = - 2(nmmax+C~) 0
c

II 3.4 Extension to other objectives with exact and approximate linear

oracles

We now consider other stochastic models with risk, which incorporate the probability distribution
tails in the objective function or constraints. Following the notation from the previous sections,
recall that W = (WI, ...,Wn) is the vector of stochastic weights, with corresponding means J-L =
(Ill, "0' Iln) and variances 'T = (Tl' ... , Tn)'
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• 3.4.1 Probability tail objective

One natural objective would be to pick an object whose weight does not exceed a given budget or
threshold (e.g., when going to the airport, we would like a route whose traversal does not exceed the
time our flight departs). In a stochastic setting, we would therefore want the object with maximum
probability that its stochastic weight does not exceed the threshold t. Equivalently, the user penalty
or cost is a step function equal to 1 when the weight of the solution exceeds the threshold and °
otherwise.

When the weights Wi come from independent normal distributions, a feasible solution x will
have a normally distributed weight WT X rv N (J-LT x, rT x). Therefore, the probability that the
weight does not exceed the threshold is

[
WTX - J-LTX t - J-LTX] (t - J-LTX)= Pr < = <1>

vrTx - vrTx vrTx'

where <1>(.) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal random variable N(O, 1).
Since <1>(.) is monotone increasing, maximizing the probability tail objective Pr [WT x ~ t] is
equivalent to the following quasiconvex maximization problem:

subject to

(3.4)maxmuze

By Lemma 3.4.1 below we have that an approximation for the nonconvex problem (3.4) yields
the same approximation factor for the stochastic problem.'

Lemma 3.4.1. A c5-approximationfor the nonconvex threshold objective (3.4) yields a c5-approximation
for the stochastic threshold objective <1> (t;;;:), where <1> denotes the cumulative distribution
function of the standard normal random variable N(O, 1).

Proof Denote the approximate and the optimal solutions by x, Xopt respectively. A c5-approximation
for maximizing the nonconvex threshold objective means that

t - J-LT X > c5t - J-LT Xopt
vrTx - v!rTxopt

Denote! = t;/,;x and !opt = ~. Since by assumption, !opt ~ 0, a line going through 0 and
7" x 7" Xopt

between the points (/, <1>(/)), (/opt, <1>(/opt) ) on the graph of the function <1> will cross the vertical
lines through this points below the graph and above the graph respectively (at the points A' and
B' in Figure 3.4). Using the notation from Figure 3.4, therefore <1>(/) ~ y (the y-coordinate of

3We expect that under reasonable conditions, e.g., if a feasible solution x has sufficiently many nonzero coordi-
nates, arbitrary weight distributions wiIllead to feasible solutions having approximately normal weight by the Central
Limit Theorem. Thus our algorithms are likely to provide a good approximation in that general case as well.
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Figure 3.4. A plot of the stochastic threshold objective (the cumulative distribution function <I> of the standard normal
random variable).

A') and <P(fopt) :s; Yopt. On the other hand, since the lines AA' and BB' are parallel, we have the
equality below:

15 < L = .JL < <P(f)
- fopt Yopt - <P(foPt)'

therefore <P(f) 2: bif>(fopt), QED. D

Although this model may be viewed as more restrictive in that it assumes normal distributions
as opposed to arbitrary ones in our previous objective, it is mathematically more difficult because
of the unbounded gradient and the fact that the function can attain both positive, zero and negative
values. Thus it is not even clear that one can obtain a multiplicative approximation (imagine there
were only one solution with positive objective value and all others are negative or zero). We show
in Section 3.5 that when the maximum is positive or zero (that is, there is at least one feasible point
whose mean is within the threshold t), we can obtain an arbitrarily good approximation with exact
linear oracles; when it is negative, the problem is still open.

The analogues of the algorithms from Sections 3.2 and 3.3 provide the following approxima-
tions here.

Theorem 3.4.2. Suppose we have an exact oracle for problem (3.2) and suppose the smallest
mean feasible solution satisfies J-tT x ::; t. Thenfor any E E (0,1), there is an (1 - E)-approximate
algorithm for solving the nonconvex threshold problem (3.4), which makes a logarithmic in the
input and polynomial in ~ number of oracle calls.

The following extends our results to the case where we only have an approximate linear oracle.

Theorem 3.4.3. Suppose we have a S-approximation linear oracle for problem (3.2). Then, the

nonconvex threshold problem (3.4) has a 1 - [o(i~~):2~4)] -approximation algorithm that calls

the linear oracle a logarithmic in the input and polynomial in ~ number of times, assuming the
optimal solution to (3.4) satisfies 1-'7x* ::; (1 - E)t.
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• 3.4.2 Value-at-risk objective

Another popular model in portfolio optimization is the value-at-risk objective (for example, see
Ghaoi et al. [51]), which in our context of stochastic optimization following the above notation
can be defined as follows:

minimize
subject to

t
Pr(WT x < t) 2: p
x E F,

(3.5)

for given probability (confidence level) p.
When the element weights come from independent normal distributions, this model has the

equivalent nonconvex formulation

minimize
subject to

J-LT X + cv'rTx
xEF

where c = <I>-1 (p) and as before <I>( .) denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard
normal random variable N(O, 1), and <I>-1(.) denotes its inverse.

For arbitrary distributions, we can apply Chebyshev's bound Pr(WT x 2: J-LT X + cv'rTx) :::;
c\' or equivalently Pr(WT x < J-LT X + cv' rT x) > 1 - c12• Taking c = v11_P gives the inequality

Pr(WT x < J-LT X + Cv rT x) > p. This shows the following lemma:

Lemma 3.4.4. The optimal value of the nonconvex problem

minimize

subject to x E F

will provide an upper bound for the minimum threshold t in the value-at-risk problem with given
probability p.

We remark that in the absence of more information on the distributions, other than their means
and standard deviations, this is the best one can do (assuming Chebyshev's bound is the best
available bound) to solve the value-at-risk problem.

For an illustration of the difference between the normal and arbitrary distributions, consider
again the following hypothetical shortest path problem.

Example 3.4.5. Suppose we need to reach the airport by a certain time. We want to find the
minimum time (and route) that we need to allocate for our trip so as to arrive on time with prob-
ability at least p = .95. (That is, how close can we cut it to the deadline and not be late?) If
we know that the travel times on the edges are normally distributed, the minimum time equals
minxEF J-LT x + 1.645v'rTx, since <J?-1(.95) = 1.645. On the other hand, if we had no informa-
tion about the distributions, we should instead allocate the upper bound minxEF J-LT x + 4.5v' rT x,
since ~ ~ 4.5 (which still guarantees that we would arrive with probability at least 95%).
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• 3.4.2 Value-at-risk objective

Another popular model in portfolio optimization is the value-at-risk objective (for example, see
Ghaoi et a1. [51]), which in our context of stochastic optimization following the above notation
can be defined as follows:

minimize
subject to

t
Pr(WTx < t) ~ P

x E F,

(3.5)

for given probability (confidence level) p.
When the element weights come from independent normal distributions, this model has the

equivalent nonconvex formulation

minimize
subject to

J-tTx+cVrTx
xEF

where c = <J>-l(p) and as before <J>(.) denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard
normal random variable N(O, 1), and <J>-1(.) denotes its inverse.

For arbitrary distributions, we can apply Chebyshev's bound Pr(WT x ~ J-tTX + cVrTx) ~
c1z, or equivalently Pr(WT x < J.-tTX + cVrTx) > 1 - c\. Taking c = Jl~P gives the inequality
Pr(WTx < J-tTX + cvrTx) > p. This shows the following lemma:

Lemma 3.4.4. The optimal value of the nonconvex problem

minimize

subject to x E F

will provide an upper bound for the minimum threshold t in the value-at-risk problem with given
probability p.

We remark that in the absence of more information on the distributions, other than their means
and standard deviations, this is the best one can do (assuming Chebyshev's bound is the best
available bound) to solve the value-at-risk problem.

For an illustration of the difference between the normal and arbitrary distributions, consider
again the following hypothetical shortest path problem.

Example 3.4.5. Suppose we need to reach the airport by a certain time. We want to find the
minimum time (and route) that we need to allocate for our trip so as to arrive on time with prob-
ability at least p = .95. (That is, how close can we cut it to the deadline and not be late?) If
we know that the travel times on the edges are normally distributed, the minimum time equals
minxEF J-tTx + 1.645VrTx, since <J>-1(.95) = 1.645. On the other hand, ifwe had no informa-
tion about the distributions, we should instead allocate the upper bound minxEF J-tTx + 4.5V rTx,
since ~ ~ 4.5 (which still guarantees that we would arrive with probability at least 95%).
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II 3.5 Proofs for the probability tail objective with exact linear oracle

In this section, we give an approximation scheme for the nonconvex problem formulation (3.4) that
uses access to an exact oracle for solving the linear problem (3.2).

The algorithms are analogous to the ones for our nonconvex objective from Sections 3.2 and
3.3; however, the analysis in the latter does not apply directly because the geometric lemmas are
tailored to the specific function form. Thus, for completeness we provide a self-contained analysis
for the nonconvex probability tail objective here.

Our algorithms assume that the maximum of the objective is non-negative, in other words the
feasible solution with smallest mean satisfies J.-LT x :s; t. Note, it is not clear a priori that that such
a multiplicative approximation is even possible, since we still let the function have positive, zero
or negative values on different feasible solutions. The case in which the maximum is negative is
structurally very different (the objective on its negative range no longer attains optima at extreme
points) and remains open. Even with this assumption, approximating the objective function is
especially challenging due to its unbounded gradient and the form of its numerator.

We first note that if the optimal solution has variance 0, we can find it exactly with a single
oracle query: Apply the linear oracle on the set of elements with zero variances to find the feasible
solution with smallest mean. If the mean is no greater than t, output the solution, otherwise con-
clude that the optimal solution has positive variance and proceed with the approximation scheme
below.

The main technical lemma that our algorithm is based on is an extension of the concept of
separation and optimization: instead of deciding whether a line (hyperplane) is separating for a
convex set, in the sense that the set lies entirely on one side of the line (hyperplane), we construct an
approximate oracle which decides whether a non-linear curve (in our case, a parabola) is separating
for the convex set.

From here on we will analyze the projections of the objective function and the feasible set onto
the plane spani p: -r ) since the nonconvex problem (3.4) is equivalent in that space. Consider the
lower level sets LA = {z I f (z) ::; A} of the objective function f (m, s) = t-;F, where m. s E JR.
Denote LA = {z I f (z) = A}. We first prove that any level set boundary can be approximated by
a small number of linear segments. The main work here involves deriving a condition for a linear
segment with endpoints on LA, to have objective function values within (1 - E) of A.

Lemma 3.5.1. Consider the points (ml' sd, (m2' S2) E LA with SI > S2 > 0. The segment
connecting these two points is contained in the level set region LA \LA(I-E) whenever S2 ~ (1 -
E)4sbforevery E E (0,1).

Proof Any point on the segment [(ml, sd, (m2' S2)] can be written as a convex combination of
its endpoints, (o:ml + (1 - 0:)m2,o:sl + (1 - 0:)S2), where 0: E [0,1]. Consider the function
h(o:) = f(o:ml + (1 - 0:)m2' O:SI + (1 - 0:)S2)' We have,

( )
t - o:ml - (1 - 0:)m2 t - o:(ml - m2) - m2

h 0: = = -~======--
JO:Sl + (1 - 0:)S2 JO:(SI - S2) + S2

We want to find the point on the segment with smallest objective value, so we minimize with
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respect to a.

(m2 - m1) Ja(81 - 82) + 82 - [t - a(m1 - m2) - m2] * ~(81 - 82)/ Ja(81 - 82) + 82
h' (a) =

a(81 - 82) + 82

2(m2 - md[a(81 - 82) + 82] - [t - a(m1 - m2) - m2](81 - 82)
2[a(81 - 82) + 82]3/2

a(m2 - md(81 - 82) + 2(m2 - md82 - (t - m2)(81 - 82)
2[a(81 - 82) + 82]3/2

Setting the derivative to 0 is equivalent to setting the numerator above to 0, thus we get
(t - m2)(81 - 82) - 2(m2 - m1)82 t - m2 282

amin = - ---
(m2 - md(81 - 82) m2 - m1 81 - 82

Note that the denominator of h' (a) is positive and its numerator is linear in a, with a positive slope,
therefore the derivative is negative for a < amin and positive otherwise, so amin is indeed a global
minimum as desired.

It remains to verify that h(amin) ~ (1 - f)'x. Note that t - tn, = ,XVSi for i = 1,2 since
(mi,8i) E LA and consequently, m2 - m1 = 'x(VSl- VS2). We use this further down in the
following expansion of h( amin).

( )
t + amin(m2 - m1) - m2 _ t + (~;~~1 - 8~~~2)(m2 - m1) - m2

h am in = - --;::::=============::::::=======--
Jamin(81 - 82) + 82 . /( t-m2 - ~ )(81 - 82) + 82V m2-m1 81-82

=

=

2,XVS2 - 282 JSl ~JS2 = 2,XVS2 - JSlS:-JS2
J VS2( VSl + VS2) - 82 J.jS1S2

\ .jS1S2 + 82 - 82 \ (8182)1/4
- 2/\ = 2/\

(8182)1/4( VSl + VS2) VSl + VS2.

We need to show that when the ratio 81/82 is sufficiently close to 1, h( amin) ~ (1 - f)'x, or
equivalently

2(8 8 )1/4
12 >l-E

VSl+VS2-

(
81)1/2 (81)1/4

{:} (1 - E)
8

2 - 2
8

2 + (1 - f) ~ °
The minimum of the last quadratic function above is attained at (::) 1/4 = 1~' and we can check
that at this minimum the quadratic function is indeed negative:

(1- f) (_1_)2 _ 2(_1_) + (1- f) = (1- f) __ 1_ < 0,
1-f 1-f 1-f

(3.6)
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Figure 3.5. (a) Level sets of the objective function and the convex hull of the projected feasible set on the span(J-L, T)-
plane. (b) Applying the approximate linear oracle on the optimal slope gives an approximate value b of the correspond-
ing linear objective value b", The resulting solution has nonlinear objective function value of at least '\, which is an
equally good approximation for the optimal value '\*.

for all 0 < c < 1. The inequality (3.6) is satisfied at 81 = 1, therefore it holds for all (~) E
82 82

(1, (1~€)4]' Hence, a sufficient condition for h(amin) -s; (1 - c),\ is S2 2: (1 - c)4s1, and we are
done. 0

Lemma 3.5.1 now makes it easy to show our main lemma, namely that any level set L).. can
be approximated within a multiplicative factor of (1 - c) via a small number of segments. Let
Smin and Smax be a lower and upper bound respectively for the variance of the optimal solution.
For example, take Smin to be the smallest positive coordinate of the variance vector, and Smax the
variance of the feasible solution with smallest mean.

Lemma 3.5.2. The level set L)..= {(m, s) E IR.2 I t-;? = A} can be approximated within afactor

of (1 - c) by rilog ( ~:~:) / log 1~€ 1 linear segments.

Proof By definition of Smin and Smax, the the variance of the optimal solution ranges from Smin to
Smax' By Lemma 3.5.1, the segments connecting the points on L).. with variances Smax, smax(1 -

c)4, smax(1 - c)8, ... , Smin all lie in the level set region L).. \L)..(l-E), that is they underestimate
and approximate the level set L).. within a factor of (1 - c). The number of these segments is
r llog (8max) / log ~ 1- 04 8mm 1 e

The above lemma yields an approximate separation oracle for the nonlinear level set L).. and
polytope(F). The oracle takes as input the level), and either returns a solution x with objective
value f(x) 2: (1 - c)A from the feasible set, or guarantees that f(x) < A for all x E polytope(:F).
Therefore, an exact oracle for solving problem (3.2) allows us to obtain an approximate nonlinear
separation oracle, by applying the former to weight vectors aJ.L+T, for all possible slopes (-a) of
the segments approximating the level set. We formalize this in the next theorem.
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Theorem 3.5.3 (Approximate Nonlinear Separation Oracle). Suppose we have an exact (linear)
oracle for solving problem (3.2). Then, we can construct a nonlinear oracle which solves the
following approximate separation problem: given a level A and E E (0,1), the oracle returns

1. A solution x E F with f(x) ~ (1 - E)A, or

2. An answer that f(x) < A for all x E polytope(F),

and the number of linear oracle calls it makes is -41 log (sm~x) / log 1~ , that is O(! log Sm~x).Smm E E Smm

We can now give an approximation algorithm for the nonconvex problem (3.4), by applying the
above nonlinear oracle on a geometric progression of possible values A of the objective function
[, We first need to bound the maximum value f opt of the objective function f. A lower bound fi
is provided by the solution Xmean with smallest mean or the solution Xvar with smallest positive
variance, whichever has a higher objective value: fi = max{f(xmean), f(xvar)} where f(x) =

Tt;J.LT x. On the other hand, 117x ~ 117Xmean and "IT x ~ "IT xvar for all x E polytope(F), so
'T x

an upper bound for the objective f is given by fu = t~n (recall that t - 117Xmean > ° by
'T Xvar

assumption).

Theorem 3.5.4 (Theorem 3.4.2 from main body.). Suppose we have an exact oracle for prob-
lem (3.2) and suppose the smallest mean feasible solution satisfies 117x ::; t. Then for any
E E (0,1), there is an algorithm for solving the nonconvex threshold problem (3.4), which re-
turns a feasible solution x E F with value at least (1 - E) times the optimum, and makes

o ( log (::~: ) log ( iL ) -}:x ) oracle calls.

Proof Now, apply the approximate separation oracle from Theorem 3.5.3 with E' = 1 - vT=E
successively on the levels [«, (1 - E')fu, (1 - E')2fu, ... until we reach a level A = (1 - E')i[« ~ fi
for which the oracle returns a feasible solution x' with

f(x') ~ (1 - E')A = (Vf-=€)i+l fu.

From running the oracle on the previous level fu(l - E,)i-l, we know that f(x) ::; f(xopt) <
(vT=E)i-l fu for all x E polytope(F), where Xopt denotes the optimal solution. Therefore,

and hence

So the solution x' gives a (1 - E)-approximation to the optimum Xopt. In the process, we run
the approximate nonlinear separation oracle at most log ( iL) / log I~E' times, and each run makes
-41 log (~) / log 1~ , queries to the linear oracle, so the algorithm makes at most

Snun E

~ log ( ::~: ) log ( iL ) / (~ log I~E) 2 queries to the oracle for the linear problem (3.2). Finally, since
log I~E ~ Efor EE [0,1), we get the desired bound for the total number of queries. D
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II3.6 Proofs for the probability tail objective with approximate linear

oracle

In this section, we show that a 6-approximate oracle to problem (3.2) yields an efficient approxi-
mation algorithm to the nonconvex problem (3.4). As in Section 3.5, we first check whether the
optimal solution has zero variance and if not, proceed with the algorithm and analysis below.

We first prove several geometric lemmas that enable us to derive the approximation guarantees
later.

Lemma 3.6.1 (Geometric lemma). Consider two objective function values ,X* > ,X and points
(m * , s*) E L)..*, (m, s) E L).. in the positive orthant such that the tangents to the points at the
corresponding level sets are parallel. Then, the y-intercepts b" , b of the two tangent lines satisfy

Proof Suppose the slope of the tangents is (-a), where a > O. Then the y-intercepts of the two
tangent lines satisfy

b = s + am, b*= s' + am *.

In addition, since the points (m, s) and (m * , s*) lie on the level sets L).., L).. *, they satisfy

t-m='xvs, t-m*='x*#.

Since the first line is tangent at (m, s) to the parabola y = e~X)2, the slope equals the first deriva-
. bi . 2(t-x) I 2(t-m) 2)..vs 2vs h b I I f he slone itive at t IS point, -~ x=m = --)..-2 - = -~ = -----:x' so tea so ute va ue ate s ope IS

a = 2f. Similarly the absolute value of the slope also satisfies a = 2'f!, therefore
,x*

#=>:VS.

Note that for ,x* > ,x, this means that s* > s. From here, we can represent the difference m - m*
as

* *' * (A*)2 A* 2
m-m = (t-m)-(t-m)='x#-AVS=-,X-VS-,X/8=[(>:) -1],X/8.

Substituting the slope a = 2f in the tangent line equations, we get
2 IS 2 ISb - b* = s + _Y-um - s" __ y_um*

,x ,x

(
A*)2 2VSs- >: s+T(m-m*)
A* 2 2vs ,x* 2

s-(>:)s+T,X/8[(>:) -1]

8 - (~*r8+ 28 [C·r -1]8[c'r -1] = 8*[1- C.)l
as desired. o
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The next lemma builds intuition, as well as helps in the analysis of the algorithm. It shows that
we can approximate the optimal solution well if we know the optimal weight vector to use with the
available approximate oracle for problem (3.2).

Lemma 3.6.2. Suppose we have a b-approximate linear oracle for optimizing over the feasible set
:F and suppose that the optimal solution satisfies J-lTx* ::; (1 - E)t. If we can guess the slope of

the tangent to the corresponding level set at the optimal point x*, then we can find a VI - b2~E_
approximate solution to the nonconvex problem (3.4).

In particular, setting E = VJ gives a (1 - VJ)-approximate solution.

Proof Denote the projection of the optimal point x* on the plane by (m*, s") = (J-lTx*, rTx*).
We apply the linear oracle with respect to the slope (-a) of the tangent to the level set LA* at
(m*, s*). The value of the linear objective at the optimum is b* = s* + am*, which is the y-
intercept of the tangent line. The linear oracle returns a b-approximate solution, that is a solution
on a parallel line with y-intercept b ::; bb*. Suppose the original (nonlinear) objective value at the
returned solution is lower-bounded by A, that is it lies on a line tangent to LA (See Figure 3.5(b )).
From Lemma 3.6.1, we have b - b*= s* [1 - (;. )2], therefore

A 2 b - b" (b - b*) b* b*
(-) =1--=1- - ->I-b-.

A* s* b* s* - s*
(3.7)

Recall that b' = s* + m* 2f* and m* ::; (1 - E)t, then

b* 2m* 2m* 2m* 2(1 E) 2 E
- = 1+ = 1+ < 1+ = 1+ - = -=--.s* A* rs* t - m* - _E_m* E Ev::;" l-E

Together with Eq. (3.7), this gives a VI - b2~E-approximation factor to the optimal.

On the other hand, setting E = VJ gives the approximation factor VI - b2-;f = 1 - VJ. 0

Next, we prove a geometric lemma that will be needed to analyze the approximation factor we
get when applying the linear oracle on an approximately optimal slope.

Lemma 3.6.3. Consider the level set LA and points (m*, s") and (m, s) on it, at which the tangents
to LA have slopes -a and -a(1 +~) respectively. Let the y-intercepts of the tangent line at (m, s)
and the line parallel to it through (m * , s*) be b1 and b respectively. Then ~ ::; 1~~2.

Proof The equation of the level set LA is y = (t~X)2 so the slope at a point (m, s) E LA is given
by the derivative at x = m, that is - 2(t;2m) = - 2r. So, the slope of the tangent to the level set LA
at point (m*, s*) is -a = - 2V[. Similarly the slope of the tangent at (m, s) is -a(1 +~) = - 2r.
Therefore, VS = (1 + ~)JS*, or equivalently (t - m,) = (1+ ~)(t - m*).
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Since b, b1are intercepts with the y-axis, of the lines with slopes -a( 1+~) = - 2f containing
the points (m*, 8*), (m, 8) respectively, we have

2JS t2 - m2

b1 = 8 + Tm = ;\2

2# t - m*
b 8* + (1+ ~)-;\-m* = ,,\2 (t + m* + 2~m*).

Therefore

b (t - m*)(t + m* + 2~m*)
b1 (t - m) (t + m)

< 1~~ C~~)= l~e'

1 t + m* + 2~m*
1+~ t+m

1 t + (1 + 2~)m*
1 + ~ (1 - ~)t + (1 + ~)m*

where we use m = t - (1 + ~)(t - m*) from above. D

We now show that we get a good approximation even when we use an approximately optimal
weight vector with our oracle.

Lemma 3.6.4. Suppose that we use an approximately optimal weight vector with a o-opproximate
linear oracle (3.2) for solving the nonconvex threshold problem (3.4). In particular, suppose the
weight vector (slope) that we use is within (1 + ~)of the slope of the tangent at the optimal
solution. Then this will give a solution to the nonconvex threshold problem (3.4) with value at leastJ 1 - [1 !(2 - 1] 2~' times the optimal, provided the optimal solution satisfies ILTx* < (1 - E)t.

Proof Suppose the optimal solution is (m * , 8*) and it lies on the optimal level set ,,\*. Let the
slope of the tangent to the level set boundary at the optimal solution be (-a). We apply our 6-
approximation linear oracle with respect to slope that is (1 + ~) times the optimum slope (-a).
Suppose the resulting black box solution lies on the line with y-intercept b2, and the true optimum
lies on the line with y-intercept b'. We know b' E [b1, b], where b1 and b are the y-intercepts of the
lines with slope -(1+ ~)a that are tangent to Ls. and pass through (m*, 8*) respectively. Then we
have b2 < h < 6.

b - b' -
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.6.3 we have ~ :::; l!e.
On the other hand, from Lemma 3.6.1, b2 - b1 = 8[1 - (~ )], where "\2 is the smallest possible

objective function value along the line with slope -a(l + ~) and y-intercept b2, in other words
the smallest possible objective function value that the solution returned by the approximate linear
oracle may have; (m, 8) is the tangent point of the line with slope - (1 + ~)a, tangent to Ls.,

Therefore, applying the above inequalities, we get

(
"\2) 2 = 1 _ b2 - b1 = 1 _ b2 - b1 b1 = 1 _ (b2 ~ _ 1) ~ > 1 _ ( 6 _ 1) 2 - E
,,\* 8 lJ} 8 b bl 8 - 1 - ~2 E'

where P;- :::; 2~{ follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.6.2. The result follows. D
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Consequently, we can approximate the optimal solution by applying the approximate linear
oracle on a small number of appropriately chosen linear functions and picking the best resulting
solution.

Theorem 3.6.5 (Theorem 3.4.3 in main body.), Suppose we have a 5-approximation linear or-

acle for problem (3.2). Then, the nonconvex threshold problem (3.4) has a 1 - [8(i~~)EE2!44)]
-approximation algorithm that calls the linear oracle a logarithmic in the input and polynomial in
~ number of times, assuming the optimal solution to (3.4) satisfies J.17 x* :S (1 - E)t.

Proof. The algorithm applies the linear approximation oracle with respect to a small number of
linear functions, and chooses the best resulting solution. In particular, suppose the optimal slope
(tangent to the corresponding level set at the optimal solution point) lies in the interval [L, U]
(for lower and upper bound). We find approximate solutions with respect to the slopes L, L(l +
~), L(l + ~)2, ... , L(l + ~t~U, namely we apply the approximate linear oracle ~~~~~~~jtimes,

where ~ = 2(1~E3)' With this, we are certain that the optimal slope will lie in some interval
[L(l + ~)i, L(l + ~)i+1] and by Lemma 3.6.4 the solution returned by the linear oracle with respect

to slope L(l + ~)i+l will give a J 1 - [l!e - 1] 2~'_approximation to our non-linear objective

function value. Since we are free to choose ~, setting it to ~ = E/2 gives the desired number of
quenes.

We conclude the proof by noting that we can take L to be the slope tangent to the corresponding
level set at (m L, SL) where SL is the minimum positive coordinate of the variance vector and
mL = t(l - E). Similarly let U be the slope tangent at (mu, su) where mu = 0 and St] is the sum
of coordinate of the variance vector. 0

When 5 = 1, that is when we can solve the underlying linear problem exactly in polynomial
time, the above algorithm gives an approximation factor of J 1+~/2 or equivalently 1 - E' where

E = 2[(1_1£/)2 - 1]. While the number of calls to the linear oracle that this algorithm makes is still
logarithmic in the problem input and polynomial in ~, the result is a bi-criteria approximation: It
requires that there is a small gap between the mean of the optimal solution and t so it is weaker
than our previous algorithm, which had no such requirement. This is expected, since of course this
algorithm is cruder, taking a single geometric progression of linear functions rather than tailoring
the linear oracle applications to the objective function value that it is searching for, as in the case
of the nonlinear separation oracle that the previous algorithm from Section 3.5 is based on.

II3.7 Discussion

Other potential approaches We now include a brief discussion on where traditional other ap-
proaches fail in solving the nonconvex problems we consider.

Radzik gives a black-box solution for combinatorial optimization with rational objectives that
are a ratio of two linear functions, by converting the rational objective into a linear constraint. A
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key property of the rational function that allows for an efficient algorithm is that it is monotone
along the boundary of the feasible set; this is not the case for any of our objective functions and
is one of the biggest challenges in working with nonconvex optimization problems: greedy, local
search, interior point and other standard techniques do not work.

Our approach is conceptually very different from previous analyses of related problems. Com-
mon approximation techniques for hard instances of stochastic and multicriteria problems convert
pseudopolynomial algorithms to FPTAS by scaling and rounding [128, 117], or they discretize the
decision space and use a combination of dynamic programming and enumeration of possible fea-
sible solutions over this cruder space [52]. In most cases the techniques are intimately intertwined
with the structure of the underlying combinatorial problem and cannot extend to arbitrary prob-
lems. In contrast, the near-optimal efficiency of our algorithms is due to the fact that we carefully
analyze the form of the objective function and use a "top-down" approach where our knowledge of
the objective function level sets guides us to zoom down into the necessary portion of the feasible
space.

Concluding remarks This chapter has presented an intuitive conceptual technique for approximat-
ing large nonconvex programs and derived from it efficient approximation schemes for a broad
class of stochastic problems that incorporate risk. Our algorithms are independent of the feasible
. set structure and use solutions for the underlying linear (deterministic) problems as oracles for
solving the nonconvex (stochastic) counterparts. As such they apply to very general combinato-
rial and discrete, as well as continuous settings, for which exact or approximate linear oracles are
available.

We conjecture that our nonconvex approximation technique would yield practical polynomial-
time approximation algorithms for quasi-concave minimization, quasi-convex maximization and
other nonconvex functions of low rank (i.e., that can be thought of as functions on a low-dimensional
subspace), attaining their maxima at extreme points of the feasible set. Currently, the analysis of
our algorithms is specific to the objective functions at hand. It is desirable to find a unifying general
proof of the low complexity of the nonlinear oracles and categorize for which classes of functions
such low complexity is possible. This motivates further research in geometry on polytopal approx-
imation of convex and nonconvex bodies (given by the lower or upper level sets of the objective
function), where the approximation is with respect to the function values as opposed to volume or
surface as in existing work on polytopal approximation in convex geometry [60].

From a practical point of view, we have implemented our approximation algorithms and seen
very promising empirical results: for example, finding a 99.99%-approximation of the optimal
stochastic shortest path in grid networks of up to 40, 000 nodes with randomly generated mean and
variance edge values takes only up to 6 oracle calls to a deterministic shortest path algorithm (See
Section 6.4.4)!

In a different line of research, it would be interesting to extend our offline nonlinear to online
nonlinear, or online stochastic models, as has previously been done with offline linear to online
linear problems [72, 71].
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CHAPTER 4

Low-rank nonconvex optimization

In this chapter we provide a different technique for approximating low-rank nonconvex optimiza-
tion problems (more precisely, quasi-concave minimization or quasi-convex maximization), mo-
tivated by the nonconvex problems arising from stochastic optimization with risk. It applies to
arbitrary functions with bounded gradient and positive optimal value over polyhedral feasible sets.

The algorithms are randomized and have expected polynomial running time. They enumerate
the extreme points of a projection of the feasible set onto the low-dimensional subspace determined
by the function and select the best extreme point. The extreme points of the projected feasible
set contain the optimum by the property of quasi-concave functions [11]. Although the number
.of such extreme points is exponential in the worst case, it is polynomial on average and in a
smoothed sense. This leads to an expected polynomial time approximation algorithm. Below, we
first present the average and smoothed bounds on the number of extreme points, and then more
formally describe and analyze the algorithms.

II 4.1 Rank 2

Consider projecting a polytope onto a subspace of dimension 2 spanned by vectors u, W E ]R71l. We
show that if u, ware uniformly random unit vectors or fixed vectors which are slightly perturbed,
then the expected number of extreme points on the polytope projection onto span( u, w) is linear,
which will yield algorithms for rank-2 quasi-concave minimization with a low expected polynomial
running time. The techniques in this section are motivated by the recent techniques of Kelner and
Spielman [79] for the polynomial simplex algorithm for linear programming (which is a special
case of rank-I quasi-concave minimization).

To simplify the exposition in this section, we focus on polytopes with Ol-vertices, namely
vertices which are a subset of the vertices of the unit hypercube. We remark that a polytope
corresponding to the feasible set of a combinatorial optimization problem is typically of this form.
Then:

Fact 4.1.1. Each edge of the polytope P has length of at least 1.

Fact 4.1.2. The polytope P is contained in the unit hypercube, which in turn is contained in a ball
with radius .Jiii/2.
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Average bounds

Theorem 4.1.3. Let u, w E JRm be uniformly random unit vectors and let V be their span. Then
the expectation of the number of edges on the projection of P onto V is at most 2y27fm.

Proof By Fact 4.1.2, the perimeter of the projection (which we sometimes call shadow) of Ponto
V is bounded above by 7f-/Tii. Next, for each edge I of the polytope P, denote by SI(V) the event
that edge I appears in the shadow, and let l (I) be the length of the edge in the shadow. The sum of
expected edge lengths in the shadow is at most equal to the biggest possible perimeter:

LE[l(I)] =LE[l(I)ISI(V)] Pr[SI(V)] < 7f-/Tii.
I I

By Lemma 4.1.4 below, E[l(I)ISI(V)] ~ 2~. Therefore,

E[number of shadow edges] = L Pr[SI(V)] ::; 2V27fm,
I

where m is the dimension of the polytope P, in our case it is the number of edges of the original
graph. 0

Lemma 4.1.4. For all edges I of the polytope P, E[l(I)ISI(V)] ~ 2~.

Proof We first note a direct corollary from Lemma 3.8 in Kelner & Spielman [79], namely that if
an edge I of the polytope appears in the shadow, it will likely make a small angle B1(V) with the
projection plane V, Prv [ cos(B1(V)) ~ An I SI(V)] ~ ~.

Now, since any edge in the polytope P has length at least 1 (by Fact 4.1.1 above), the length of
the edge in the shadow would be at least cos (BI (V)) and its expectation provided it appears in the
shadow is

1 1
E[l(I)ISI(V)] ~ ~-.

y2m2

o

Smoothed bounds

We now provide smoothed results for rank-2 quasi-concave minimization. In particular, we show
that the expected number of extreme points (equivalently edges) on the projection of a general 0-1
vertex polytope onto a perturbed plane is polynomial in m and 1/ p, the inverse of our perturbation.

We first define a p-perturbation of the vector u, for p > o.
Definition 4.1.5. Choose an angle B E [0, 7f]at random from an exponential distribution with mean
p, restricted to the range [0, 7f].Set the p-perturbation ofu to be a unit vector chosen uniformly at
random at an angle B to u.

The following theorem states that the expected number of edges on the polytope shadow is
polynomial.
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Theorem 4.1.6. Let UI, U2 E JRm be given vectors and let VI and V2 be their respective p-
perturbations. Denote V = spanlv, V2). The expected number of edges of the projection of
P onto V is at most 47fV2m/ p,for p < 1/yTii.

The theorem follows similarly to the argument in Section 4.1 from the next lemma.

Lemma 4.1.7. With the variables above, PrV1,V2[COs(B/(V)) ~ E I S/(V)] ~ 4(E/ p)2.

The proof is very similar to that of Kelner and Spielman [79], but it must deal with a differ-
ent distribution of 2-planes and the fact that P is not full-dimensional or simple, both of which
introduce some new technical difficulties. We include it here for completeness.

Proof Write the inequality constraints of the polytope P in the form aT x ~ 1, and write the
equality constraints as hTx = t, for some constants ti. Let a., ... , ak and b.. .. " he be the
constraints that are tight on I, so that I lies on the line

{x I af x = 1, hf x = ti, i = 1, ... , k, j = 1, ... , f}.

Furthermore, let W = span(aI,' .. ,ak, hI, ... , he), let the cone C = {L~=I (tiai+ L~=l fhbj I (ti ~
0, {3j E JR}, and let q be a unit vector that is parallel to the edge I. Note that HI is the subspace of
.JRm that is orthogonal to q.

A standard result from convex geometry [15] says that S/(V) will hold if and only if V and
C intersect nontrivially. For notational simplicity, we shall denote this with V n C =I 0, although
obviously this intersection always includes the origin. We observe that C ~ HI, so VnC ~ V n \;l!.

Rewrite VI and V2 in a new coordinate system that will enable us to evaluate B/(V) and to
determine whether S/(V) holds. We do so as follows (see Figure 4.1):

w

Figure 4.1. Some of the variables in our change of coordinates. Picture taken from [79].

1. Let y be the unit vector through the projection of q onto V. Note that fh (V) equals the angle
between q and y.

2. Fix some arbitrary c E C, and let x be the unique vector in V that is orthogonal to y and
has positive inner product with c. Note that x is orthogonal to q, so x E V n HI. By the
discussion above, this means that S/(V) holds if and only if x E C.
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3. We now have unit vectors x and y such that span(x, y) = spantv- , V2). Define the angles
0; and jJ by

VI =xcoso; + y sin o, and
V2 =X cos jJ + Ysin jJ.

4. Let B = B/(V) be the angle between q and y. Once this is specified, y is constrained to lie
on an (m - 2)-dimensional sphere. Let z be the corresponding point on this sphere.

Some of the new variables are shown in Figure 4.1. Intuitively, we started out by expressing
V as the span of two arbitrary vectors, VI and V2. We changed variables to instead write V in
terms of its intersection with 1V (which is the variable x) and the orthogonal complement of this
intersection (which is the variable y). The variables x and y specify the plane spanned by VI and
V2, but they don't specify where in the plane these variables lie. We thus introduced two new
variables, 0; and jJ, to replace these lost degrees of freedom.

As computed by Deshpande and Spielman [30], the Jacobian of the change of variables from
VI and V2 to x, z, B, 0;, and jJ is given by

dVI dV2 = c cos(B) sin(B)m-3 sin( 0; - jJ)m-2dx dz dB do; dt),

where c is a constant depending only on m.
Let T/I and T/2denote the probability density functions of VI and V2 respectively. The probability

that we aim to bound is given by

Pr[cos(ih(V) < E I SI(V)] = IVl,v2Esm-t, vnct0,O/(V):S, 1Jl(vdr/2(v2)dvl dV2

IVl, v2ESm-1, vnC#0 T/I(VI)T/2(V2)dvl dV2
IO>cos-1(f), xEC, z, 0:, /3 c cos(B) sin( B)m-3 sin( 0; - jJ)m-2T/1 (VI )T/2(V2)dx dz dB do; djJ

IXEc, 0, z, 0:, /3 c cos(B) sin( B)m-3 sin( 0; - jJ)m-2T/1 (VI )T/2(V2)dx dz dB do; djJ

Suppose that we fix x, z, 0;, and jJ. The only variable that's left is B, so we can write VI and V2 as
functions of B, and we can write the probability density function as

As we vary B, we can bound how rapidly T/(B) can change. In particular, if we change B by ¢,
we note that both VI and V2 rotate by an angle of at most ¢. It follows that for all ¢ < p and all B,

and

so
(B) T/(B + ¢)

T/ < 2 .e
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This allows us to bound our integral as

JO>COS-1(E), xEC, z, Q, f3 c cos( B) sin( B)m-3 sin( 0: - (3)m-21]( B)dx dz dB do: d(3
JXEC, 0, z, Q, f3 c cos( B) sin( B)m-3 sin( 0: - (3)m-21]( B)dx dz dB do: d(3

~O~2 -1() ccos(B) sin(B)m-3 sin(o: - (3)m-21](B)dB< -cos E

max /2
- x, z, Q f3 Jo:o c cos( B) sin( B)m-3 sin( 0: - (3)m-21]( B)dB

e2 fo~2 -1( ) C cos( B) sin( B)m-3 sin( 0: - (3)m-21]( B)dB< JI-cos E

- Jo:~ c cos( B) sin( B)m-3 sin( 0: - (3)m-21]( B)dB

(. B)m-2\1r/2
2 SIn cos r ! (E)=e-----~
(sin B)m-211r/21r/2-p

21 - (sin(cos-1(E))m-2
=e--------1 - (sin(p) )m-2

1 - (1 - E2)(m-2)/2<e2 _

- 1 - (1 - p2/2)m-2
2 (m - 2)E2

< e ( ) ( / r;;) 2' as p < 1/ Viii,m-24I-Iyep
::; 4(E/ p?

D

Naturally, the smaller the perturbation, the weaker the bound in the theorem. However, setting
p = k:-, for example, gives the linear bound Snrn which is just a little larger than the boundv2m
on the number of shadow edges for the average case. Finally, note that by Lemma 6.1.3, these
bounds imply linear (in the number of graph edges) average and smoothed bounds for the number
of optimal paths in the parametric shortest paths problem as well.

II4.2 Rank k: Definitions

Low-Rank Quasi-Concave Minimization In this section, we define the rank of a function and the
shadow of the feasible set onto a subspace, and we state some properties of the global minima of
low-rank quasi-concave functions.

Definition 4.2.1. The rank k of function f : IRn -t IR is the smallest integer for which the function
can be written in the form f(x) = j(af x, ..., a[ x) for some function j : IRk -t IR and linearly
independent vectors aI, ... , ak E IRn. I

Of course, every function on IRn can be trivially written as a rank-n function f(xl' "" z.,) =
f( ef x, "0' e; x) where e. has 1 in its ith coordinate and 0 everywhere else. Low-rank functions are

'Our definition of rank may differ by 1 from other definitions that have appeared in the literature [112].
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ones whose rank k is much smaller than n. We call the subspace spanned by vectors aI, ... , ak the
rank or projection subspace corresponding to the function f. Further, we can project the feasible
set in IRn onto the rank subspace. We will call this projection the (k-dimensional) shadow. The
following claim is readily verified:

Claim 4.2.2. The minimum of j over the shadow of the polytope Q in the rank subspace IRk is the
same as the minimum of f over Q in IRn, and it is attained at an extreme point of the shadow.

If the feasible polytope Q is given as a polynomial set of constraints and the quasi-concave
function f is specified by oracle queries, we can find the minimum by enumerating the vertices
of the shadow (and keeping track of their corresponding vertices in Q). This can be done, for
example, by a depth-first search exploration of the associated shadow graph, where we can find all
neighbors of a vertex in the shadow by checking all neighbors of the corresponding vertex in the
original polytope.

We can use similar enumeration approaches for more general models of specification of the
objective function and the feasible polytope; this is not the focus of our work, so we limit our
discussion here.

We next describe our model for perturbing low-rank functions.

Sampling from the Grassmannian

To properly handle our probability calculations, we shall need to define precisely the spaces and
distributions from which we are sampling.

Definition 4.2.3. The Grassmannian Gr(n, k) is the set of k-dimensional subspaces ofIRn.

Rather than sampling from the Grassmannian directly, we shall draw our samples from the
space O( n) of orthogonal n x n matrices and take the subspace spanned by the first k columns.

Definition 4.2.4. Let Ilk : IRn2 -+ IRnk be the map that takes an n x n matrix to its first k columns,
and let Ilk : IRn2 -+ Gr( n, k) be the map that takes a matrix to the subspace spanned by its first k
columns.

The space of orthogonal matrices has a standard measure, known as the Haar measure [24],
that properly encapsulates what we mean by a "uniformly random" orthogonal matrix. It is the
measure induced by treating the space of orthogonal matrices as a subset of IRn2

, and it is the
unique rotation-invariant measure on O(n). The Haar measure and the map Ilk then induce a
measure on Gr(n, k). When we take integrals over O(n) or Gr(n, k), it shall be with respect to
these measures.

Perturbing a low-rank function

We defined a function f : IRn -+ IR to have rank k if it can be written in the form f(x) =
j(ai x, af x, ..., at x) for some function j : IRk -+ IR and linearly independent vectors aj , ..., ak E

IRn. Equivalently, we can define a rank-k function as a function j : IRk~ -+ IR and a k-dimensional
subspace S.
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Consequently, we can describe a perturbation in two equivalent ways, as a perturbation of the
subspace or of the function. For notational simplicity, we shall choose the former option, although
our results could easily be restated in terms of the latter.

In order to define a perturbation of a subspace, we shall need a notion of the distance between
two matrices, which we take to be the spectral norm of their difference:

dist(Q, T) = max(Q - T)x,
Ilxll=l

where 1\ . II is the £2 norm.
As mentioned above, we shall sample from the space of orthogonal matrices and then obtain

elements of the Grassmannian Gr( n, k) by keeping only the first k columns. Therefore it will
suffice for us to define a p-perturbation of an orthogonal matrix, as this will induce a similar notion
on the Grassmannian, and thus on the space of low-rank quasi-concave functions.

Definition 4.2.5. A p-perturbation of an orthogonal matrix Qo is an orthogonal matrix sampled
from the distribution on orthogonal matrices whose density at a matrix Q is proportional to

exp{ dist( Q-IQo, Id)/ p}.

II4.3 Rank k: Analysis

Our main theorem states that there is an expected polynomial-time smoothed algorithm for low-
rank quasi-concave minimization over integral polytopes:

Theorem 4.3.1. Let P ~ lRn be a polytope with integer vertices whose coordinates are all less
than some constant, and a polynomial number of facets, and let f : P ---+ lRbe a quasi-concave
function of constant rank k given as an oracle. There exists an algorithm that minimizes a p-
perturbation of f in expected time

poly(n",1/p),

where the degree of the polynomial depends on k.

By the enumeration techniques described in Section 4.2, this will follow immediately from our
main technical lemma, which is a bound on the expected number of extreme points in the projection
of the polytope onto the rank subspace of the objective function; the bound is polynomial in the
perturbation size p and the original dimension n, but exponential in k.

Lemma 4.3.2. Let P ~ lRn be a polytope with integer vertices whose coordinates are all less
than some constant, (and with no restriction on the number of facets), and let Qo ~ lRl1 be a
k-dimensional vector subspace. The expected number of vertices on the projection of P onto a
p-perturbation of Qo has at most

poly( n.r», 1/ p)

vertices, where the degree of the polynomial depends 011 k:
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In the remainder of this section, we shall prove our main technical lemma, Lemma 4.3.2. Our
general method of proof is motivated by the techniques used by Kelner and Spielman to con-
struct their polynomial-time simplex method for linear programming. However, while the overall
approach of bounding the combinatorial complexity through volumetric arguments is the same,
studying the projection onto a subspace of dimension greater than two inheres significant new
technical difficulties. Resolving these requires us to analyze how the geometry of the Grassman-
nian or the orthogonal group changes under the change of coordinates induced by a fairly intricate
matrix decomposition.

As it will simplify our notation slightly, we shall prove the lemma for the projection of a
polytope onto a (k + 1)-dimensional subspace instead of onto a k-dimensional one.

At a high level, our proof is quite simple. We shall begin by showing that every face of P has
a fairly large volume. We shall then show that this remains true about the projection of P onto a
p-perturbation of a (k + I)-dimensional subspace. As we have assumed that all of P's coordinates
are bounded above by some constant" the surface area of the projection will be bounded above
by some constant depending on k and ,. Since we will have a lower bound on the volume of each
facet of the projection, this will imply an upper bound on the total number of facets, and thus on
the total number of vertices, as desired .

• 4.3.1 The volume of faces of P
We begin by providing a lower bound on the volume of any face of P.

Lemma 4.3.3. Let P c }Rn be a polytope with integer vertices. The (k-dimensional) volume of
every k-dimensionalface of P is at least 1/ kL

Proof Let F be the face in question, and suppose that F is the convex hull of the vertices
VI,.·., Vs E }Rn. Since F is k-dimensional, there exists some set of of (k + 1) of these ver-
tices that does not lie in any (k - 1)-dimensional affine subspace. Without loss of generality, let
this set consist of VI, , Vk+l. Since COI1V(Vl,... , vk+d ~ COI1V(Vl'... ' v.). it suffices to show
that Volk(cOI1V(VI, , vk+d) ~ l/k!.

Therefore we aim to bound the volume of a k-dimensional simplex ~ with integer vertices. By
translating the entire simplex, if necessary, we can also assume that Vk+l is the origin. If V is the
n x k matrix whose ith column comprises the coordinates of Vi, we have that

1
Volk(~) = k! Vdet(VTV).

We have assumed that ~ has nonzero volume, so det(VTV) i= O. Since VTV is an integer matrix,
its determinant is an integer. Therefore its absolute value is at least 1, so Volk(~) ~ l/k!, as
desired. 0

• 4.3.2 The volume of faces of the projection

We now aim to show that the projection of a given k-dimensional face F of an n-dimensional poly-
tope P onto a perturbed (k + 1)-dimensional subspace has a sufficiently large volume, contingent
upon F appearing on the boundary of the projection.
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The proof of this result is rather technical. In order to provide some geometric intuition for why
it should be true, we shall begin by considering some simpler variants of the problem. In the first
such variant, we shall replace our perturbed subspace by a uniformly random one, and we shall
remove the conditioning constraint that F appears on the boundary of the projection. We shall then
add our conditioning constraint back in but still consider a uniformly random subspace. After that,
we shall progress to our final, most general version.

Projecting onto a uniform subspace with no conditioning

We begin with the following problem: we are given some k-dimensional face F embedded in }R.1l ,
and we choose a uniformly random (k + I)-dimensional subspace S. The goal is to show that the
ratio

Volk( ITs(F))
Volk(F)

is unlikely to be less than some inverse polynomial bound where ITs denotes orthogonal projection
onto S.

In this case, all that matters about F is the k-dimensional affine subspace T that it spans, and
we are just trying to provide lower bounds on the determinant of the projection map from Tonto
S. When k equals 1, this amounts to understanding the length of the projection of a uniformly
random unit vector onto some fixed unit vector, which is a very well-analyzed question. In this
case, the expected length grows asymptotically like 1/ Vii. In the higher dimensional case at hand,
this is a well-studied question in random matrix theory (see Mehta [90]) whose answer is given by

r(~)r(9B) ~ 1
J7fr (n~l) ~ C(d) nd/2·

Projecting onto a uniform subspace with conditioning

When we project our polytope onto a lower-dimensional subspace, not all of the faces appear on the
boundary of the projection. In order to analyze the expected volumes of the faces that do appear,
we must therefore condition our probability estimates on the event that a given face appears on the
boundary of the projection. It is here that we must deviate from previous smoothed analyses and
introduce more involved methods from geometry and random matrix theory.

Let P ~ }R.n be the set of points that satisfy a collection of m linear constraints,

p = {x I aTx ::; 1, i = 1, ... ,m}.

For a k-dimensional face F of P and a (k+ l l-dimensional subspace S, let AF(S) be the event that
F appears as a facet of the projection of Ponto S. The following theorem provides a geometric
criterion for when AF(S) occurs:

Theorem 4.3.4. Let ail' ,ais be the constraints that are satisfied with equality at all points of
F, and let C = pos(ail' , a.,') be their positive hull. The event AF( S) occurs ~fand only if the
intersection ens =/: 0.
Proof This follows from standard convex geometry [15]. o
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We note that for a generic polytope, there will be s = n - k constraints that are tight at a
k-dimensional face, so the cone C will be (n - k )-dimensional. The (n - k )-dimensional subspace
spanned by C will thus generically intersect the random (k + lj-dimensional subspace S in a 1-
dimensional ray, and the question is whether this ray lies in C. This will occur with a positive
probability that is proportional to the k-dimensional volume of the intersection of C with the unit
sphere. In order to condition on AF(S), we must therefore only consider subspaces S that intersect
C. In all that follows, we shall assume that n > 2k + 2. Since we are assuming k is a constant and
studying the asymptotics as n gets large, this inheres no loss of generality.

Our goal is to bound the probability

By rotating our coordinate system if necessary, we can take F parallel to the subspace
span (el, ... , ek), where the ei are our unit basis vectors. If V is an n x (k + I) matrix whose

columns form an orthonormal basis for S, and:F = [ ~:~k],then
and therefore

[
VOlk(7fS(F)) ]

PrSEGr(n,k+l) Volk(F) < E I AF(S)

J - IdQQEO(n), Ih+l (Q)nC~0

(4.1)

Vdet((P"IIk+l (Q))(FTIIk+l (Q))T):SE

r IdQ
) QEO(n), llk+l (Q)nC~0,

where C is defined as in the statement of Theorem 4.3.4, and dQ denotes the Haar measure on
O(n).

Right now, Q is being represented as an n x n matrix. In this representation, it is rather difficult
to describe which matrices meet the other conditions of integration, which makes it difficult to
evaluate the integrals. To remedy this, we shall change to a new coordinate system on O( n) that is
more conducive to this task. To do so, we shall make use of a matrix decomposition known as the
generalized cosine-sine (eS) decomposition.

Theorem-Definition 4.3.5 ([54]). Let

(

siz.es
k+lQ= n-k-l
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be an n x n orthogonal matrix. For any k ::;n/2, there exists a unique decomposition:

( sizes k+ 1 n_k_l)
Q k+I [#+]

n-k-l a v

sizes k k n-2k-l

k

[I
a -8

Idn~2k_1 ]

1 a
x a ck

n-2k-l a a

x

where

• U, V, W, and Z are orthogonal matrices,

• 8 and C are positive diagonal matrices,

• the diagonal elements Cl, ... , Cp of Care nondecreasing, and

We call this decomposition the generalized CS decomposition of Q. The angles 81, ... , 8k such
that cos( 8i) = Ci are called the principal angles between the subspace Ilk+ 1 (Q) and the subspace
Ilk (F).

Let
/\ = cos2(8i).

We shall change coordinates so that our variables comprise )q, ... , Ak along with the orthogonal
matrices U, V, lV, and Z.

Theorem 4.3.6. The Jacobian of the change of variables described above is given by:

k

dQ II (Aj - Ai) II (1 - Ai)(n-2k'-2)/2

i<j i=l

X dA1 '" dAp dU dV dHl dZ,

where dU, dV, dHl, and dZ are the Haar measures on the appropriate-dimensional spaces of
orthogonal matrices.
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It is not difficult to see that

k

det ((FTITk+1(Q)) (FTITk+1(Q))T) = II x,
i=l

This allows us to re-express the right-hand side of equation (4.1) as

k

( II(A' - A') II(l- A·)(n-2k-2)/2Jr:1 (Z)EC, J 1 1

fl.'x·<t2 i<j i=lt t_

X dA1 ... o; dU dV dlV dZ

k1 II(,>OJ - Ai) IIAi(l - Ai)(n-2k-2)/2
01 (Z)EC i<j i=l

X dA1- .. dApdUdVdWdZ
k1 . 2 II (Aj - Ai) II(1 - Ai)(n-2k-2)/2

fli 'xl::;t 1<J 1=1

X dA1 ... dAp

k.III(Aj - Ai) II(1- Ai)(n-2k-2j/2
t<i i=l

X dA1 __ . dAp.

Let (i = 1-Ai and write ( = ((1, ... , (k) and (' = ((1, ... , (k-d for brevity. By expanding the
products in the numerator and denominator and collecting terms, we can rewrite the last expression
in the string of equations above as

.IL (~+(n - 2k- 2)/2 PI ((')d(
t2:O
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for some multivariate functions Pt(('). Interchanging the summation with the integration yields:

Lt2::0 J (~+(n-2k-2)/2pt ((')d(

r rt+(n-2k-2)/2 (I"')dl"
In.(1-(i)~t2 ~k Pt ~ ~< max ~=-1 __ -,- __ .,....-- _

- t2::0 J (~+(n-2k-2)/2pt ((')d(

r rt+(n-2k-2)/2 (I"')dl"
J (1-(k)~t2/k ~k Pt ~ ~< max -----:--:---~-----

- t2::0 J (~+(n-2k-2)/2pt ((')d(

r1 rt+(n-2k-2)/2 dr
J(k=1-t2/k ~k ~k= max -'----------

t2::0 r1 rt+(n-2k-2)/2 dr
J(k=O ~k ~k

::; 1 - (1 - E2/k)(n-2k)/2

n - 2k 2/k
::; 2 E ,

where the maxima are taken over all t for which Pt # o.

• 4.3.3 The general case

We now consider the fully general case described in Lemma 4.3.2, where we examine the pro-
jection of P onto a p-perturbation of an arbitrary (k + 1)-dimensional subspace, and we take
p < 1/ (n - 2k). This results in a nonuniform probability density over the space of orthogonal
matrices from which we draw Q; let J-L be this probability density. We aim to compute

[
VOlk( 7fs(F)) ]

PrSEGr(n,k+l) Volk(F) < E I AF(S)

J It(Q) dQ
QEO(n), ITk+1 (Q)nC=,i:0,

( tt(Q) dQ
} QEO(n), ITk+1 (Q)nC=,i:0

kj II (Aj - Ai) II (1 - Ai)(n-2k-2)/2
n, (Z)EC,
n >.<~2 i<j i=l
11- Xp,(Al, ,Ak,U,V,H/,Z)

X dAl dAp dU dV dHl dZ
k1. II(.Xj - Ai) II Ai(l - Ai)(n-2Hl/2

Il i (Z)EC i<j i=l

X 1/,(A1, ,Ak' U, V, HI, Z)
x dA1 dAp dU dV dHl dZ
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We shall fix U, V, W, and Z arbitrarily and bound the resulting ratio of integrals over the Ai. Once
we fix U, V, VV, and Z, our density depends only on the Ai, and our expression becomes (in the
notation of the previous section):

klrL Ai:,:,2 !!(Aj - Ai) g(1- Ai)(n-2k-2)/2

x J-L(Al, ... ,Ak) dAl ... dAp

Suppose that tl is the density for a p-perturbation of some fixed subspace S, given as the span
of the first (k + 1) columns of an orthogonal matrix Qo. For fixed values of (1, ... ,(k-l, U, V,
HI, and Z, changing (k by ¢ causes dist( Q-1Qol Id) to change by at most ¢. By our definition of
a p-perturbation, this implies that

for any ¢ < p. Consequently there exists some density J-L'((ll"" (k-d dependent only on the first
l: - 1 of the (i such that

J/((')/e < p(() < J/((').
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This allows us to bound our probability by
r (t+(n-2k-2)/2 (/"') '(/"')d/"e JI(I-l"k)<E2/k k Pt ~ J.L ~ ~max .,-

t~O r (t+(n-2k-2)/2 (/"') '(/"')d/"
J (1-(k)~P k Pt ~ J.L ~ ~

r (t+(n-2k-2)/2 d(
e J 1(1-(k)<E2/k k k= max -t~O r (t+(n-2k-2)/2 d(
J(I-(d~p k k

(t+(n-2k)/211
k (k=I-E2/k= e max -----,------.:.:.:,..---

t~O (t+(n-2k)/211
k (k=l-p

1 - (1 - E2/k)(n-2k)/2
<e-------
- 1 - (1 - p/2)(n-2k)/2

(n - 2k)E2/k< 0 (1) ( k)' as p < 1/ (n - 2k )n - 2 ~ P
E2/k

= 0(1)-,
P

where the maxima in all of the above expressions are taken over the set of t for which Pt i= O.

• 4.3.4 Putting the steps together

In Section 4.3.1, we showed that every k-dimensional facet of P has volume of at least 1/ kL We
then showed in Section 4.3.3 that

[
VOlk (7TS (F)) I ] E

2
/
k

PrSEGr(n,k+l) Volk(F) < E AF(S) < O(I)p'

If Q is the projection of Ponto S, combining the two results above shows that the probability that
any given k-face of Q has volume less than E/ k!, contingent upon this face appearing, is bounded
above by 0(1)E2/k / p. This implies that the expected volume of any such face, contingent upon it
appearing, is at least (l/k!)(p/0(1))k/2.

The polytope Q is contained in a ball of radius rVk. Its surface area is therefore bounded
above by the surface area of this ball, which equals

7T(k+l)/2
2r((k + 1)/2) (rVk)k.

The surface area of Q equals the sum of the areas of its facets, so we obtain:
7T(k+l)/2

2r((k + 1)/2) (rVk)k

> L E[Volk(7Ts(F))IAF(S)] . Pr[AF(S)]
F

> (l/k!)(p/0(1))'\/2 L Pr[Ap(S)]
p

(1/ k!)(p/O(I) )k/2 Elnumber of facets of Q].
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Combining this with the fact that each facet of Q contains only polynomially many vertices (since
k is a constant) yields Lemma 4.3.2. 0

II 4.4 Approximation algorithms

Here we show that the polynomial smoothed bounds from Section 4.3 can be used to obtain a
randomized fully-polynomial additive approximation scheme for minimizing low-rank concave
functions under certain conditions. Since the objective function may have a zero minimum, the
concept of multiplicative approximation is not so meaningful. On the other hand, the additive ap-
proximation implies an arbitrarily good multiplicative approximation for functions bounded below
by a constant or an inverse polynomial. In the next Chapter we will show that no polynomial
smoothed bounds are possible for general concave minimization.

Theorem 4.4.1. There is a randomized fully-polynomial time algorithm with additive approxi-
mation E for any E > 0, for low-rank quasi-concave minimization over a polynomially-bounded
polytope, when the objective function satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect to the L1 -norm'
with a polynomially bounded Lipschitz coefficient cp( n).

Proof Denote the given function j, then the Lipschitz condition implies

Ij(x) - j(y)1 :::; cp(n)lx - Yl1 "Ix, y.

Further, the points in the feasible set satisfy Ixii :::;1jJ(n) some polynomial e, where 1.11 denotes
the L1-norm.

Consider the following randomized polynomial-time algorithm for minimizing j.

Repeat n times:
Perturb the function j to a new function J.
Run an algorithm for finding the minimum of J for 2~ steps, where ~ is
the expected smoothed polynomial bound for finding the minimum of j.

If the algorithm terminates, return the minimum of J.

With probability at least I - 1/2n, this algorithm will output Jmin = J(y) = j(Ry), which
we will show is very close to f min. By definition of the perturbation matrix R and the Lipschitz
condition,

IJ (x) - j (x) I = Ij (Rx) - f (x) I < .p ( n) I(R - I) xII
:::; cp(n)dist(R, I)lxll :::;cp(n)1jJ(n)p,

for every x in the feasible set, where dist(R, I) :::;p is the perturbation size. Thus for a perturbation
p :::; llnl, where l is equal to the degree of the polynomial cp(n)1jJ(n) plus lO~~~f), we have that
IJ(x) - j(x)1 :::;E for all x and, in particular, Jmin :::;fmin + Eo 0

2We use the Ll-norm to facilitate the corollary below: however, the theorem holds for more general metrics.
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Note that for functions bounded below by 1, the above theorem at once implies a randomized
fully-polynomial approximation scheme (with multiplicative approximation factor 1 + E).

In the next chapter, with the help of Theorem 4.4.1, we will establish that there is no smoothed
polynomial-time algorithm for general quasi-concave minimization, unless RP =1= N P (Corol-
lary 5.2.4). From the analysis of Theorem 4.4.1, this implies that no polynomial smoothed bounds
for general concave minimization are possible.

II4.5 Efficient algorithms for zonotopes

In this section, we briefly mention a class of nonconvex programs which admit efficient exact
algorithms, to contrast with our approximation algorithms above and the inapproximability results
from Chapter 5. The programs here have zonotope feasible sets. A zonotope is the image of a
hypercube under a linear transformation. Without loss of generality we will discuss maximization
problems. All quasiconvex functions over a compact convex set achieve a maximum at the extreme
points of the set, by Theorem 15.1.3 in the Appendix. Clearly, the class of functions with this
property is wider; for example, a function with a unique critical point, which is a saddle point, also
achieves a maximum at the extreme points of a compact (closed) convex set. The results in this
section (as in the rest of the chapter) hold for all functions which attain an optimum at the extreme
points of a compact convex set.

Consider vectors a, b E IRn. We would like to maximize a function of aT x and bTx,

maximize
subject to

g(aT x, bTx)
x E [0,1r.

(4.2)

This is equivalent to maximizing a function of two real variables, y = aT x and z = bT x, which
are constrained to lie on the projection of the hypercube onto the vectors a and b (we will refer to
the projection as the hypercube shadow).

maximize
subject to

!(y, z)
y = aTx

z = bT x, for x E [0, 1r.
(4.3)

Written in this form, the constraint on y and z is a well-defined region on the plane, whose bound-
aries we can compute efficiently. In particular, it is the projection of the hypercube on the plane
span(a, b), where each point x of the hypercube maps onto (aT x, bTx).

Proposition 4.5.1. The projection of the unit hypercube in IRn onto span( a, b) is a convex polygon
with at most 2n vertices, given in clockwise order by

n-1 n n n

0, VI, VI+V2,·", LVi, LVi, LVi, ..., LVi, Vn,

i=l i=I i=2 i=n-I

(4.4)

} - ( . b.)fi . - 1 d laill < lai21 < < ~w zereVi - al·, l· or J - , ... , n an b - b· - ... - b. •
J J '1 '2 1n
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Proof Each point in the hypercube is a vector surrr' of the n unit segments [0, e.] where e, is the
unit vector in the i-th dimension. The projection of the hypercube equals the vector sum of the
projections of these n basis segments in span(a, b), namely the segments with endpoints (0,0)
and (ai, bi).

o a.x o a.x

Figure 4.2. Projection of n dimensional hypercube onto span(a, b). The n unit vectors along the n dimensions
project onto VI, ... , v.,; ordered by decreasing slope ~.

Next, we prove that the boundary of the projection is defined by the vertices in (4.4), by in-
duction on n. Sort the projections of the standard basis unit vectors of JRn onto span (a, b) by
decrea ing slope, denoted in this order by VI, ...,Vn as in Figure 4.2. For convenience, we will
use Vi to denote both the point and the corresponding vector. It is easy to see that the vector sum
of two segments with common end at the origin and two other endpoints u and v, is the resulting
parallelogram whose fourth vertex is u + v. In particular, if the [0, u] segment is the steeper one,
the vector sum lies entirely below the [0, u] and [u, u + v] segments, and above the [0,v] and
[v, u + v] segments. Suppose that the statement is true for n - 1 segments, i.e., the vector sum of
[0,V2],..., [0,v-l is the polygon with vertices

3 n-I n n n

0, V2, LVi, ... , LVi, LVi, LVi, ... , LVi, Vn-
i=2 i=2 i=2 i=3 i=n-I

By associativity of the vector sum, the sum of all n segments is equal to the sum of [0,VI] and the
vector sum of the remaining n -1 segments, depicted by the shaded area in Figure 4.2. The sum of
[0,VI] with the shaded polygon is the shaded polygon plus the new area resulting from translation
of the polygon by the vector VI' Since [0,VI] is the steepest segment, this effectively translates the
upper boundary of the shaded polygon by VI so the new boundary is

3 n-I n n n n

0, VI, VI + V2, VI + LVi, ..., VI + LVi, VI + LVi, LVi, LVi, ... , LVi, v«,
i=2 i=2 i=2 i=2 i=3 i=n-I

3The vector sum, also known as the Minkowski sum of two sets A and B is the set {a+b I a E A, b E B}. Since
the dot product is distributive, (a + b) . c = a . c + b . c, so the projection of a vector sum equals the vector sum of
the projections.
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as desired. o
The essential fact we used above was that the hypercube in IRn is a vector sum of n segments.

Thus, an equivalent result would hold for general zonotopes, which have an alternative definition
as being the vector sum of n segments.

Corollary 4.5.2. The projection of a zonotope defined by n segments, on span( a, b) is a convex
polygon with at most 2n vertices, described by a similar list as in Eq. (4.4).

Next, note that the only computation necessary to find the boundary vertices, is to sort the ratios
1~~11 < 1~~21 < ...< I~in I , which can be done in time 0 (n log n).
11 12 1n

Now, by Theorem 15.1.3, provided that !(y, z) is quasi-convex or generally attains its maxi-
mum on extreme points of the set, it suffices to check the function along the 2n boundary segments
determined by (4.4) in order to find the desired solution.

Example 1.
An example of a nonconvex program from the class above, similar to the one arising from the
probability tail objective in Section 3.4.1 is

maximize

subject to
VbTx
XE{o,l}n,x#O

(4.5)

where a 2:: 0 and b > O.
Note that the objective is strictly increasing in aTx and strictly decreasing bT x, therefore its

maximum lies on the south-east boundary of the feasible set shadow in span( a, b) (See Fig. 4.2).
In addition, the objective function is quasi-convex so it achieves a maximum at an extreme point.
Therefore the maximum of the relaxation of problem (4.5) to the convex hull of the feasible set
is attained at a vertex of the shadow boundary in span(a, b), in other words, the relaxed and the
integer versions will have the same maximum. Thus, it suffices to check the n vertices on the
south-east boundary of the shadow, as given by Proposition 4.5.1.

Example 2.
We can also solve a traditional convex program on the hypercube faster with the above Proposition.
The following program reduces to the one in (4.5)

(aT x)2
bTx
XE{O,lf\x#O

maximize (4.6)

subject to

where b > O. This objective is the same as in a convex program with linear constraints considered
by Vandenberghe and Boyd [125], which they transform and solve as a semidefinite program.

Denote y = aTx and z = bTx. Since b > 0, we have z > 0 and this problem is equivalent to
finding the maximum of Iylj VZ. SO, for a > 0 and consequently y > 0, the problem is equivalent
to the one in Example 1. For general a and nonnegative b (Fig. 4.3), the problem is no longer
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� b.x

o a.X

Figure 4.3. Projection of n dimensional hypercube onto span( a, b) for general a and nonnegative b. The n unit
vectors along the n dimensions project onto VI, ... , v-. ordered by decreasing slope ~.

equivalent to Example 1. However, the objective is still quasi-convex since the lower level sets are
convex, given by L).. = {(y, z) E IR2 I z ~ y2 / ),2} and we can solve it by enumeration of the 2n
extreme points on the shadow. (The objective is in fact convex; however, quasi-convexity is easier
to check and suffices for our purpose.)

Finally, the efficient algorithms extend to low-rank functions ofthe form g(af x, af x, .,', aI x)
where k is a constant. In this case we would project the feasible set to the k-dimensional vector
space span( aI, .,., ak); the number of extreme points on the projection of a hypercube, for example,
would be larger but still polynomial, O( nk).
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CHAPTER 5

General (high-rank) nonconvex
optimization

In this chapter we describe the connection between concave and supermodular set optimization
and, together with an application from stochastic optimization, we use them to establish a new
result for hardness of approximation of supermodular and concave minimization. As a reference,
in the last section we include prior results on hardness of approximation of submodular and convex
maximization.

Submodularity has been commonly used in combinatorial optimization problems and perhaps
for this reason some call it an analogue of discrete convex analysis. Indeed, computer science
theorists work mainly with submodular set functions, which are defined on discrete finite sets, and
Lovasz [85] proved that these functions have a natural convex extension in lRn• Since submodular
functions include as a special case the cut function of a graph, maximizing submodular functions
and, consequently, maximizing convex and quasi-convex functions is at least as hard as MAX
CUT, a known NP-hard problem [49]. We note that the direct connections between submodularity
and convexity seem to stop at submodular set functions and their corresponding convex extensions,
as sketched in Figure 5.1. For example, a notion of quasi-submodularity does not extend as well
to quasi-convexity. On the other hand, general submodular functions have a well-behaved set of
minima similarly to general convex functions [124].

It is a fascinating open question to better understand the connections between submodular-
ity and convexity beyond submodular set functions since general submodular functions also have
important applications in Economics [92].

II 5.1 Correspondence of concave and supermodular optimization

We now describe a correspondence between concave (convex) and supermodular (submodular)
functions due to Lovasz [85], which we will use in the subsequent section to establish hardness of
approximation results for concave minimization.

Submodular functions are often presented as the discrete analogues of convex functions. This
is not strictly true since they can be continuous functions, e.g., defined over lRm

• In general,
submodular functions are defined over a lattice, that is a partially ordered set which contains the
least upper bound and greatest lower bound of every pair of its elements with respect to its order
relation.
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Figure 5.1. Relationship between submodular and convex functions.

Definition 5.1.1. Let Z be a partially ordered set with order -<. For x, y E Z,

(i) the join x V y is the least upper bound z, i.e., x, y -< z and if x, y -< z', then z -< z'.

(ii) the meet x 1\ y is the greatest lower bound of x and y.

Z is a lattice if it contains the join and meet of every pair of its elements.

One example of a lattice is lRm with -< being the coordinate-wise relation <. As another
example, perhaps the simplest lattice in lRm is the set of vertices of the unit hypercube {a, I}m E
lRm

, namely the set of all Ul-vectors. From a different perspective, all Ol-vecrors represent the
subsets of some ground set S = is!, ... , sm}, with I in the i-th coordinate if s, is in the subset.
Thus, the power set Ps of the set S is also a lattice, sometimes called the lattice of subsets, where
the join of two subsets is their union and the meet is their intersection.

Definition 5.1.2. Afunction f : Z ~ lR over a lattice Z is submodular if

f(x V y) + f(x 1\ y) ~ f(x) + f(y), Vx,y E Z. (5.1)

In particular, f is called a submodular set function when it is defined over the lattice of subsets,
with

f(A U B) + f(A n B) < f(A) + f(B), VA,B E Z. (5.2)

We now describe the Lovasz extension of a submodular set function, which is used to define
the corresponding convex/concave function.

Let XA denote the Gl-incidence vector of the subset A. Any other nonnegative vector c can be
represented uniquely as

c= L'\XAj'
i

where Ai > a and Al C A2 C ... are distinct subsets.
For a submodular set function f, define the Lovasz extension j : lR~ ~ lR by

for c = XA
for c = Li AiXAj •

(5.3)
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The Lovasz extension seems to have a very natural definition; however, we remark that it
crucially relies on the special basis XAI ~ XA2 ~ ••• of Ol-vectors and the uniqueness of repre-
sentation in this basis. Note also that this basis may be different for different vectors C E lR~. For
example, although the vector (1,1,0, ... ,0) is a sum of (1,0,0, ... ,0) and (0,1,0, ... ,0), it cannot
be represented as a positive combination of any increasing sequence of 01-vectors other than itself.

Lemma 5.1.3. [85] The set function f is submodular if and only if its Lovas: extension j is convex.

Proof Lovasz's proof is more subtly presented among a number of other results in his original
paper [85]; here we offer a more direct and detailed version.

(::::})For the forward direction, we establish a special property of submodular set functions,
which allows us to represent their Lovasz extension as the supremum of linear functions, thereby
concluding that the extension is convex.

As before, denote the ground set of all elements S. We are going to show that for every
nonnegative c,

j(c) = max{c· x I x(A) ~ f(A) VA c S},
where x E lRm and x(A) = x· XA, that is x(A) is the sum of those coordinates of x corresponding
to elements in the subset A. Consider the linear program above and its dual,

PRIMAL

s.t. x(A) ~ f(A) VA c S

DUAL
min L f(A)YA

AcS
s.t. L YA = c,

iEAcS
YA 2: 0

max c·x

Let C = 2::i AiXAi, where Ai 2: 0 and Al C A2 C ... C Am being distinct subsets. (If the
unique basis of C contains less than m basis subsets Ai with positive Ai, we can complete them to
be exactly m with the remaining subsets having Aj = 0.) Since Ai are all distinct and nested, it
must be that Ai has exactly i elements; without loss of generality, say

With this ordering, C(SI) = 2:::1 Ai, C(S2) = 2:::2 Ai, etc. where C(Si) is the coordinate of C
whose index is the original index of the element s.. Thus, C(SI) 2: C(S2) 2: ... 2: c(sm).

Since the Primal and Dual have exponentially many inequalities and variables respectively,
they cannot be solved directly; however, we can derive an optimal solution by "guessing" feasible
primal and dual solutions with matching objective values. (Or, the two solutions can be thought of
as the result of a greedy algorithm, which magically works because of the submodularity property
of f.) Consider the primal solution x* with X*(Sk) = f(Ak) - f(Ak-1). We claim that it is
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feasible; for this we need to show that x*(T) = 2::i:XT(i)=l f(Ai) - f(Ai-1) ::; f(T). Suppose
T = {Sip ... , Sip}' By submodularity of f,

f(T) > f(Ai1-1 U T) - f(Ai1-d
> [f(Ai2-1 U T) + f(AiJ - f(Ai2-1)] - f(Ai1-1)

p-2

> [f(Aip-1 U T) + f(Aip_J - f(Aip-d] - f(Aip_1-1) + L [f(Aik) - f(Aik-1)]

k=l
p

L [f(Aik) - f(Aik-1)] = x(T),
k=l

where we repeatedly use the submodularity relation f(A) ~ f(A U B) + f(A n B) - f(B) with
A = T, B = Ail-1 for the first inequality and A = Aik_I-1 U T, B = Aik-1 for the k-th inequality,
for k = 2, ... ,p. This concludes the proof of feasibility of x*. The corresponding objective function
value is c· x* = 2::;;=1 c(sk)[f(Ak) - j(Ak-1)].

Next, consider the dual solution

if T = Ak, for k = 1, 2, ... , m - 1

ifT = Am
otherwise.

Since c(sd ~ ... ~ c(sm) ~ 0, we have YT ~ O. In addition,

m

L Y~ = L [C(Sk) - c(sk+d] = C(Si)'
T3si k=i

This proves feasibility of y:;', and the corresponding dual objective value is

m m

L f(T)y~ = L f(Ak)Y~k = L c(sk)[f(Ak) - f(Ak-1)],
T k=l k=l

where f (Ao) = f ((2) ). Thus, the primal and dual objectives are equal, hence x* and y* are optimal
primal and dual solutions. Finally,

m m m

C = L C(Si)[XAi - XAi-l] = L [C(Si) - C(Si - l)]XAi = LY~iXAi
i=l i=l i=l

therefore YA
i
= /\ and by definition of the Lovasz extension,

m

j(c) = LY~ij(Ai) = max] c- x I x(T) < j(T), '\IT C S}.
i=l
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Therefore, f is the supremum of linear functions over the polyhedron {x(T) :s; f(T), VT c 8},
so it is convex.

(¢=) Conversely, suppose the Lovasz extension j is convex. Then,

f(A U B) + f(A n B) - ](XAUB) + ](XAnB)
- j (XAUB + XAnB)
= j(XA + XB)
< j(XA) + j(XB) = f(A) + f(B).

The second equality follows from the definition of Lovasz extension. The inequality follows from
j(,c) = ,j(c), by the definition of Lovasz extension and consequently ~j(XA + XB) = j(~XA +
1 1" 1" "2XB) :s; 2f(XA) + 2f(XB) by convexity of f. 0

II 5.2 Hardness of approximation of concave minimization

In this section, we prove that minimizing a supermodular function and consequently, minimiz-
ing a (quasi)concave function, is (log n)-hard to approximate. The proof is by a gap-preserving
reduction from the two-stage stochastic Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) problem considered by
Flaxman, Frieze and Krivelevich [42], which is (log n)-hard to approximate [42].

The two-stage stochastic MST problem is defined as follows: Edges in the graph have given
weights in the first stage and random weights from known distributions in the second stage. The
goal is to choose an optimal set of edges in the first stage that can be completed with edges in
the second stage to form a spanning tree of minimum expected cost. More formally, denote the
cost of edge e in the first and second stages by C1(e) and C(e) respectively. Note that a subset
of edges 8 chosen in the first stage uniquely determines (up to equal cost) the set of edges Ts
chosen in the second stage which complete the MST. Our problem is to compute IninsCE { h( 8) =

C1(8) + E[C(Ts)]}, where E is the set of edges of the graph. We will show that the function
h(8) is supermodular. To simplify notation, we shall use the shorthand 8 + e := 8 U {e} and
8 - e := 8\ {e}. We also use A c B to mean non-strict set inclusion.

Lemma 5.2.1. Thefunction h(8) = C1(8) + E[C(Ts)] is supermodular.

Proof The function h is supermodular if and only if the marginal contribution of an edge to the
function value is bigger whenever the edge is added to a bigger set [85], that is

h(A + e) - h(A) :s; h(B + e) - h(B)

for all A c BeE and e E E, ettA, B. Assume without loss of generality that A, B, as well as
A + e, B + e do not contain cycles. We have C1(A + e) - C1(A) = C1(e) = C1(B + e) - C1(B).
By linearity of expectation, it suffices to show that
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or equivalently

(5.4)

for every realization of the second stage costs C. Without loss of generality up to equality of the
tree costs we can assume that TB C TA since A C B. We now need to consider several cases for
the edge e.

(i) e ETA, TB. Then both sides of the inequality (5.4) are zero.

(ii) e ETA, e ~ TB. Since (A+e)U(TA -e) = AUTA is a valid spanning tree and (A+e)UTA+e

is the minimal spanning tree corresponding to choice set A + e from the first stage, we have
C(TA+e) :::;C(TA - e) = C(TA) - C(e). Similarly, C(TB) :::;C(TB+e + e) since B U TB is
the cheapest spanning tree which contains set Band B U (TB+e + e) = (B + e) U TB+e is
another spanning tree containing set B. Therefore

and we are done.

(iii) e ~ TA, TB. Without loss of generality TA+e C TA and TB+e C TB. Let TA+e = TA - e' and
T B+e = TB - elf where e' and elf are the heaviest edges in the cycles formed in the spanning
trees AU TA and B U TB respectively when edge e is added. (Note: this assumes that A + e,
B + e do not contain cycles so any cycles formed would be in TA, TB.) Since TB eTA, the
heaviest edge elf in the cycle in TB is no heavier than e' in the cycle in TA. Therefore,

C(e") < C(e')
C(TA) - C(TA+e).

This completes the proof. D

We emphasize that the proof of Lemma 5.2.1 does not depend in any way on the distributions
of the second stage costs; in particular, they can be correlated or independent. (The dependency
requirement is crucial in the proof that the two-stage MST problem is (log n )-hard to approximate
[42].) The lemma thus gives the desired gap-preserving reduction for supermodular minimization
from the two-stage MST problem; this may be of independent interest to the study of two-stage
stochastic optimization as it provides a connection between the latter and (non-monotone) super-
modular and concave minimization.

Lemma 5.2.2. Supermodular minimization is (log n)-hard to approximate, assuming P =1= N P.

Next, we show that quasi-concave minimization is also hard to approximate.

Theorem 5.2.3. Quasi-concave minimization is (log n)-hard to approximate, assuming P =1= N P.
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Proof. Given a supermodular set function h defined on the vertices of the unit hypercube in IRn
(which we also call O-I-vectors), its Lovasz extension f : IR~ ---t IR is defined as f(x) = h(O) +
L~1 Aih(bi), where 0 is the zero vector and x = L7=1 Aibi is the unique representation of x
via a basis of increasing O-I-vectors b1 < b2 < ... < b« and Ai ~ O. Lovasz showed that h is
supermodular if and only if its extension f is concave [85].

We will show that there is a gap-preserving reduction of (quasi- )concave minimization from
supermodular minimization.

By Theorem 15.1.3, the minimum of a supermodular set function and the minimum of its
Lovasz extension over the unit hypercube will coincide. Therefore, a -y-approximation of the min-
imum of a supermodular function is also a -y-approximarion of the minimum of its corresponding
Lovasz extension.

Conversely, suppose we can approximate the minimum f min of the Lovasz extension f over
the unit hypercube within a factor of", namely we can find x E [0, I]" such that f(x) ::; "fmin' It
follows by the Caratheodory/Krein-Milman theorem [11] that x is a convex combination of vertices
of the hypercube, namely x = Li AiXi where Xi are O-I-vectors and Li Ai = 1, Ai > O. Since
f is concave, "fmin ~ f(x) ~ Li Aif(Xi), therefore for at least one hypercube vertex .rj' we
have f (x j) ::; "f min' Therefore x j would give a -y-approximatton of the supermodular function
minimum, as desired. D

Corollary 5.2.4. There is no smoothed polynomial-time algorithm for general quasi-concave min-
imization, assuming RP =f N P.

Proof. Suppose contrarily that there is a smoothed expected polynomial-time algorithm. We will
show that this implies the existence of a randomized fully polynomial approximation scheme for
finding the minimum of f, the Lovasz extension of the objective function h from Lemma 5.2.1,
thereby contradicting theorem 5.2.3.

More precisely, we will work with the specific objective function h which is used in showing
that the random 2-stage MST problem is (log n)-hard to approximate [42]. We note that replacing
the infinite edge costs by costs of n3 does not alter the proof of hardness of the 2-stage MST, and
thus the important property of the expected spanning tree cost h for our purpose is that it takes
values in a polynomially bounded interval: 1 ::; h(x) ::; n4 for all OI-vectors x.

Next, we show that the Lovasz extension f of h satisfies the Lipschitz condition

f(x) - f(y) ::; 2n41x - Yll,

where 1.11 is the L, norm. By the definition of Lovasz extension, f is piecewise linear, therefore
the ratio

f(x) - f(y)
Ix - yh

is maximized when x, yare both on one of the linear segments fo(x) = Li CiXi. Again from the
definition of f, we have Cl = f(bjJ and Ci = f(bjJ - f(bji_1) for i = 2, ... , n where {bjl, ... , bj,J
is the basis for representing x in the Lovasz extension definition. Therefore ICi I ::; 2n4•

Finally,

f(x) - f(y)
Ix - yll
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Now applying Theorem 4.4.1 implies the result and we get the desired contradiction. D

The last result complements the existence of a randomized fully-polynomial time approxima-
tion algorithm for low-rank quasi-concave minimization established in Theorem 4.4.1. In particu-
lar, it implies that no polynomial smoothed bounds for general concave minimization are possible.

II5.3 Hardness of approximation of convex maximization

To complement and put in context our results in the previous section on the hardness of concave
minimization, we include here known results about the hardness of submodular maximization,
which analogously to the proof of Theorem 5.2.3, yield equivalent hardness for (quasi)convex
maximization.

Intuitively, in function optimization it should not matter whether we are minimizing function f
or maximizing function - f: we expect to get equivalent results. In combinatorial optimization, on
the other hand, the change of optimization direction is critical: Min Cut can be solved efficiently
while Max Cutis NP-hard; similarly Shortes t path is easy while Longes t path is NP-
hard, as is the case of many other classical combinatorial problems. This does not contradict the
intuition above. In combinatorial optimization instances the minimum and maximum are different
(opposite) vertices of the feasible polytope: it is typical that one side of the polytope is easily
computable and the other is not. For the same reason most such problems critically depend on
the linear objective function having positive coordinates (i.e., the ground set of elements having
positive weights).

In combinatorial optimization, the standard solution concept is that of multiplicative approxi-
mation. This is perhaps justified when the objective functions are linear and the main challenge in
the problem lies in the combinatorial feasible set. It may be less meaningful in function approx-
imation when the objectives are nonlinear functions. For example, a vertical shift of the function
would maintain the same optimum and does not change the structure of the problem. However,
the multiplicative approximation guarantee changes with the shift and can get arbitrarily bad or
even meaningless (when the function minimum is negative but the next best solution has a positive
function value).

In this section and the entire dissertation we follow the standard of multiplicative approxima-
tion. (Except in some of our low-rank quasiconcave minimization algorithms in Section 4.4 which
more naturally provide an additive approximation.) We leave as an open philosophical and re-
search problem what approximative concepts may be more meaningful-and the answer may well
differ based on the specific application and user needs.

We first describe the straightforward fact that MAX CUT is a special case of submodular max-
imization since the cut of a graph is a submodular set function.

Definition 5.3.1. Consider an undirected graph G with vertex set V. A cut of the graph is a
partition of the vertices into two sets {S, V - S}, for S C V. The cut function is defined on all
cuts of the graph and is equal to the number of edges crossing the cut {5, V - S}.

Since the first set 5 uniquely defines the cut {5, V - S}, the cut function is a function over the
subsets of V.
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Figure 5.2. Cuts in a graph.

Lemma 5.3.2. The cut function j :Pv -t lR is a submodular set function.

Proof Consider two cuts {A, V - A} and {B, V - B}. They divide the vertex set V into four
disjoint subsets A - B, B - A, AnB and V - A - B, depicted in Figure 5.2. (For general sets A, B
we use A - B = A \ (AnB) to mean the elements from A which are not in B). Denote the number
of edges crossing the different pairs of subsets as shown in the figure, {A - B, V - A - B} by .Ta,

{B - A, V - A - B} by Xb, {An B, V - A - B} by x, {A - B,AnB} by Ya, {B - A,An B}
by Yb and {A - B, B - A} by y.

The cut edges from A to V - A consist of all edges from A - B to B - A and V - A - B,
as well as from An B to V - A - Band B - A, therefore j(A) = Xa + X + Yb + y. Similarly,
f(B) = Xb + X + Ya + y, f(A n B) = x + Ya + Yb and f(A U B) = x + Xa + Xb. Therefore,

so j (.) is submodular. o
Theorem 5.3.3. Maximizing submodular functions is NP-hard and it is at least as hard to approx-
imate as MAX CUT.

Proof By Lemma 5.3.2, MAX CUT is a special case of maximizing a subrnodular function. Since
MAX CUT is NP-hard [49], the general problem of maximizing submodular functions is NP-
h~. 0

We now summarize some recent results on submodular maximization. These results assume
that for a given set S, the submodular function value j(S) is known (in other words, provided by
an oracle-the so called value oracle model).

Theorem 5.3.4. [38J Submodular set maximization in the value oracle model is (~ + E)-hard
to approximate, in the sense that for any E > 0, there are instances of nonnegative symmetric
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submodular maximization, such that there is no algorithm using less than f(2
n/16 queries that

always finds a solution of expected value at least (!+ f) times the optimum.
In addition, there are polynomial-time algorithms that, given a nonnegative submodular maxi-

mization instance, find a ~-approximation.

The positive results can be improved to !-approximation in the case of nonnegative symmetric
submodular functions [38].

The analogues between submodularity and convexity seem to end at submodular set functions,
which are of course a narrow class of all submodular functions. Nevertheless, this connection is
enough for establishing the hardness of maximizing convex functions. The connection is estab-
lished through the Lovasz extension of a submodular set function, similarly to Theorem 5.2.3.

Theorem 5.3.5. Convex function maximization is NP-hard and it is at least as hard to approximate
as submodular set function maximization.
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CHAPTER 6

Applications

II 6.1 Parametric optimization

In a typical combinatorial optimization problem, the goal is to find the feasible solution x with
smallest weight wT x. In parametric optimization, one needs to trade off two (or more) weights
(e.g., cost and weight, or length and time, etc.). In particular, we are interested in finding all solu-
tions that minimize a positive linear combination of the two weights, a+ Ab, where the parameter A
ranges over [0, 00). When the feasible set is combinatorial or discrete, the same feasible solution x'
may minimize the objective (a+ Ab)T X for multiple values of the parameter A that form an interval
[/\, Ai+l]' We call the parameter values Ai at which the optimal solution changes breakpoints.

Definition 6.1.1. The parametric complexity of a parametric optimization problem is the maximum
possible number of breakpoints.

An overview and development of the parametric complexity of combinatorial problems can be
found in Carstensen's thesis [19]. We summarize below some of the known results.

Theorem 6.1.2. [Summary of Carstensen [19} and references therein} The parametric complexity
of'

1. minimum spanning trees and more generally matroids is polynomial.

2. shortest path is nl+logn, where n is the number of nodes in the network.

3. parametric capacity maximum flow is at least (2n/2 - 2).

4. minimum cost flow is at least 2n/2-1•

5. linear programming {min] c + AC')T X I Ax = b, x ~ O} is exponential regardless of the
size of the input.

6. 0-1 programming [min] c + AC')T X I Ax = b, Xi E {O, I} Vi} is polynomial in n and the
maximum coordinates of c, c'.

Graphically, the optimum weight curve of a parametric problem as a function of the parameter
A is a piecewise linear function, given by the infimum of linear functions corresponding to the
weights of all feasible solutions, as shown in Figure 6.1(right).
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Figure 6.1. Correspondence of extreme points PI, P2, •.• of the dominant of the projected feasible polytope (left) and
linear segments from the parametric optimal weight curve g()..) = infx{ aT x + )"(bT x)} (right).

An alternative graphical representation is the trade-off curve in Figure 6. 1(left), with the a- and
b-weights on the two axes and feasible solutions x represented by the points (aT x, bT x), plotting
the two weights of each solution.

Clearly, this second graphical representation is the same as the one in our stochastic optimiza-
tion framework from Chapter 3 with the mean and variance vectors corresponding to the a and b
weights, and also represents the rank-2 nonconvex optimization from Section 4.1 with objective
functions f(x) = j(aT x, bT x). In Figure 6.1, the trade-off curve is the lower-left boundary of
the projection of the feasible polytope of the stochastic and nonconvex problems onto the plane
span(a, b).

The lemma below formalizes the equivalence of the parametric and stochastic / rank-2 noncon-
vex problems in terms of the corresponding number of their breakpoints and extreme points.

Lemma 6.1.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the extreme points on the dominant
of the feasible polytope projection on the plane spanned by vectors a, b and the breakpoints of the
parametric problem with weights a + ,Xb over the same feasible set.

Proof Every extreme point on the dominant of the polytope projection onto the plane spanned by
a, b is the solution to a linear program:

minimize
subject to

(aT x) + 'x(bT x)
x E feasible polytope

(6.1)

for a sub-interval of ,X E (0,00). Plotting the objective value g(,X) = infx{ aTx + ,XbT x} as a
function of ,X ~ °gives a concave piecewise linear function, drawn in Fig. 6. 1(right). Each segment
in this piecewise linear function corresponds to a feasible solution x with weight aTx + ,XbT x for
an interval of the parameter 'x. The feasible solutions represented by the segments are precisely the
set of optimal solutions in the parametric problem. On the other hand, a solution x' with weight
A + ,XB is optimal for a non-empty open interval of ,x if and only if there is an open interval of
linear objective vectors (1,'x) which are minimized at the point (A, B) in the span(a, b)-plane,
namely the point (A, B) is an extreme point of the feasible polytope projection. In addition, since
,x > 0, the set of optimal solutions are in one-to-one correspondence with the extreme points on
the dominant of the projected feasible set, QED. D
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By Lemma 6.1.3, the results for the complexity of parametric optimization problems immedi-
ately imply equivalent bounds for the number of extreme points on the dominant of the feasible set
projection on a plane.

Conversely, our results bounding the number of extreme points in an average and smoothed
sense imply equivalent bounds for the complexity of parametric optimization problems.

Our bounds apply to arbitrary feasible sets and so extend to general parametric optimization
problems of the form {mintafx + 'xbTx) I x E feasible set}, and, in particular, to all such
problems listed in Theorem 6.1.2. We state here this immediate corollary from Lemma 6.1.3 and
Theorem 4.1.3.

Corollary 6.1.4. Consider a polyhedral feasible set F c jRn. Suppose a, b E jRn are uniformly
random unit vectors and ,X E [0, 00). Then the expectation of the number of optimal solutions of
the parametric problem {min(aT x + ,XbT x) I x E F} is at most 2V27rn.

Similarly, a smoothed bound for parametric optimization follows from Lemma 6.1.3 and The-
orem 4.1.6.

Corollary 6.1.5. Consider a polyhedral feasible set F c jRn. Suppose a, b E jRn are given
vectors and let a, b be their respective p-perturbations as specified in Definition 4. J .5. Let also
,X E [0, 00). Then the expectation of the number of optimal solutions of the parametric problem
{min(aT x + XbT x) I x E F} is at most 47rV2n/ p, for p < 1/Vii .

• 6.1.1 Parametric shortest path

The parametric complexity of combinatorial problems is most often exponential and sometimes
polynomial, as can be seen from Theorem 6.1.2. The shortest path problem thus stands out with an
unusual complexity that falls between polynomial and exponential. In addition, since the shortest
path problem is ubiquitous and, as shown above, its parametric complexity determines the com-
plexity of its stochastic and nonconvex variants, it is of interest to identify nontrivial cases (e.g.,
special classes of graphs) for which the parametric complexity is polynomial. We leave this last
question largely open, except for identifying such classes of graphs through an analogous applica-
tion of the proof for the general parametric bound, and highlight our conjecture that the parametric
complexity of shortest paths in planar graphs is polynomial.

Conjecture 6.1.6. The parametric complexity of shortest paths in planar graphs is polynomial.

In this section we include a simple proof of the n(1+1ogn) upper bound for the parametric com-
plexity of shortest paths in general graphs, and then in an effort to better understand the complexity
in planar graphs, provide linear lower bounds for the latter.

Upper bound for the number of breakpoints in general graphs

In this section we show that the number of breakpoints in a general n-node graph is at ITIOStn10gn+1.

Lemma 6.1.7. [28J The number of breakpoints in the parametric shortest path problem is at most
nlogn+1.
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Proof. Denote by N (k) the maximum number of breakpoints between any two vertices in the
graph when we consider only paths of at most k edges. Then we can bound N(2k) as follows: An
optimal path from S to T with at most 2k edges consists of two subpaths from S to node v and
from v to T each of at most k edges. There are n choices for v, and for each choice the optimal
cost curve from S to T through v has at most 2N(k) breakpoints (as a sum of the optimal cost
curves from S to v and from v to T).

Therefore N(2k) < n[2N(k)] and note N(l) < 1. Hence,

N(2k) < 2nN(2k-1) ~ (2n)2N(2k-2) < ... < (2n)kN(1) < (2n)k.

Substituting k = log n gives N (n) ~ n log n+1. o

The upper bound proof above was communicated to us by Dean [28]; a different more involved
proof appears in Carstensen [19].

The following is an easy but fundamental property of shortest path breakpoints. It says that
once an optimal subpath between nodes X, Y is replaced by a different subpath, the former expires,
i.e., it cannot become optimal at a later stage.

Lemma 6.1.8 (Expiration property). Suppose the lowest-cost curve of the graph contains three
breakpoints X, < A2 < A3. Then it is impossible for the paths corresponding to these breakpoints
to use subpaths it , it'; 7r respectively between two internal nodes X, Y.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. Denote the weights corresponding to n, 7r' by (a + bA) and (a' + b'A)
respectively where (a, b) i- (a', b'). Further denote the remaining weights on the three paths by
(al + b1A), (a2 + b2A) and (a3 + b3A) respectively. Denote the subset of remaining edges for the
three paths by 7rl, 7r2, 7r3.

At AI, {7r 1, 7r} is the optimal path, therefore

(al + blAd + (a + bAl) ~ (al + blAl) + (a' + b'Ad
:=;. a + bAl ~ a' + b'Al.

Similarly at A2' {7r2' 7r'} is the optimal path, therefore

(a2 + b2A2) + (a + bA2) ~ (a2 + b2A2) + (a' + b'A2)
:=;. a + bA2 ~ a' + b'A2.

Finally at A3' {7r3' 7r} is the optimal path, therefore

(a3 + b3A3) + (a + bA3) ~ (a3 + b3A3) + (a' + b'A3)
:=;. a + bA3 ~ a' + b'A3.

This implies that the lines a + bA and a' + b'A cross in two places or are identical, which is a
contradiction. 0
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Figure 6.2. A valid face ordering and a path determined by faces {FI, F2, F3} 0

A lower bound for the number of breakpoints in planar graphs

In this section, we prove that for every undirected planar graph there exist edge weights such that
the number of breakpoints is equal to the number of faces of the graph plus one.

Denote the weights of each edge e by ae1 be' For ST-paths 7T define the breakpoint or lower
envelope function

B (A) = ~n { 2:ae + AL be}'
eE7f eE7f

B(A) is a piece-wise linear function defined on A E [0,00); we call its points of non-differentiability
breakpoints. Each linear segment LeE7f ae +A LeE7f be of the function corresponds to a path which
is shortest with respect to edge weights ae + Abe for some interval of A's.

We will construct edge weights ae1 be such that the breakpoints are precisely at Ai = i for
i = 0,1, ..01k where k is the number of inner faces in the planar graph.

The boundary of the (outer face of the) planar graph is divided into two by Sand T; refer to
the two parts as top and bottom boundary or top-most and bottom-most ST-path. Our construction
uses a special ordering of the faces of the graph, which we call a valid face ordering.

Definition 6.1.9. A valid face ordering of the faces of a planar graph is an ordering F11F21 •.• , Fk

such that each two consecutive faces Fi, Fi+l share an edge, the first face F1 shares an edge with
the bottom boundary and the last face Fk shares an edge with the top boundary of the graph.

Lemma 6.1.10. A validface ordering always exists.

Proof We use induction to prove a slightly stronger statement: a valid face ordering exists, in
which F1 is incident with a pre-specified edge on the bottom boundary. Clearly the statement is
true when the graph has a single face. Suppose it is true for graphs with at most k - 1 faces.
For a graph with k faces, label F1 to be the face which shares the pecified edge with the bottom
boundary. Removing F1leaves a planar graph with k-1 faces, for which a valid ordering F21 ... , Fk

exists where F2 shares an edge with F1 (this edge is on the new bottom boundary). Therefore,
F11... ,Fk is a valid ordering for the original planar graph. 0
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Figure 6.3. The non-zero edges in the graph are wo, ... , Wk where ui; is the edge between Fi, FHl in the valid face
ordering {Fo, Fl, ...,Fk}.

There are many valid orderings, anyone will do for our construction. One such ordering is
shown for the graph in Figure 6.2.

Clearly, every path from S to T is uniquely determined by the set of faces which are enclosed
by the path and the bottom boundary. We will show that there are edge weights ae, be such that the
segments of the breakpoint function B()") correspond to the k + 1paths determined by Fo, {Fd,
{FI,F2}, .•• , {FI,...,Fk} where Fo is the empty set or, equivalently for descriptive purposes, the
part of the plane under the graph.

Consider any valid face ordering Fo, FI, ...,Fk. Each two consecutive faces in the ordering
D D h dze with b S - ~i . - i(i+l) b - k . J: . - 0 1 k£i,£i+l Sareane gewl parameters ai, i· et c, - 0j=OJ - -2-' i - -'ldOr~ - , , ... , ,
and ae = be = 0 for all other edges e, as in Figure 6.3. A critical path passing over {Fo, FI, ...,Fr}
contains only O-weight edges and the edge r, therefore the sum of weights along the path is equal

~ - - r(r+l) ~ b - b - kto 0eE1fae - ar - -2-' 0eE1f e - r - - r.
Any other path passing over {Fi1 , ••• , Fi1 = Fr} for il < ... < i[ = r contains at least one

non-zero edge r. All other edges have non-negative weights, therefore the sum of edge weights
along the path is LeE1f ae 2.: ar = r(r~l), LeE1f be 2 b; = k - r .

In particular, the path 7T passing over {Fi1, ••• , Fr} has a corresponding linear function greater
than the linear function of the path passing over {FI,F2, .•. , F; },

L ae + )..L be 2 (1 + 2 + ...+ ir) + )"(k - ir).
eE1f eE1f

Therefore, the critical paths which define the linear segments of the breakpoint function B ( A ),
are precisely the paths passing over faces Fo, {FI}, {FI,F2}, ..• , {FI, ...,Fk}. Their corresponding
linear functions are Xk, 1+ )"(k -1), (1 + 2)+ )"(k - 2), ..., k(ki1) +).. *0. Any other path lies above
the plot of the infimum of linear functions B()"). With this, we have shown that B()..) consists of
exactly k + 1 linear segments and k + 1 breakpoints. One can easily calculate that the breakpoints
are )..= 0, 1, ... , k.
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Theorem 6.1.11. For every undirected planar graph with k faces, there exist edge weights ae, be
which yield k + 1breakpoints.

II 6.2 Multicriteria optimization

Multicriteria optimization is motivated somewhat similarly by parametric optimization. There are
several competing criteria and the goal is to compute the Pareto boundary. The latter consists of all
feasible solutions that are not dominated by other solutions, in other words, all solutions for which
there is no other solution with lower or equal costs (weights) of all criteria and strictly lower cost
of at least one criterion.

We do not offer new results on multicriteria optimization here but rather include this section for
clarification on the relationship between it and our stochastic and nonconvex optimization frame-
works.

Suppose there are k criteria, specified by weight vectors (aI, a2, ... , ak). Geometrically, the
Pareto boundary can be best visualized by projecting the feasible set F onto the subspace of di-
mension k spanned by these k vectors, and taking the boundary of its dominant, that is its lower-left
boundary. Note that this boundary would generally not be convex (for example, with k = 2 criteria,
the Pareto boundary would look like a staircase).

We do the same in our stochastic framework and general rank-k quasiconcave minimization
when the objective function is monotone increasing in aT x for all i, except the potential op-
tima here are further restricted to lie on the convex hull of the boundary. Thus the local optima
of quasi-concave minimization with monotone increasing objectives are a subset of the Pareto
boundary. Typically the Pareto boundary is exponentially large, so the focus is on computing E-
approximations of it. These consist of a subset S c F of feasible solutions with the property
that for every solution x on the Pareto boundary there is some solution x' E S which is at most
(1 + E)-far from x in all coordinates:

aTx < aTx' < (1 + E)aTx, for all criteria i.

An important question in multicriteria optimization is: what is the smallest possible size of an
s-approximate Pareto boundary and can it be computed efficiently? Perhaps surprisingly, there is
always a succinct approximation, which is polynomial in the problem size (e.g., the size of the
ground set n) and in ~, and exponential in the number of criteria k.

The following theorems from Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [104] show the above and pro-
vide a classification for when an s-approximatc Pareto boundary is polynomially computable. We
include them here with their proofs, as they appear in [104]. Both assume that given a problem in-
stance fJ, if the objective functions (the costs of the criteria aT x) are positive, then they are between
2-p(I19I) and 2P(I19I) for some polynomial p(.).

Theorem 6.2.1. [104 J For any multicriteria optimization problem and any E there is an e-approximate
Pareto boundary consisting of a number of solutions that is polynomial in the size of the problem
instance IfJl and ~ (but exponential in the number of objectives).

Proof. Consider the k-dimensional space of all criteria. Their values range from 1/2p(I191) to 2p(I191)

for some polynomial p. Consider now a subdivision of this cube into hyperrectangles, such that,
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in each dimension, the ratio of the larger to the smaller coordinate is (1+ E). Obviously, there are
O( (2P(1~I))k) such subdivisions. We define the approximate Pareto boundary by choosing one point
of the Pareto boundary in each hyperrectangle that contains such a point. It is easy to see that the
resulting set is indeed an e-approximate Pareto boundary. 0

Naturally, this is an existence argument and does not tell us whether this approximate Pareto
boundary can in fact be computed efficiently. The following theorem provides a characterization
for when an efficient computation is possible.

Theorem 6.2.2. {104] There is an algorithm for constructing an e-approximate Pareto boundary
polynomial in the size of the problem instance 1191 and ~ if and only if the following GAP problem
can be so solved: Given a feasible solution x and a k-vector (bI, ... , bk), either return a solution
with aTx ~ b, for all i, or an answer that there is no solution x' with aT x' ~ (1+ E)bi.

Proof (If) Suppose that we are given x and E, and we wish an e-approximate Pareto boundary.
Define E' = vT+"E - 1 ~ ~ and subdivide the k-space of criteria into hyperrectangles as in the
proof of Theorem 6.2.1, using E', and for each comer call the GAP problem. Keep (an undominated
subset of) all solutions returned. It is not hard to see that this is an s-approximate Pareto boundary.

(Only if) Conversely, if we have an e-approximate Pareto set, we can solve the GAP problem
for any given set of bounds, by looking only at solutions in the set. 0

Albeit precise, this classification requires us to know how to solve the auxiliary GAP problem
described in Theorem 6.2.2. A more tangible result says that we can compute an approximate
Pareto boundary for the multicriteria problem if we have a pseudopolynomial algorithm for the
single-criteria problem. This was first used to give an approximate Pareto boundary for the special
case of multicriteria shortest paths by Wamburton [128]. The following more general statement is
again a theorem from Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [104], and results of similar flavor are also
present in Safer, Orlin and Dror [117].

Theorem 6.2.3. [104] There is an FPTAS for constructing an approximate Pareto boundary for a
milticriteria problem, if there is a pseudopolynomial algorithm for the exact version of the single-
criterion problem (namely given a problem instance and an integer B, is there afeasible solution
with cost exactly B ?).

In particular, an e-approximate Pareto boundary can be computed in time polynomial in the
size of the problem instance and in ~for the problems:

1. Shortest path

2. Minimum spanning tree

3. Matching.

On the other hand, there is no FPTAS for constructing an e-approximate Pareto boundary for
the bicriteria s - t Min Cut problem, unless P = N P.
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We can now contrast the results above on multicriteria optimization with our results on stochas-
tic and nonconvex optimization.

If the objective function f (x) = 1(af x, ..., a[ x) in our framework is monotone increasing
in a; x (so that the local optima lie on the Pareto boundary) and it satisfies a suitable Lipschitz
condition or has a bounded gradient (so that x' being (1+ E)-close to x implies that their objective
function values are also close), then picking the point from the approximate Pareto boundary with
smallest objective function value will yield a (1 + E)-approximation of our nonconvex problem.
However, as we see, some of the natural objective functions already do not fall in the category
above (such as the probability tail objective from Section 3.4.1 which has an unbounded gradient),
and, if they do, an approximate Pareto boundary mayor may not be available even when the
underlying linear (single-criterion) problem admits an efficient solution as is the case of s - t
Min-Cut.

On the other hand, our results establish the existence of an FPTAS whenever the underlying
problem admits an exact efficient solution or an FPTAS (e.g., s - t Min-Cut for which the Pareto
boundary cannot be approximated), with the added benefit that the algorithms are independent of
the feasible set and thus provide general-purpose solutions.

II 6.3 Constrained optimization

In this section we compare constrained optimization to our models of stochastic and non convex
optimization.

For a typical combinatorial optimization problem that seeks a solution x of minimum weight
aT x, {min aT x I x E F}, the constrained optimization version seeks a solution of minimum
weight which, in addition, does not exceed a given budget with respect to a second cost or weight
vector b: {min aT x I bT X ::; B, x E F}. Since knapsack is the easiest special case of a
constrained optimization problem, in which the feasible set F consists of all vertices of the unit
hypercube, constrained optimization is in general NP-hard.

Suppose we can get an approximate solution x' to a constrained optimization problem, which
satisfies aT x' ::; aT x* and bTx' ::; B(l + E), where x* is the optimal solution to the constrained
problem with budget B. Solve the problem for a geometric progression of budgets B and pick the
solution x" with the best objective function value. This will give a fully polynomial-time approx-
imation scheme (FPTAS) to the nonconvex problems (3.4), (3.3), and generally to any problem
with a rank-2 objective f(aT x, bTx) which is monotone increasing in aT x and in bTx, and satis-
fies a suitable Lipschitz condition. This approach can be used whenever we have the above type
of FPTAS to the constrained problem, as is the case for shortest paths [53], for example, or PTAS
as in minimum spanning trees [114] (leading to PTAS for the stochastic and non convex prob-
lems). However, since we do not have a black-box solution to the constrained problem in general,
this approach of reducing nonconvex problems to the former does not seem to extend to arbitrary
combinatorial problems.
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II6.4 Stochastic shortest path
In this section we apply our framework and algorithms from Chapters 3,4 and 6.1 to the shortest
path problem, which stands out with its intriguing nO(logn) complexity. We analyze the optimal
stochastic shortest path with respect to the mean-risk, probability tail and value-at-risk objectives
as defined in Chapter 3.

Related Work The majority of the related literature on stochastic shortest paths focuses on adap-
tive algorithms, which compute the next best hop based on information about realized edge lengths
so far [10], [111], [16], [103], [37], [93]. Most of the adaptive formulations focus on minimizing
expected path length; few consider minimizing a non-linear function of the length and settle for
heuristic algorithms [37].

The most closely related nonadaptive formulation to our model is that of Loui [84]. Loui
considers a general utility function of path length which is monotone and nondecreasing, and
proves that the expected utility becomes separable into the edge lengths only when the utility
function is linear or exponential. In that case the path that maximizes expected utility can be
found via traditional shortest path algorithms. For general utility functions he gives an algorithm
based on an enumeration of paths, with a very large running time 0(n"). In a consequent paper,
Mirchandani and Soroush give exponential algorithms and heuristics for quadratic utility functions
[94]. For non-monotone utility functions Nikolova, Brand and Karger [98] give hardness results
and pseudopolynomial algorithms, described in Chapter 2 of this thesis. For a separate model on
bicriteria shortest paths with monotone objective, Ackerman et ale [3] give different average and
smoothed analyses .

• 6.4.1 Exact algorithms

We follow the same notation as in Chapter 3. For shortest paths, we have a graph G = (V, E),
with IVI = n nodes and lEI = m edges. We are given a source S and destination T and would
like to find ST -paths. Each path is represented by its incidence vector x E IRm whose coordinate
Xi is 1 if edge i is present in the path and 0 otherwise. Additionally, the vector of edge weights is
W E IRm, whose coordinates are random variables with means J.L and variances r E IRm.

Recall that in the stochastic optimization framework from Chapter 3, the optimal solutions are
extreme points on the dominant (i.e., the lower-left boundary) of the projected path polytope onto
the mean-variance plane spani p: r). On the other hand, the number of such extreme points equals
the number of breakpoints of the parametric shortest path problem, nl+1ogn. Since all such extreme
points can be found with at most twice as many calls to a deterministic shortest path algorithm,
this gives rise to exact algorithms with running time nO(logn).

Theorem 6.4.1. There is an exact algorithm with running time n°(logn) for solving the stochastic
shortest path problem under the:

• mean-risk objective J.LT x + cvrTx with arbitrary distributions;

• value-at-risk objective;
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• probability tail objective Pr(WT x ::; t) with normal distributions, assuming p7x ::; t for
at least one path.

We mention that by the results in Chapter 3, all the problems above admit FPTAS.

Corollary 6.4.2. There are fully-polynomial approximation schemes for all stochastic shortest
path variants above.

For the probability tail objective, when the departure time is closer to the deadline, so that any
shortest path has mean greater than t, the optimal value of the program (3.4) will be negative and
the objective function is decreasing in the mean of the path and increasing in the variance. In this
case the solution to the fractional version of the program will be on the upper-left boundary of the
shadow, between the leftmost extreme point of lowest mean and the uppermost extreme point of
highest variance (See Figure 6.4). Since finding the simple path with highest variance is strongly
NP-hard [73], we might not expect to find a good polynomial-time approximation. In addition,
the objective function in (3.4) is no longer quasiconvex so that even if we could find the fractional
solution, it is not guaranteed to coincide with the integer solution to the problem.

We propose a pseudopolynomial algorithm that may possibly include non-simple paths, which
is polynomial in the number of nodes n and the maximum edge variance Tmax. The algorithm
constructs a dynamic programming table as follows: For each possible value s = 0,1, ... , nTmax
of a path variance, and for each node v, compute v's predecessor on a path from the source to
node v of variance s and smallest mean. At the end, we would have rit:max paths from the source
to the destination, one for each possible variance s E {O,1 ... , nTmax} and smallest mean for
that variance value. More precisely, for each node v and variance s, we solve the suboptimality
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equations
<I>(v, s) = min [<I>(v', s - Tv'v) + J1v'v] ,

v' "-'v

n(v, s) = argmin [<I>(v', s - Tv'v) + J1v'v] ,
v' "-'v

where <I> ( v, s) is the mean of the smallest-mean path from the source to v of variance exactly s;
n( v, s) is the predecessor of v on that path, and for a neighbor v' of node v, J1v'v, Tv'v are the mean
and variance of edge v'v. Finally, we find the optimal ST -path by computing the objective function
value J-'thth mean for each partially optimized path of variance s and select the path with smallestpa vanance
objective value. Thus, the algorithm's total running time is O(nmTmax).

Theorem 6.4.3. For general deadline t, the stochastic shortest path problem with probability tail
objective and normal edge weight distributions can be solved in time O(nmTmax) where Tmax is
the maximum variance of an edge .

• 6.4.2 Extensions to other distributions

To contrast the high sensitivity of the problem complexity on the distributional assumptions, we
now consider the stochastic shortest path problem with probability tail objective under distributions
other than the normal.

Poisson and additive stochastic dominant distributions-exact solution

The probability distribution 1J(A) is called additive if the sum of two independent random variables
with distributions 1J(A1) and 1J(A2) is another random variable with the same distribution and
parameter equal to the sum 1J(A1+ A2). With a slight abuse of notation we use 1J(A) to also denote
a random variable with this distribution. Assume, in addition, that the distribution 1J satisfies
stochastic dominance, that is Pr(1J(A1) ~ t) 2: Pr(1J(A2) ~ t) whenever Al ~ A2. Examples of
such distributions are Poisson and gamma( a, b) with constant parameter b.

Suppose the random length of edge i is Wi f'.J 1J(Ad. Now, despite the non-separable objective
function, the form of distribution makes the problem separable:

Pr (L 1,Vi ~ t) = Pr (L 1J(Ai) < t) = Pr (1J( L Ai) < t) 2: Pr (1J(A') ~ t),
iE7r iE7r iE7r

where the last inequality follows from the stochastic dominance property of the distribution for
all A' 2: LiE7r Ai. With this, the optimal path is the one that has the smallest sum of distribution
parameters along its links and can be found exactly with a deterministic shortest path algorithm.

Exponential PTAS and Bernoulli QPTAS

Unlike the Poisson, the exponential distribution is not additive and we cannot write a simple closed
form expression for the objective function. We propose a polynomial-time approximation scheme
based on dynamic programming over a discretization of the distribution parameter space. More
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precisely, we give a bi-criteria approximation, which is given a lateness tolerance p and for E > 0
finds an ST -path 1r satisfying

Pr ( L Wi < t(l + E)) > 1- ep.
iE1r

Theorem 6.4.4. An approximately optimal path 7r with Pr[l:iE1r lVi > (1 + E)] :S p( 1 + E) can be
computed in time O(n410g n)O (IOg~~/E) log E~) ,O( ~log l/E).

Proof. Note that dividing all edge lengths by t would be equivalent to the problem of finding a

path with Pr ( l:iE1r Wilt < (1+ E)) > 1 - ep, and we discuss this problem instead.

This problem is similar to the stochastic knapsack formulation considered by Goel and Indyk
[52]. There, the authors aim to find a set of (stochastic size) items of maximum value, such that the
probability of exceeding the knapsack capacity is at most p. Our problem is different since, instead
of maximizing values, we have an additional constraint that the set of edges we choose have to
form a path, but a similar discretization of the distribution space will help us as well.

Divide the edges into small and large where small edges have mean below a threshold a and
large edges have mean between a and (3, where in the case of exponential distributions a =
log(l/E)~Og(l/P) and (3 = log(~/p)' (Large edges with greater mean would alone exceed the allowed
lateness probability and we ignore them.) Round down the means of the large edges to the largest
I 1/ log(l/p) ~ . - 0 1 2va ue (1+E)i lor z - , , , ....

Next, we fill in a dynamic programming table D P in which rows correspond to each possible
set type L of large edges together with each possible level S of small edges, where S = j * ~ with
j E {O, 1, ... , r:;1}. The columns correspond to the vertices. The cell D P( {L, S}, v) is empty if
there is no path from v to the destination, which consists of an L-set of large edges and small edges
of total mean rounded up to S, with a rounding interval of~. Otherwise, the entry contains v's
successor node on the path and the exact value of the total mean of the small edges on the path. In
the case of more than one such path, we only keep a record of the path with lowest total mean of
small edges.

For each row, we iteratively go through every node v in the graph and update the entry
D P( {L, S}, v). In particular, we consider each neighbor v' of v for which the entry D P( {L, S} -
/-1vv' ,v') is non-empty and results in a path with lower total mean of small edges than already
recorded in DP( {L, S}, v). With a slight abuse of notation, if /-1vv' is large, {L, S} - /-1vv' is
defined as {L', S} where L' is the same as L with the number of /-1vv' -type edges reduced by one.
Similarly, if /-1vv' is small, then {L, S} - /-1vv' = {L, rS - /-1vv'l}, where the total length of small
edges is rounded up to the closest level j * -;;. Note that in this case it is possible that after the
rounding S' = S. Thus, sometimes we would be filling a table cell by relying on another cell from
the same row, which has not yet been filled. To complete filling in the row correctly, we would
need to repeat the same row iteration up to n times.

When the whole D P table has been filled, we go through all entries in the first column of the
table, corresponding to all possible solution paths from the source to the destination. For each,
we calculate the probability that the sum of the edge length variables on the corresponding path
exceeds the lateness threshold p( 1 + E) and we pick the path with the smallest probability of being
late.
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Figure 6.5. Solution with correlations between adjacent edges.

Computing the probability of being late on a path is the same as in computing the probability
that the selected items in the stochastic knapsack exceed the knapsack capacity [52]: by discretiz-
ing the edge lengths we can compute the probability in time O(~3 log ~). The overall running
time of the algorithm depends on the size of the discretized distribution space (as in Goel and
Indyk [52]) and the construction of the dynamic programming table above and is omitted. 0

A similar discretization of the state space yields a quasi-polynomial approximation scheme for
the case of Bernoulli distributions .

• 6.4.3 Correlations

In practice, assuming independent distributions for neighboring edges in a graph is often unrealis-
tic; for example, in a shortest paths problem, an accident in one edge would increase congestion in
the edges that follow it. Nevertheless, the algorithms that we have developed under the assumption
of independent edge distributions would still apply in this case, after an appropriate graph transfor-
mation, which was suggested to us by Alexander Hartemink [66]. We describe this transformation
below, which works for arbitrary distributions.

Suppose there are pairwise correlations between adjacent edges (the first one incoming and
the second outgoing from their common node). Consider the following graph transformation: For
every node B with incoming edges (A, B) in the original graph G, create nodes BIA in the new
graph G/. An edge (A, B) in G yields edges (AIX, BIA) in G/, for all nodes X that precede node
A in G. Denote the covariance between edges (A, B) and (B, T) in G by COVABT, and their
variances by VAB and VBT respectively. Then, in the transformed graph G/, define the variance
of edge (BIA, TIB) by VBT + COVABT as in Figure 6.5. Notice that these definitions of variance
and, generally, of conditional distributions on the edges in the transformed graph, decouple the
correlations and the edge distributions are now independent. We can run our existing algorithms
on G/ and in this way solve the problems for correlated edges in the original graph G. We can
apply this method of decoupling correlated edges for not just correlations between two neighboring
edges, but up to a constant number of consecutive edges (in order to maintain polynomial size for
the transformed graph G/).
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Figure 6.6. Number of local optima (extreme point paths) in grids of size 10 x 10 to 250 x 250, with edge mean
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• 6.4.4 Experimental results

Performance of exact algorithm

In this section, we investigate the practical performance of exact and approximation algorithms
for the stochastic routing problem in which the goal is to find the route minimizing a positive
linear combination of the route mean and standard deviation, ap7 x + (1 - a) VTT x. The latter
is a nonconvex integer optimization problem, for which no efficient algorithms are known. In
summary, our experimental results show that the exact algorithm, which is based on enumerating
all paths that are potential local optima (extreme points of the feasible set), has surprisingly good
running time performance O( -Jii)R on networks of practical interest compared to its predicted
theoretical worst-case performance nO(log(n» R, where R is the running time of any deterministic
shortest path algorithm of the user's choice. We also show that the approximation algorithm, which
appropriately selects a small subset of the potentially optimal paths, has very high performance,
using a very small constant number of deterministic shortest path iterations and returning a solution
that has a 99.99% accuracy. Therefore approximation algorithms of this type are a very promising
practical approach.

The exact algorithm for solving the problem can be thought of as a search algorithm on the
values of the parameter (3 for the oracle minimizing the linear objective f3p7 x + (1 - {J)TT x.
For a given {J and a path P with incidence vector x, the objective can be separated as a sum of
edge weights LiEP({JMi + (1 - (J)7i) (note, the variance of the path P equals the sum of variances
of the edges along the path, by the independence of the edge length distributions). Thus, finding
the ST-route that minimizes the linear objective can be done with any deterministic shortest path
algorithm such as Dijkstra, Bellman-Ford, etc. [26] with respect to edge weights ({JMi + (1- (J)7i)'

Both the exact and approximation algorithms we consider will consist of a number of calls
to a deterministic shortest path algorithm of the user's choice for appropriately chosen values {J:
this makes our approach very flexible since different implementations of shortest paths algorithms
are more efficient for different types of networks and one can take advantage of the most efficient
implementations available. We therefore characterize the running time performance in terms of the
number of such calls or iterations to an underlying shortest path algorithm.

In the worst case the number of extreme point paths can be n1+1ogn [99]-that is superpoly-
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Figure 6.7. Number of local optima in grids with n nodes vs nOA (left) and nO.6 (right).

nomial (albeit subexponential) and too large to yield an efficient algorithm. However, in many
networks and mean-variance values of interest, this number seems to be much lower, implying that
the exact algorithm may have a good performance in practice.

We therefore investigate the performance of the algorithm in a class of networks that are the
standard first test set for indicating performance on realistic traffic networks. We consider grid
networks of size ranging from 10 x 10 (lOa nodes) to 250 x 250 (62,500 nodes) in additive
increments of 10 x 10. For each network size type 10z x 10z (where z = 1, ... ,25), we run 100
instances of the stochastic routing problem. In a single instance, we generate the mean values
uniformly at random from [0,1), and the variance values uniformly at random from the interval
[0, mean] for a corresponding edge with an already generated mean value. (By scaling all edge
means if necessary, we can assume without loss of generality that the maximum mean has value 1.)
Out of these 100 simulations per network size, we record the minimum and the maximum number
of extreme points and plot them against the square root of the network size (i.e., the square root of
the number of nodes in the network). The resulting plots are shown in figure 6.6.

To put these empirical results in context: The maximum number of extreme points on a network
with 10,000 nodes found from the simulations, is k = 45 (meaning the exact algorithm consisted
of only 2k = 90 iterations of a deterministic shortest path algorithm to find the optimal stochastic
route) as opposed to the predicted worst case value of 10, OOOl+log 10,000 ~ 1057! Similarly, the
highest number of extreme points found in graphs of 40, 000 and 62, 500 nodes is k = 75 and
k = 92 respectively as opposed to the theoretical worst-case values of 40, 000l+log40,OOO~ 1075
and 62, 500l+1og 62,500 ::::::;1081. In other words, despite the pessimistic theoretical worst-case bound
of the exact stochastic routing algorithm, it has good performance in practice that is orders of
magnitude smaller.

In figure 6.6, we have fitted the maximum number of extreme points to a linear function of Vii:
the extreme points for a graph with n nodes are always strictly less than Vii and asymptotically
less than OAyn. To ensure that vn is the right function to bound the asymptotics, we have also
plotted the number of extreme points with respect to n°.4 and nO.6, in figure 6.7. The latter two
plots confirm that the rate of growth of extreme points is faster than (J(n°.4) and slower than O(nO.6).

On the basis of these empirical results, we conclude that a strict upper bound on the number of
iterations of the exact algorithm for any grid graph with n nodes is Vii. We leave as an intriguing
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Figure 6.8. (left) Plot of all extreme point paths of a 10, DOD-nodenetwork. The optimal path i marked with a
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Number of iterations in the approximation versus the exact algorithm, in lOx 10 up to 200x200 grid networks. Recall
that the number of iterations to find all extreme points in the exact algorithm is two time the number of extreme
points, where each iteration is a call to a deterministic shortest path algorithm of the user' choice.

open problem to give a theoretical proof of this performance bound.

Performance of approximation algorithms

In this section we evaluate the approximation algorithms from Chapter 3, which dramatically re-
duce the running time of the exact algorithm above. Instead of enumerating all extreme points, we
select a very small subset of them, leading to high practical performance of the algorithm.

Remarkably, the big reduction of extreme points does not lead to a big sacrifice in the quality
of the resulting solution. Our experiments show that even on large networks of 40, 000 nodes, the
approximation algorithm examines only 3 to 6 extreme point paths (compare to the experimental
75 and the theoretical worst bound of 40, 000Hlog40,OOO ~ 1075 points of the exact algorithm
above), and in all our simulations the value of the solution is within a multiplicative factor of
0.0001 = 0.01% of the optimum.

The approximation algorithm tests an appropriate geometric progression of values {3 in the
linear objective function {3p7 x + (1 - {3),T x and selects the best of the resulting small set of
paths. We include an illustration of the algorithm in figure 6.8(left). This figure plots all extreme
point-paths for aID, OOO-nodenetwork (with mean and variance values of its edges generated as
explained in the previous section). Each point in the figure corresponds to one path in the network
with mean equal to the x-coordinate of the point, and variance equal to the y-coordinate of the
point. In this mean-variance plot, the optimum happens to be a path with mean 49.83 and variance
21.77 (marked by a circle in the figure). As depicted on the figure, the optimal path minimizes
'{3p7 x + (1- {3),T x (this corresponds to a line with slope b = - 1~j3) for some range of parameter
values f3 or equivalently for some range of slopes.

If we could guess the optimal slope, then we would find the optimal route with a single iteration
of a deterministic shortest path algorithm with respect to edge weights {3J-li+ (1- {3)7i' Instead, we
test a geometric progression of slopes with a multiplicative tep a. The smaller the step a, the more
linear objectives we end up testing, which increases the accuracy but also increases the running
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time of the algorithm.
In our simulations, we experiment with different multiplicative steps. It turns out that using

a multiplicative step of 1.01 results in very high accuracy of 99.99%, and also very few extreme
point tests and iterations (up to 6 for all graphs with 2,500 to 40, 000 nodes).

Not only is the accuracy of the approximative solutions very high, but in over 85% of the
instances for each graph size, the approximation algorithm finds exactly the optimal route.

We compare the running time of the approximation with that of the exact algorithm in fig-
ure 6.8( right). This plot gives the highest number of deterministic shortest path iterations that
each algorithm has run over 100 simulations per network size. Recall that the exact algorithm
needs to run two times as many iterations as the total number of extreme points (paths minimizing
/3J.17 x + (1 - /3)rT x for some /3). The plot shows that the high performance and accuracy of
the approximation algorithm makes it a very practical and promising approach for the stochastic
routing problem.

Bibliographic notes. Part of the material presented in Chapters 2, 4 and 5 has appeared in joint
publications with Matthew Brand, David Karger, Jonathan Kelner and Michael Mitzenmacher [98,
99,78].
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Part II

Measuring Uncertainty through Economics:
Mechanisms and Algorithms for Prediction

Markets
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CHAPTER 7

Introduction to prediction markets

A key component in models involving uncertainty is the random variables distribution, often as-
sumed to be known or having known parameters. In this section we provide new mechanisms
and algorithms for an increasingly common and accurate method of estimating uncertainty and its
parameters: prediction markets, also known as information or decision markets.

Prediction markets are structured similarly to financial markets, except the main purpose is to
aggregate traders' information so as to predict the outcome of an event. It has long been observed
that trading reveals information. Buying or selling a financial security in effect is a wager on the
security's value. For example, buying a stock is a bet that the stock's value is greater than its current
price. Each trader evaluates his expected profit to decide the quantity to buy or sell according to his
own information and subjective probability assessment. The collective interaction of all bets leads
to an equilibrium that reflects an aggregation of all traders' information and beliefs. In practice,
this aggregate market assessment of the security's value is often more accurate than other forecasts
relying on experts, polls, or statistical inference [108, 109,44, 8, 107].
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Figure 7.1. Price graph for the U.S. presidential elections winner takes all market from June I, 2006 until November
7, 2008 in the Iowa Electronic Markets.

Consider buying a security at price fifty-two cents, that pays $1 if and only if a Democrat
wins the US Presidential election. The transaction is a commitment to accept a fifty-two cent
loss if a Democrat does not win in return for a forty-eight cent profit if a Democrat does win.
In this case of an outcome-contingent security, the price-the market's value of the security-
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corresponds directly to the estimated probability of the outcome of the event. Figure 7.1 presents
the corresponding price graph for the historic 2008 presidential election of Barack Obama vs John
McCain. Traders bet on which party would win the 2008 presidential elections. The market started
operation on June 1, 2006 and, as the graph shows, the market prices accurately predicted, more
than two years prior to the elections, that the democratic candidate (unknown at that time) would
WIn.

Trading prices for the presidential election securities in Figure 7.1 are taken from the Iowa
Electronic Markets, one of the oldest operating prediction markets and one of few such markets
operating with real money. It is a non-for-profit market run for educational and research purposes
at the University of Iowa Tippie College of Business. Compared to traditional opinion polls on past
U.S. presidential elections, the Iowa Electronic Market was more accurate 451 out of 596 times
[8].

Another notable example of prediction markets-the Hollywood Stock Exchange, established
in 1996, correctly predicted 32 of 2006's 39 big-category Oscar nominees and 7 out of 8 top
category winners.

Controversy temporarily stalled prediction markets research when, in the summer of 2003, a
market proposed for analyzing and predicting political and economic stability in the Middle East
gained the unfortunate misnomer "the terrorist futures market" and prediction markets research
funding was cancelled [110]. The notorious example which led to this misnomer was proposing
to predict terrorist attacks or assassinations: fear arose that this would create the wrong incentives
and lead to a self-fulfilled prophesy. One of the market designers, Hanson, as well as other leading
economists refuted those fears in follow-up articles [65].

So what makes prediction markets so accurate and at the same time such a flourishing area of
open research questions?

A lot of what we know about prediction markets accuracy and results stems from empirical
data about existing prediction markets such as the Iowa Electronic Markets, TradeSports, the Hol-
lywood Stock Exchange, etc. Since the market designs and trading behavior are very complex
to capture in realistic theoretical models, the field of prediction markets leaves open fundamental
questions such as what are optimal prediction market designs and what is the optimal strategic
behavior.

In Part II we present strategic analysis of prediction markets that gives a unified theoretical
approach to understanding their properties, as well as optimal trading behavior. We then propose
and analyze several new market designs for handling exponentially many permutation or ranking-
type outcomes.

Prediction market designs can be divided into two main categories. In one category (Chapter 9)
they operate as an auction in which orders on the different securities are matched risklessly by a
book-keeper. This market structure leads to a complex price formation process in which it may
be difficult to infer resulting prices and the corresponding probabilities of the outcomes. Another
challenge is that we may not be able to find matching traders who agree on a price and trade would
not occur-the so-called "thin markets" problem. This thesis presents new designs for handling
exponentially large outcome spaces resulting from permutation or ranking-type outcomes where
the event one is trying to predict is the result of a tournament or a competition of n candidates.
Our work is similar in spirit to that of Fortnow et al. [45] who instead consider prediction market
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designs for events whose outcomes can be expressed as logical formulas, and prove hardness re-
sults for the auctioneer problem in that setting. With a large number of outcomes it is impractical
to have a security representing each possible outcome: we need to restrict the number and types of
securities, which means restricting the type of information or beliefs the traders can express. For
example, if we only had n securities for the n possible winners in the tournament, we would lose
as a participant a trader who does not have information on the winner, but instead has some belief
about the ranking of a subset of the candidates (e.g., candidate A would do better than candidate
B): this trader would not be able to express such belief by trading with only these n securities. On
the other hand, a higher number of securities and higher expressivity may lead to computationally
intractable problems of finding matching traders who can trade.

Somewhat surprisingly, we show that in this perceived trade-off between expressivity and
tractability, these two goals for practical prediction market design are not necessarily conflicting.
With one family of securities, in which each security corresponds to a pair of ranked candidates, we
both have a limited expressivity of only O(n2) possible securities (one for each ordered pair), and
the problem of identifying matching traders is NP-hard. With another family of securities where
traders can bid on which subset of candidates would place in a given position or which subset
of positions a candidate would end up in, we have exponentially many possible securities and at
the same time we can solve the auctioneer problem-to identify matching traders-in polynomial
time. Curiously the economic analysis of the auctioneer's revenue maximization and matching
problems is based on classical results from combinatorial optimization such as the NP-hardness of
the minimum feedback arc problem and the polynomial-time solvability maximum matching.

In the other category of prediction markets (considered in Chapter 8) the challenges of thin
markets and complex price formation are alleviated by having a deterministic price-setting rule
based on trading volume, and a centralized market maker who is always willing to trade at the given
price. A drawback in this type of market is that the market maker may incur a loss by fulfilling
all orders at the current price. Nevertheless, such loss is not necessarily a negative, as long as it
is bounded, when viewed as a subsidy or price that the market maker incurs in order to aggregate
and acquire information. Despite the growing popularity and implementation of prediction market
designs with a market maker, their strategic and theoretical properties are not fully understood.
For example, the dynamic parimutuel market proposed by Pennock [106] was implemented in the
Yahoo! Buzz Market and a previous version crashed after traders found and exploited arbitrage
opportunities [86], calling for a change in the market design. In this chapter, we propose an abstract
prediction market, and show how to use it as a tool for analyzing the strategic properties of existing
market designs, as well as for guiding future designs. In particular, we prove that our prediction
market is strategically equivalent to existing market mechanisms and thus its analysis automatically
transfers to these mechanisms. The benefit of using our abstract market model is that it has an
attractive geometric visualization which makes the analysis and strategy computation significantly
easier than in the market designs operating in practice.
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CHAPTER 8

Prediction markets with a market maker

In markets with a market maker, there is a deterministic price setting rule based on trading volume.
The market maker guarantees to fulfill all orders at a given price. The existing market designs
differ in price rules, as well as the rules on liquidating the winning securities at the end. In the
following subsections we give an overview of two such prediction markets: the Market Scoring
Rules and the Dynamic Parimutuel Markets. The incentives and strategic behavior in these markets
have not been well understood. We proceed to give a unified strategic analysis via a new simplified
prediction market design which we call the Projection Market.

II 8.1 Dynamic parimutuel markets

The dynamic parimutuel market (DPM) was introduced by Pennock [106] as an information market
structure that encourages informed traders to trade early, has guaranteed liquidity, and requires a
bounded subsidy. This market structure was used in the Yahoo! Buzz market [86].

Let AI, ... , An denote the n mutually exclusive and exhaustive outcomes of an event. In a DPM,
users can place bets on any outcome Ai at any time, by buying a share in the appropriate outcome.
The price of a share is variable, determined by the total amount of money in the market and the
number of shares currently outstanding. Further, existing shares can be sold at the current price.
After it is determined which event really happens, the shares are liquidated for cash. In the "total-
money-redistributed" variant of DPM, which is the variant used in the Yahoo! market, the total
money is divided equally among the shares of the winning outcome; shares of the losing outcome
are worthless. Note that the payoffs are undefined if the event has zero outstanding shares; the
DPM rules should preclude this possibility.

We use the following notation: Let Xi be the number of outstanding shares of Ai (totaled over
all traders), for i = 1, ... , n. Let AI denote the total money currently in the market. Let Ci denote
the price of shares in Ai'

Two price-rules were initially proposed for determining the price of a share: the money-ratio
and the share-ratio principle. According to the money-ratio, the ratio of prices of two securities is
equal to the ratio of the total money spent on these securities:

Ci Aii
Cj Aij'

Similarly according to the share-ratio, the ratio of prices of two securities is equal to the ratio of
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(8.1)

the number of outstanding shares in these securities:

C·J

Initially, the Yahoo! Buzz market was implemented using the money-ratio price rule. How-
ever, in that market traders were able to find and exploit arbitrage opportunities, causing a market
collapse [86]. The price rule was then changed to the share-ratio principle.

The form of the prices in the DPM can be fully determined by stipulating that, for any given
value of 1\;/ and Xl, ... , Xn, there must be some probability Pi such that, if a trader believes that Pi
is the probability that Ai will occur and the market will liquidate in the current state, she cannot
expect to profit from either buying or selling either share. This gives us

Since L~=lPi = 1, we have:
nL x.c, = 1\;/.
i=l

(8.2)

On the other hand, Equation (8.1) from the share-ratio principle leads to the following equiva-
lent reformulation:

Finally, substituting Lj CjXj = J1;/ from Equation (8.2) into the last equation above gives the form
of instantaneous prices under the share-ratio DPM:

1\;/
Ci = Xi Ixl2 Vi, (8.3)

where [x] = JxI + ...+ x~ is the Euclidian norm of vector x.

Theorem 8.1.1. The cost of the move from x to x' is

AI' - AI = J1;/0(lx'l - [x] )

for some constant 1110•

Proof Consider the function C(x) = 1110 [JXI + ...+ x~]. The function C is differentiable for all
Xi =1= 0, and its partial derivatives are:

BC = 111
0
[ Xi ] = Xi C(x)

BXi JXI + ... + X~ Ixl2
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Now, compare these equations to the prices in the DPM, and observe that, as a trader buys or sells
in the DPM, the instantaneous price is the derivative of the money. It follows that, if at any point
of time the DPM is in a state i M, x) such that 1\1 = G(x), then, at all subsequent points of time,
the state (M', x') of the DPM will satisfy 1\1' = G(x'). Finally, note that we can pick the constant
Mo such that the equation is satisfied for the initial state of the DPM, and hence, it will always be
satisfied. 0

An interesting corollary of Theorem 8.1.1 is that the instantaneous prices for all assets sum to
more than 1.

II8.2 Market scoring rules

The Market scoring rule (MSR) was introduced by Hanson [64]. It is based on the concept of a
proper scoring rule, a technique which rewards forecasters to give their best prediction. Hanson's
innovation was to tum the scoring rules into instruments that can be traded, thereby providing
traders who have new information an incentive to trade. One positive effect of this design is that
a single trader would still have incentive to trade, which is equivalent to updating the scoring rule
report to reflect her information, thereby eliminating the problem of thin markets and illiquidity.

Proper scoring rules are tools used to reward forecasters who predict the probability distribu-
tion of an event. In the setting of n exhaustive, mutually exclusive outcomes AI, ... , An' proper
scoring rules are defined as follow:. Suppose the forecaster predicts that the probabilities of the
outcomes are r = (rI' ... , rn), with L:i ri = 1. The scoring rule is specified by functions si(r)
for all i, which are applied as follows: If the outcome Ai occurs, the forecaster is paid s, (r).
The key property that a proper scoring rule satisfies is that the expected payment is maximized
when the report is identical to the true probability distribution. Denote the score functions by
s(r) = (sI(r), s2(r), ... , sn(r)). The expected reward of reporting a probability distribution r' is
r . s(r/), where r is the true probability distribution and r' is the reported one.

Definition 8.2.1. s(.) is a proper scoring rule if and only if the expected reward r . s( r') is maxi-
mized at r' = r.

We may additionally impose a rational participation constraint r . s(r) :2: 0, so that the reward
for not participating is zero. It is easy to verify that the following common scoring rules are proper:

• the logarithmic scoring rule si(r) = a; + blog(ri);

• the quadratic scoring rule si(r) = a, + b(2ri - L:k r~);

• the spherical scoring rule Si (r) = J 2 Tj 2 •
T1 + ... +Tn

Market scoring rules provide a way to trade proper scoring rules, in the following fashion.
At any time t a public estimate r, of the probability distribution is maintained. An agent who
does not agree with the current public estimate can change it, by paying the score of that estimate
and receiving the score of his new estimate rt+I. The trader's expected profit from changing the
probability distribution is thus r . [s(rt+d - s(rdJ. Since the score of the previous report s(rt) is
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independent of the new report, the expected profit is maximized by maximizing the expected score
of the new report, r . s(rt+1), which is achieved by reporting the trader's true belief, rt+1 = r by
the definition of proper scoring rules. In other words:

Remark 8.2.2. Truthful reporting of the probability distribution in Market Scoring Rules is my-
opically optimal.

In practice, agents change the public probability vector indirectly, by buying and selling a
corresponding number of shares in each security. In this equivalent definition, the score vector
s = (Sl' ... , sn) signifies what are the net sales in each security so far: s, is the number of shares
sold in security i, which is defined as "Pays $1 if the outcome is i." The instantaneous price of
security i can be computed as a generalized inverse of the scoring rule function. For example, the
logarithmic scoring rule yields the following instantaneous price for security i:

(8.4)

To find the cost of purchasing any amount of security i, we must integrate the instantaneous price
as it changes over that sale amount. Denote the total sale vector in the market as a function of time
by h(t) = (hl(t), ... , hn(t)), where hi(t) is the amount of security i purchased until time t. The
total amount of a sale starting at time t and ending at I is [h(l) - h(t)] and its total cost is

l c[h(t)] . h'(t)dt = lL cdh(t)]h;(t)dt.
- - 1

Remark 8.2.3. The integral over the instantaneous price, and consequently the cost of purchasing
any amount of securities are path-independent.

II8.3 Strategic analysis of markets with a market maker

• 8.3.1 Description of the projection market

In this section, we describe a new abstract betting market, the projection market, as a tool for a
unified and intuitive strategic analysis of prediction markets. In the following sections, we will
argue that both the MSR and the DPM are strategically similar to the projection market in that a
move in one market is profitable if and only if it is also profitable in the others. The projection
market is conceptually simpler than MSR and DPM, and hence it is easier to analyze. We assume
throughout that players are risk-neutral, namely they care about maximizing their expected profit.

Suppose there are n mutually exclusive and exhaustive events AI, ...,An• There are agents who
may have information about the likelihood of the events Ai, and we (the designers) would like to
aggregate their information. We invite them to trade in the market described below:

At any point in the trading, there is a current state described by a vector, (Xl, X2, ... , xn), which
we sometimes write in vector form as x. Intuitively, Xi corresponds to the total holding of shares
in event Ai. Each move or trade in the market can be represented by an arrow (or segment) from x
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to X'. We use the notation [(Xl, ... , Xn) ---7 (X~, ... , X~)] or [x, x'] to denote this move. The market
starts at (0, ... ,0), but the market maker makes the first move; without loss of generality, we can
assume the move is to (1, ..., 1). All subsequent moves are made by players, in an arbitrary (and
potentially repeating) sequence.

Definition 8.3.1. Each move has a cost associated with it, given by

C[x, x'] = [x'] - [x],

where I . I denotes the Euclidean norm, [x] = Jxi + ...+ X~.

Note that none of the variables are constrained to be non-negative, and hence, the cost of a
move can be negative.

The cost can be expressed in an alternative form that is also useful. Suppose player i moves
from x = (Xl, ... , Xn) to x' = (X~, ... , X~). We can write x' as x + le, such that i 2: 0 and lei = 1.
We call i the volume of the move, and e the direction of the move. At any point X, there is an
instantaneous price charged, defined as follows:

x·e
c(x, e) = Ixl .

Note that the price depends only on the angle between the line joining the vector x and the segment
[(Xl, ... , Xn) ---7 (x~, ... , X~)] = [x, x'], and not the lengths. The total cost of the move is the price
integrated over the segment [x, x'], i.e.,

C[x, x'] = 11~o c(x + we, e)dw

We assume that trading terminates after a finite number of moves. At the end of trading, the
true probabilities Pi of the event Ai are determined, and the agents receive payoffs for the moves
they made. Denote the normalized probability vector q = I~I'

Definition 8.3.2. The paYoff to agent ifor a segment [x, x'] is given by:

P(x, x') = q . (x' - x).

Note that the payoff, too, may be negative. We call the line through the origin and point p the
p-line. (In two dimensions, this is the line with slope (1 - p) / P where P is the probability of the
first event).

One drawback of the definition of a projection market is that implementing the payoffs requires
us to know the actual probabilities PI, ... , Pn. This is feasible if the probability can eventually
be determined statistically, such as when predicting the relative frequency of different recurring
events, or vote shares. It is also feasible for one-off events in which there is reason to believe that
the true probability is either 0 or 1. For other one-off events, it cannot be implemented directly
(unlike scoring rules, which can be implemented in expectation). However, we believe that even
in these cases, the projection market can be useful as a conceptual and analytical tool.
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Figure 8.1. Trade in a projection market with three traders and two events.

The moves, costs and payoffs have a natural geometric representation, which is shown in Fig-
ure 8.1 for three players with one move each in a world with two events. The players append
directed line segments in tum, and the payoff player i finally receives for a move is the projec-
tion of her segment onto the line with slope (1 - p)/p (or generally, the p-line). Her cost is the
difference of distances of the endpoints of her move to the origin .

• 8.3.2 Strategic properties of the projection market

We begin our strategic analysis of the projection market by observing the following simple path-
independence property.

Lemma 8.3.3. [Path-Independence] Suppose there is a sequence of moves leading from x to X'.

Then, the total cost of all the moves is equal to the cost of the single move [x --t x'], and the total
payoff of all the moves is equal to the payoff of the single move [x --t x'].

Proof The proof follows trivially from the definition of the costs and payoffs: If we consider a
path from point x to point x', both the net change in the vector lengths and the net projection onto
the p-line are completely determined by x and x'. 0

Although simple, path independence of profits is vitally important, because it implies (and is
implied by) the absence of arbitrage in the market. In other words, there is no sequence of moves
that start and end at the same point, but result in a positive profit. On the other hand, if there were
two paths from x to x' with different profits, there would be a cyclic path with positive profit.

For ease of reference, we summarize some more useful properties of the cost and payoff func-
tions in the projection market.

Lemma 8.3.4.

1. The instantaneous price for moving along a line through the origin is 1or -1, when the move
is away or toward the origin respectively. The instantaneous price along a circle centered at
the origin is O.
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2. When x moves along a circle centered at the origin to point x on the positive p-line, the
corresponding payoff is P(x, x) = [x] - x· q, and the cost is C[x, x] = O.

3. The two cost function formulations are equivalent:

C[x, x'] = 1:=0 cos(x + we, e)dw = Ix'l- [x] Vx,x',

where e is the unit vector giving the direction of move. In addition, when x moves along the
positive p-line, the payoff is equal to the cost, P(x, x') = [x'] - [x].
x',

Proof 1. The instantaneous price is

c(x, e) = x . e/lxl = cos(x, e),

where e is the direction of movement, and the result follows.

2. Since x is on the positive p-line, q. x = Ixl = [x], hence P(x, x) = q. (x - x) = Ixl- x- q;
the cost is 0 from the definition.

3. From Part 1, the cost of moving from x to the origin is

C[x, OJ=1~0cos(x + we,e)dw = .l'=o (-l)dw = -Ixl,

where l = [x], e = x/lxl. By the path-independence property,

C[x, x'] = C[x, 0] + C[O, x'] = [x'] - [x].

Finally, a point on the positive p-line gets projected to itself, namely q . x = [x] so when the
movement is along the positive p-line, P(x, x') = q . (x' - x) = [x'] - [x] = C[x, x'].

o
We now consider the question of which moves are profitable in this market. The eventual profit

of a move [x, x'], where x' = x + le, is

profit[x, x'] P[x, x'] - C[x, x']
lq.e - C[x, x']

Differentiating with respect to l, we get

d(profit)
dl

- q.e-c(x+le,e)

x+ Ie
q.e - I I I·ex+e
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Figure 8.2. The profit of move [x, x'] is equal to the change in profit potential from x to x',

We observe that this is 0 if the vectors q and (x + le) are exactly aligned. Further, we observe that
the price is non-decreasing with increasing l. Thus, along the direction e, the profit is maximized
at the point of intersection with the p-line.

By Lemma 8.3.4, there is always a path from x to the positive p-line with 0 cost, which is
given by an arc of the circle with center at the origin and radius [x]. Also, any movement along the
p-line has 0 additional profit. Thus, for any point x, we can define the profit potential ¢(x, p) by

¢(x,p) = Ixl- x· q.
Note, the potential is positive for x off the positive p-line and zero for x on the line. Next we show
that a move to a lower potential is always profitable.

Lemma 8.3.5. The profit of a move [x,x'] is equal to the difference in potential ¢(x,p) - ¢(x', p).

Denote z = [xlq and z' = [x'[q, i.e., these are the points of intersection of the positive p-line
with the circles centered at the origin with radii [x] and [x'] respectively. By the path-independence
property and Lemma 8.3.4, the profit of move [x, x'] is

projit(x, x') projit(x, z) + projit(z, z') + projit(z', x')
(]x I - x . q) + 0 + (x' . q - [x'[)
¢(x,p) - ¢(x',p).

Thus, the profit of the move is equal to the change in profit potential between the endpoints. 0

This lemma offers another way of seeing that it is optimal to move to the point of lowest
potential, namely to the p-line.

II 8.4 Strategic equivalence of projection market to dynamic parimutuel

markets

In this section, we show that the dynamic parimutuel market is remarkably similar to the projection
market: we demonstrate that there is a one-to-one correspondence between moves in the two mar-
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kets, that have equal cost, payoff and profit. Coupled with section 8.5, this strategic equivalence
also demonstrates a strong connection between the DPM and MSR.

Cost of a trade in the DPM Consider a trader who comes to a DPM in state (Ill, x), and buys or
sells shares such that the eventual state is (1l1',x'). What is the net cost, Ill' - Ill, of her move?

Recall from Section 8.1 that in the share-ratio DPM, the instantaneous prices are defined by
the principle that the ratio of prices of two securities equals the ratio of total number of shares
purchased in each security. In particular, this yields the following formula for the instantaneous
costs:

III
Ci = Xi Ixl2 Vi,

whereby we concluded in Theorem 8.1.1 that the net cost of a move [x, x'] is

Ill' - M = ilIa [Ix'i - [xl],

for some constant M«. In other words, the cost of a move is a constant multiple of the correspond-
ing cost in the projection market.

Constraints in the DPM Although it might seem, based on the costs, that any move in the pro-
jection market has an equivalent move in the DPM, the DPM places some constraints on trades.
Firstly, no trader is allowed to have a net negative holding in either share. This is important, because
it ensures that the total holdings in each share are always positive. However, this is a boundary
constraint, and does not impact the strategic choices for a player with a sufficiently large positive
holding in each share. Thus, we can ignore this constraint from a first-order strategic analysis of
the DPM. Secondly, for practical reasons a DPM will probably have a minimum unit of trade, but
we assume here that arbitrarily small quantities can be traded.

Payoffs in the DPM At some point, trading in the DPM ceases and shares are liquidated. We
assume here that the true probability becomes known at liquidation time, and describe the payoffs
in terms of the probability; however, if the probability is not revealed, only the event that actually
occurs, these payoffs can be implemented in expectation. Suppose the DPM terminates in a state
i M, x), and the true probability of event Ai is Pi. When the dynamic parimutuel market is liqui-
dated, the shares are paid off in the following way: Each owner of a share of Ai receives Pi AI forXt

each share owned.
The payoffs in the DPM, although given by a fairly simple form, are conceptually complex,

because the payoff of a move depends on the subsequent moves before the market liquidates.
Thus, a fully rational choice of move in the DPM for a player should take into account the actions
of subsequent players, including that player herself.

Here, we restrict the analysis to myopic, infinitesimal strategies: Given the market position is
(J11, x), in which direction should a player make an infinitesimal lnove in order to maximize her
profit? We show that the infinitesimal payoffs and profits of a DPM with true probability p corre-
spond strategically to the infinitesimal payoffs and profits of a projection market with normalized
probability vector (ffi, ...,~), in the following sense:
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Lemma 8.4.1. Suppose a player is about to make a move in a dynamic parimutuel market in a
state (1\1, x), and the true probability of event Ai is Pi. Then, assuming the market is liquidated
after that player's move,

• If M < ..fiJi, player iprofits by buying shares in Ai.

• If M > ..fiJi, player iprofits by selling shares in Ai.

Proof Consider the cost and payoff of buying a small quantity ~Xi of shares in Ai. The cost is
C[(XI, ... , Xi, ... , Xn --t (Xl, ... , Xi + ~Xi, ... , Xn)] = ~Xi . Xi 1~(2' and the payoff is ~Xi . Pi ~. Thus,
buying the shares is profitable iff

1\1 1\1
~Xi • Xi Ix21 < ~Xi· Pi-

X·l

X?

{::} Ixj2 < Pi

Xi
< ..fiJi{::}~

Thus, buying A is profitable if ~ < ..fiJi, and selling A is profitable if ~ > ..fiJi. D

It follows from Lemma 8.4.1 that it is myopically profitable for players to move towards the
line with slope (vP1, ..., y1i;;). Note that there is a one-to-one mapping between (PI, ... ,Pn) and
(vP1, ..., y1i;;) in their respective ranges, so this line is uniquely defined: each such line also
corresponds to a unique vector p. However, because the actual payoff of a move depends on
the future moves, players must base their decisions on some belief about the final state of the
market. In the light of Lemma 8.4.1, one natural, rational-expectation style assumption is that the
final state i M, x") will satisfy ~ = ..fiJi. (In other words, one might assume that the traders'
beliefs will ultimately converge to the true probability Pi; knowing Pi, the traders will drive the
market state to satisfy I~I = ..fiJi.) This is very plausible in markets (such as the Yahoo! Buzz
market) in which trading is permitted right until the market is liquidated, at which point there is
no remaining uncertainty about the relevant frequencies. Under this assumption, we can prove an
even tighter connection between payoffs in the DPM (where the true probability is p) and payoffs
in the projection market, with odds (vP1, ..., y1i;;):

Theorem 8.4.2. Suppose that the DPM ultimately terminates in a state (1\1, X) satisfying ~ =

..fiJi. Assume without loss of generality that the constant J\lo = 1, so 1\1 = IXI. Then, the final
payofffor any move [x --t x'] made in the course of trading is (x' - x) . (vP1, ..., y1i;;), i.e., it is
the same as the payoff in the projection market with odds (vP1, ..., y1i;;).

Proof First, observe that * = ..fiJi. The final payoff is the liquidation value of (x~ - Xi) shares
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of Ai for all i, which is

PayoffDPM[X' - x]

n

L JPi(x~ - Xi)'
i=l

o
Strategic Analysis for the DPM Theorems 8.1.1 and 8.4.2 give us a very strong equivalence be-
tween the projection market and the dynamic parimutuel market, under the assumption that the
DPM converges to the optimal value for the true probability. A player playing in a DPM with true
odds (PI, ... , Pn), can imagine himself playing in the projection market with odds (/PI, ..., y]J;;),
because both the costs and the payoffs of any given move are identical.

Using this equivalence, we can transfer all the strategic properties proven for the projection
market directly to the analysis of the dynamic parimutuel market. One particularly interesting
conclusion we can draw is as follows: In the absence of any constraint that disallows it, it is
always profitable for an agent to move towards the origin, by selling shares in all events Ai while
maintaining the ratio xii I:jXj' In the DPM, this is limited by forbidding short sales, so players
can never have negative holdings in any share. As a result, when their holding in one share (say
Ai) is 0, they can't use the strategy of moving towards the origin. We can conclude that a rational
player should never hold shares of all Ai simultaneously, regardless of her beliefs and the market
position.

This discussion leads us to consider a modified DPM, in which this strategic loophole is ad-
dressed directly: Instead of disallowing all short sales, we place a constraint that no agent ever
reduce the total market capitalization AI (or, alternatively, that any agent's total investment in the
market is always non-negative). We call this the "nondecreasing market capitalization" constraint
for the DPM. This corresponds to a restriction that no move in the projection market reduces the
radius. However, we can conclude from the preceding discussion that players have no incentive
to ever increase the radius. Thus, the moves of the projection market would all lie on the quarter
sphere in the positive quadrant, with radius determined by the market maker's move. In section 8.5,
we show that the projection market on this quarter sphere is strategically equivalent (at least myopi-
cally) to trade in a Market Scoring Rule. Thus, the DPM and MSR appear to be deeply connected
to each other, like different interfaces to the same underlying market.

II 8.5 The projection market vs market scoring rules

• 8.5.1 Strategic equivalence to the spherical market scoring rule

In this section, we demonstrate a close connection between the projection market restricted to a
circular arc and a market scoring rule that uses the spherical scoring rule.
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Definition 8.5.1. The spherical scoring rule [46] is defined by

The spherical scoring rule is known to be a proper scoring rule. At this point, it is convenient
to use vector notation. Let x = (Xl, ... , xn) denote a position in the projection market. We consider
the projection market restricted to the circle [x] = 1.
Restricted projection market Consider a move in this restricted projection market from x to x'.
Recall that q = I~I' where P = (PI, ... ,Pn) is the true probability vector of events AI, ... , An.
Then, the projection market profit of a move [x, x'] is q . [x' - x] (noting that [x] = [x'[).

We can extend this to an arbitrary collection I of (not necessarily contiguous) moves
X = {[Xl, x~], [X21 x~],· .. , [Xl, x~]}.

PROJ-PROFIT p(X) L s [x'-x]
[x,x']EX

q. [ L [x' - X]]
[x,x']EX

Spherical scoring rule profit We now tum our attention to the MSR with the spherical scoring rule
(SSR). Consider a player who changes the report from r to r'. Then, if the true probability of Ai is
Pi, her expected profit is

n

SSR-PROFIT([r, r'D = LPi(si(r') - si(r)).
i=l

Now, let us represent the initial and final position in terms of spherical coordinates. For r =
(1'1, ... , Tn), define the corresponding coordinates x = I~I = (1:1' ... , f:j-). Note that the coordinates
satisfy [x] = 1, and thus correspond to valid coordinates for the restricted projection market.

Now, let p denote the vector (Pll ... ,Pn). Then, expanding the spherical scoring functions s, (.),
the player's profit for a move from r to r' can be rewritten in terms of the corresponding coordinates
x, x' as:

SSR-PROFIT([x, x'D = p. (x' - x).

For any collection X of moves, the total payoff in the SSR market is given by:

SSR-PROFITp(X) = L p. [x' - x]
[x.x']EX

p. [ L [x' - X]]
[x.x']E,.Y

1We allow the collection to contain repeated moves, i.e.. it is a multiset.
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Finally, we note that p and q are related by q = tLpP, where tLp = I~I is a scalar that depends
only on p. This immediately gives us the following strong strategic equivalence for the restricted
projection market and the SSR market:

Theorem 8.5.2. Any collection of moves X yields a positive (negative) payoff in the restricted
projection market iff X yields a positive (negative) payoff in the Spherical Scoring Rule market.

Proof As derived above,

PROJ-PROFITp(X) = tLpSSR-PROFITp(X).

For all p, 1 ::; tLp = I~I ::; Vii, by the arithmetic mean-root mean square inequality, and the
result follows immediately. 0

Although theorem 8.5.2 is stated in terms of the sign of the payoff, it extends to relative payoffs
of two collections of moves:

Corollary 8.5.3. Consider any two collections of moves X, X'. Then, X yields a greater payoff
than X' in the projection market iff X yields a greater payment than X' in the SSR market.

Proof Every move [x, x'] has a corresponding inverse move [x', x]. In both the projection market
and the SSR, the inverse move profit is simply the negative profit of the move (the moves are
reversible). We can define a collection of moves X" = X - X' by adding the inverse of X' to X.
Note that

PROJ-PROFITp(X") = PROJ-PROFITp(X) - PROJ-PROFITp(X')

and
SSR-PROFITp(X") = SSR-PROFITp(X) - SSR-PROFITp(X');

applying theorem 8.5.2 completes the proof. o
It follows that the ex post optimality of a move (or set of moves) is the same in both the

projection market and the SSR market. On its own, this strong ex post equivalence is not completely
satisfying, because in any non-trivial market there is uncertainty about the value of p, and the
different scaling ratios for different p could lead to different ex ante optimal behavior. We can
extend the correspondence to settings with uncertain p, as follows. Denote the probability simplex
~ = {y I 0 < Yi < 1; L~=lYi = I}.

Theorem 8.5.4. Consider the restricted projection market with some prior probability distribution
F over possible values of p. Then, there is a probability distribution G with the same support as
F, and a strictly positive constant c that depends only on F such that:

• (i) For any collection X of moves, the expected profits are related by:

EF(PROJ-PROFIT(X)) = cEc(SSR-PROFIT(X))

• (ii) For any measurable information set I s;: ~, the expected profits of any collection X of
moves, conditioned on knowing that PEl, satisfy

EF(PROJ-PROFIT(X)lp E I) = c/Ec(SSR-PROFIT(X)lp E I)
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The converse also holds: For any probability distribution G, there is a distribution F such that
both these statements are true.

Proof For simplicity, assume that F has a density function f. (The result holds even for non-
continuous distributions). Then, let c = JpE6. J.1pf(p )dp. Define the density function 9 of distribu-
tion G by

g(p) = J.1pf (p)
c

Now, for a collection of moves X,

EF(PROJ-PROFIT(X)) J PROJ-PROFITp(X)j(p)dp

J SSR-PROFIT p(X)/lpj(p )dp

- J SSR-PROFIT p(X)cg(p )dp

cEc (SSR-PROFIT (X) )

To prove part (ii), we simply restrict the integral to values in I, and normalize by the probability
of I; the normalization may be slightly different under distributions F and G, which is why the
constant C] depends on I. The important point is that it is independent of X. The converse follows
similarly by constructing F from G. 0

Analysis of MSR strategies Theorem 8.5.4 provides the foundation for analysis of strategies in
scoring rule markets. To the extent that strategies in these markets are independent of the specific
scoring rule used, we can use the spherical scoring rule as the market instrument. Then, analysis
of strategies in the projection market with a slightly distorted distribution over p can be used to
understand the strategic properties of the original market situation.

Implementation in expectation Another important consequence of Theorem 8.5.4 is that the re-
stricted projection market can be implemented with a small distortion in the probability distribu-
tion over values of p, by using a Spherical Scoring Rule to implement the payoffs. This makes the
projection market valuable as a design tool; for example, we can analyze new constraints and rules
in the projection market, and then implement them via the SSR .

• 8.5.2 Relaxing the restrictions

Section 8.5.1 contained a strong equivalence result for the projection market restricted to a sphere
and the spherical market scoring rule. In this section, we describe a scheme to decompose moves
in the unrestricted projection market into two simpler sets of moves, and use this to derive weaker
restrictions under which the equivalence holds.

Consider a move [z, z'] in the unrestricted projection market. Given any fixed unit vector
y, this move can be decomposed into three moves [z, [zjy], [lzIY, [z'[y], and [Iz'ly, z'] by path
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independence. It follows that, for any collection Z = {[Zi' za, we can decompose Z into the
union of two collections X, Y such that:

V[Xi' x~] EX, [x.] = Ix~1= O'i

V[Yj,yj] E Y ,Yj = j3jY and Y; = j3jy

Consider a pair of vectors (Xi, xD with IXil = Ix~1= O'i, and let p be any probability vector.
Then, p . (x~ - Xi) = O'iP . (~, ~) corresponds to a weighted market spherical scoring rule, i.e.,
, a simple scaling of the market SSR by O'i. Thus, we can extend the notation SSR-PROFIT(X)
to collections of moves in which each move is on a spherical arc (not necessarily of radius 1), to
denote the sum of the correspondingly weighted SSR profits.

Now, suppose we are given fixed parameter vectors {3= [j3j],{3' = [{3j].

Definition 8.5.5. A collection of moves Z is ({3, {3')-consistent if it call be decomposed into col-
lections X and Y as described above such that the moves ill Y have the corresponding values of
j3j and /3j.

Observe that the ({3,{3')-consistency of Z is independent of the choice of unit vector y.
We can now state and prove a generalization of theorem 8.5.4.

Theorem 8.5.6. Suppose fixed {3,{3' and any unit vector yare given Consider the restricted
projection market with some prior probability distribution F over possible values of p. Then,
there is a probability distribution G with the same support as F, and a strictly positive constant c
that depends only on F such that:
For any ({3,(3')-consistent collection Z of moves, the expected profits are related by:

EF(PROJ-PROFIT(Z)) = cEc(SSR-PROFIT(X)) + d

where c, d that are independent of z.

Proof. Note that PROJ-PROFIT(Z) = PROJ-PROFIT(X) + PROJ-PROFIT(Y). For G defined
as in the proof of theorem 8.5.4, we have EF(PROJ-PROFIT(X)) = cEc(PROJ-PROFIT(X)),
where c depends only on F. Further,

EF(PROJ-PROFIT(Y)) = EF( q . YL (j3j - j3j))
j

is independent of Z as long as {3, {3' are fixed. o

Note that the restriction to a sphere is an extreme special case of a restriction to ({3,(3')-
consistent collections of moves, with {3and {3' set to null vectors. As stated, theorem 8.5.6 gen-
eralizes only one of the results of theorem 8.5.4, but the converse and the restriction to a given
information set follow as easily.
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Implications Theorem 8.5.6 shows that the strategic equivalence (with a slightly distorted prior)
between the projection market and the market SSR extends to situations in which an agent is
constrained to choose between ({3,{3')-consistent collections of moves Z. We can achieve this by
ensuring that the radius of the final position of each move the agent makes is predetermined, even
if it is not exactly 1. In other words, the radius (or profit scaling factor) can be varied as long as
it is not under the strategic control of the agents. Theorem 8.5.6 then gives support for using the
projection market to design and analyze such restrictions, which may be implemented using scaled
SSRs. In section 8.6, we consider two ways in which varying the radius in this way might be useful
in practice .

• 8.5.3 Strategic connections to other market scoring rules

We have shown a strong strategic equivalence between the projection market and the MSR based
on the spherical scoring rule. In this section, we briefly describe a weaker similarity between the
projection market restricted to a sphere and other market scoring rules.

The similarity is based on the concept of straight-line monotonicity of scoring rules [96]. Con-
sider a true probability vector p and a reported probability vector r. For any scoring rule s(r), let
Sp(r) = LiPisi(r) denote the expected score of a report r when the true distribution is p. Nau
proved that all proper scoring rules have the following property:

Vp, r s.t. p f r, V).. E (0,1), Sp()..P + (1 - )..)r) > Sp(r)

This can be interpreted in the market scoring rule context as saying that for any proper scoring
rule and any position r, it is always profitable to move along the straight line towards the true
probability p.

This is easily seen to also be true for the projection market on a sphere. First, consider moving
along the chord from any position x towards the true normalized probability vector q. We have:

PROJ-PROFIT([x,)..q + (1 - )..)x]) = )..[q . q - q . x] > 0

For the projection market restricted to a sphere, moving along the chord is not legal; instead, one
would have to move along the arc from x to q. However, the projection of a position on the chord
onto q is dominated by the projection of the corresponding position on the arc, and so the latter
move is also profitable.

This is a weak similarity result, because most moves in the markets of interest will not be
directly towards the (as yet unknown) true probability vector. It would be nicer if we could prove
that any move that gets closer to the true probability is profitable in both the projection market and
in all MSRs. However, there is no metric definition of "closer" for which this is uniformly true for
all proper scoring rules [46, 96], and hence such a result is not possible in general. One special
case is in the two-dimensional setting, in which all moves are on the straight line towards or away
from the true probability.
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II 8.6 Using the projection-market model for analyzing non-myopic and

noisy trade

The chief advantages of the projection market are that it is analytically tractable, and also easy to
visualize. In Section 8.4, we used the projection-market model of the DPM to prove the absence
of arbitrage, and to infer strategic properties that might have been difficult to deduce otherwise. In
this section, we provide two examples that illustrate the power of projection-market analysis for
gaining insight about more complex strategic settings .

• 8.6.1 Traders with inertia

The standard analysis of the trader behavior in any of the market forms we have studied asserts
that traders who disagree with the market probabilities will expect to gain from changing the prob-
ability, and thus have a strict incentive to trade in the market. However, the expected gain may
be very small. A plausible model of real trader behavior might include some form of inertia or (-
optimality: 'We assume that traders will trade if their expected profit is greater than some constant
E. We do not attempt to justify this model here; rather, we illustrate how the projection market
may be used to analyze such situations, and shed some light on how to modify the trading rules to
alleviate this problem.

Consider the simple projection market restricted to a circular arc with unit radius; as we have
seen, this corresponds closely to the spherical market scoring rule, and to the dynamic parimutuel
market under a reasonable constraint. Now, suppose the market probability is p, and a trader
believes the true probability is p'. Then, his expected gain can be calculated, as follows: Let q
and q' be the unit vectors in the directions of p and p' respectively. The expected profit is given by
E = ¢(q, p') = 1 - q . q'. Thus, the trader will trade only if 1 - q . q' > f. If we let () and ()'
be the angles of the p-line and p'-line respectively (from the x-axis), we get E = 1 - cos (() - (}');
when () is close to ()', a Taylor series approximation gives us that E ~ (() - (}')2/2. Thus, we can
derive a bound on the limit of the market accuracy: The market price will not change as long as
(() - (}')2 :::; 2E.

Now, suppose a market operator faced with this situation wanted to sharpen the accuracy of the
market. One natural approach is simply to multiply all payoffs by a constant. This corresponds to
using a larger circle in the projection market, and would indeed improve the accuracy. However, it
will also increase the market-maker's exposure to loss: the market-maker would have to pump in
more money to achieve this.

The projection market model suggests a natural approach to improving the accuracy while
retaining the same bounds on the market maker's loss. The idea is that, instead of restricting all
moves to being on the unit circle, we force each move to have a slightly larger radius than the
previous move. Suppose we insist that, if the current radius is 1', the next trader has to move to
r + 1. Then, the trader's expected profit would be E = 1'(1 - cos( () - (}')). Using the same
approximation as above, the trader would trade as long as (() - (}')2 > 2(/1'. Now, even if the
market maker seeded the market with r = 1, it would increase with each trade, and the incentives
to sharpen the estimate increase with every trade.
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• 8.6.2 Analyzing long-range strategies

Up to this point, our analysis has been restricted to trader strategies that are myopic in the sense
that traders do not consider the impact of their trades on other traders' beliefs. In practice, an
informed trader can potentially profit by playing a suboptimal strategy to mislead other traders, in
a way that allows her to profit later. In this section, we illustrate how the projection market can
be used to analyze an instance of this phenomenon, and to design market rules that mitigate this
effect.

The scenario we consider is the following: There are two traders speculating on the probability
of an event E, who each get a l-bit signal. The optimal probability for each 2-bit signal pair is
defined as follows: If trader 1 gets the signal 0, and trader 2 gets signal 0, the optimal probability
is 0.3. If trader 1 got a 0, but trader 2 got a 1, the optimal probability is 0.9. If trader 1 gets 1,
and trader 2 gets signal 0, the optimal probability is 0.7. If trader 1 got a 0, but trader 2 got a 1,
the optimal probability is 0.1. (Note that the impact of trader 2's signal is in a different direction,
depending on trader 1's signal). Suppose that the prior distribution of the signals is that trader 1 is
equally likely to get a a or a 1, but trader 2 gets a a with probability 0.55 and a 1 with probability
0.45. The traders are playing the projection market restricted to a circular arc. This setup is
depicted in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3. Example illustrating non-myopic deception

Suppose that, for some exogenous reason, trader 1 has the opportunity to trade, followed by
trader 2. Then, trader 1 has the option of placing a last-minute trade just before the market closes.
If traders were playing their myopically optimal strategies, here is how the market should run: If
trader 1 sees a 0, he would move to some point Y that is between A and C, but closer to C. Trader
2 would then infer that trader 1 received a a signal and move to A or C if she got 1 or a respectively.
Trader 1 has no reason to move again. If trader 1 had got a l,he would move to a different point
X instead, and trader 2 would move to D if she saw 1 and B if she saw O. Again, trader 1 would
not want to move again.
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Using the projection market, it is easy to show that, if traders consider non-myopic strategies,
this set of strategies is not an equilibrium. The exact position of the points does not matter; all we
need is the relative position, and the observation that, because of the perfect symmetry in the setup,
segments Xl: Be, and AD are all parallel to each other. Now, suppose trader 1 got a O. He could
move to X instead of Y, to mislead trader 2 into thinking he got a 1. Then, when trader 2 moved
to, say, D, trader 1 could correct the rating to A. To show that this is a profitable deviation, observe
that this strategy is equivalent to playing two additional moves over trader 1's myopic strategy of
moving to Y. The first move, YX may either move toward or away from the optimal final position.
The second move, DA or BC, is always in the correct direction. Further, because DA and BC are
longer than XY, and parallel to XY, their projection on the final p-line will always be greater in
absolute value than the projection of XY, regardless of what the true p-line is! Thus, the deception
would result in a strictly higher expected profit for trader 1. Note that this problem is not specific
to the projection market form: Our equivalence results show that it could arise in the MSR or DPM
(perhaps with a different prior distribution and different numerical values). Observe also that a
strategy profile in which neither trader moved in the first two rounds, and trader 1 moved to either
X or Y would be a subgame-perfect equilibrium in this setup.

We suggest that one approach to mitigating this problem might be by reducing the radius at
every move. This essentially provides a form of discounting that motivates trader 1 to take his
profit early rather than mislead trader 2. Graphically, the right reduction factor would make the
segments AD and BC shorter than XY (as they are chords on a smaller circle), thus making
the myopic strategy optimal. This approach has been subsequently generalized by Dimitrov and
Sami [32].

This example highlights the advantages of working with the projection market. While it cer-
tainly possible to prove nonexistence of myopic equilibrium directly for an example in the MSR
or DPM setting, the projection market view enabled us to construct an example and argue that
the myopic strategy is not an equilibrium geometrically, without a single equation! Further, the
geometric insight naturally leads to an idea for a way to solve this problem.

II 8.7 Concluding remarks on markets with a market maker

We have presented a simple geometric market, the projection market, that can serve as a model for
strategic behavior in information markets, as well as a tool to guide the design of new information
markets. We have used this model to analyze the cost, profit, and strategies of a trader in a dynamic
parimutuel market, and shown that both the dynamic parimutuel market and the spherical market
scoring rule are strategically equivalent to the restricted projection market under slight distortion
of the prior probabilities.

The general analysis was based on the assumption that traders do not actively try to mislead
other traders for future profit. In section 8.6, however, we analyze a small example market with-
out this assumption. We demonstrate that the projection market can be used to analyze traders'
strategies in this scenario, and potentially to help design markets with better strategic properties.

Our results raise several very interesting open questions. Firstly, the payoffs of the unrestricted
projection market cannot be directly implemented in situations in which the true probability is
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not ultimately revealed. It would be very useful to have an automatic transformation of a given
projection market into another market in which the payoffs can be implemented in expectation
without knowing the probability, and preserves the strategic properties of the projection market.
Second, given the tight connection between the projection market and the spherical market scoring
rule, it is natural to ask if we can find as strong a connection to other scoring rules (perhaps by
restricting the projection market to a surface other than the sphere), or if not, to understand what
strategic differences are implied by the form of the scoring rule used in the market. Finally, the
existence of long-range manipulative strategies in information markets is of great interest. The
example we studied in section 8.6 merely scratches the surface of this area. A general study of this
class of manipulations, together with a characterization of markets in which it can or cannot arise,
would be very useful for the design of information markets.
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CHAPTER 9
Prediction markets with an auctioneer

In the previous chapter we examined prediction markets with a market maker, who sets a price for
each security at any given time based on the investments in the market so far, and guarantees to
fulfill all trader orders at that price. Alternatively, prediction market designs can be set up as an
auction, similarly to stock markets, where traders submit orders with prices and a book-keeper or
auctioneer risklessly finds matching orders. In contrast to the market maker who may incur a loss,
the auctioneer does not bear any risk and only matches orders.

In this chapter we focus on the design and computational challenges of auction-based predic-
tion markets for events with a complex (exponentially large) outcome space such as the ranking of
n candidates or teams in a tournament.

Almost all existing financial and betting exchanges pair up bilateral trading partners. For ex-
ample, one trader willing to accept an x dollar loss if a Democrat does not win in return for a y
dollar profit if a Democrat wins is matched up with a second trader willing to accept the oppo-
site. However, in many scenarios, even if no bilateral agreements exist among traders, multilateral
agreements may be possible. For example, if one trader bets that the Democratic candidate will re-
ceive more votes than the Republican candidate, a second trader bets that the Republican candidate
will receive more votes than the Libertarian candidate, and a third trader bets that the Libertarian
candidate will receive more votes than the Democratic candidate, then, depending on the odds they
each offer, there may be a three-way agreeable match even though no two-way matches exist.

In this chapter we propose an exchange where traders have considerable flexibility to naturally
and succinctly express their wagers, and examine the computational complexity of the auctioneer's
resulting matching problem of identifying bilateral and multilateral agreements, For example, sup-
pose that there are n candidates in an election (or n horses in a race, etc.) and thus n! possible
orderings of candidates after the final vote tally. Traders may like to bet on arbitrary properties
of the final ordering: for example, "candidate D will win", "candidate D will finish in either first
place or last place", "candidate D will defeat candidate R", "candidates D and R will both defeat
candidate L", etc. The goal of the exchange is to search among all the offers to find two or more
that together form an agreeable match. As we shall see, the matching problem can be set up as a
linear or integer program, depending on whether orders are divisible or indivisible, respectively.
Attempting to reduce the problem to a bilateral matching problem by explicitly creating n! securi-
ties, one for each possible final ordering, is both cumbersome for the traders and computationally
infeasible even for modest sized n. Moreover, traders' attention would be spread among n! inde-
pendent choices, making the likelihood of two traders converging at the same time and place seem
remote.
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There is a trade-off between the expressiveness of the bidding language and the computational
complexity of the matching problem. We want to offer traders the most expressive bidding lan-
guage possible while maintaining computational feasibility. We explore two bidding languages
that seem natural from a trader perspective. Subset betting, described in Section 9.2.2, allows
traders to bet on which positions in the ranking a candidate will fall, for example, "candidate D
will finish in position 1, 3-5, or 10". Symmetrically, traders can also bet on which candidates will
fall in a particular position. In Section 9.3, we derive a polynomial-time algorithm for matching
(divisible) subset bets. The key to the result is showing that the exponentially big linear program
has a corresponding separation problem that reduces to maximum weighted bipartite matching and
consequently we can solve it in time polynomial in the number of orders.

Pair betting, described in Section 9.2.3, allows traders to bet on the final ranking of any two
candidates, for example, "candidate D will defeat candidate R". In Section 9.4, we show that opti-
mal matching of (divisible or indivisible) pair bets is NP-hard, via a reduction from the unweighted
minimum feedback arc set problem, which we describe below. We also provide a polynomially-
verifiable sufficient condition for the existence of a pair-betting match and show that a greedy
algorithm offers poor approximation for indivisible pair bets.

II 9.1 Design goal and challenges

In a typical horse race, people bet on properties of the outcome like "horse A will win", "horse A
will show, or finish in either first or second place", or "horses A and B will finish in first and second
place, respectively". In practice at the racetrack, each of these different types of bets are processed
in separate pools or groups. In other words, all the "win" bets are processed together, and all the
"show" bets are processed together, but the two types of bets do not mix. This separation can hurt
liquidity and information aggregation. For example, even though horse A is heavily favored to
win, that may not directly boost the horse's odds to show.

Instead, we describe a central exchange where all bets on the outcome are processed together,
thus aggregating liquidity and ensuring that informational inference happens automatically. Ide-
ally, we'd like to allow traders to bet on any property of the final ordering they like, stated in exactly
the language they prefer. In practice, allowing too flexible a language creates a computational bur-
den for the auctioneer attempting to match willing traders. We explore the trade-off between the
expressiveness of the bidding language and the computational complexity of the matching prob-
lem.

We consider a framework where people propose to buy securities that pay $1 if and only if
some property of the final ordering is true. Traders state the price they are willing to pay per
share and the number of shares they would like to purchase. (Sell orders may not be explicitly
needed, since buying the negation of an event is equivalent to selling the event.) A divisible order
permits the trader to receive fewer shares than requested, as long as the price constraint is met; an
indivisible order is an all-or-nothing order. The description of bets in terms of prices and shares is
without loss of generality: we can also allow bets to be described in terms of odds, payoff vectors,
or any of the diverse array of approaches practiced in financial and gambling circles.

In principle, we can do everything we want by explicitly offering n! securities, one for ev-
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ery state s E S (or in fact any set of n! linearly independent securities). This is the so-called
complete Arrow-Debreu securities market [4] for our setting. In practice, traders do not want to
deal with low-level specification of complete orderings: people think more naturally in terms of
high-level properties of orderings. Moreover, operating n! securities is infeasible in practice from
a computational point of view as n grows.

A very simple bidding language might allow traders to bet only on who wins the competition,
as is done in the "win" pool at racetracks. The corresponding matching problem is polynomial;
however, the language is not very expressive. A trader who believes that A will defeat B, but that
neither will win outright cannot usefully impart his information to the market. The price space of
the market reveals the collective estimates of win probabilities but nothing else. Our goal is to
find languages that are as expressive and intuitive as possible and reveal as much information as
possible, while maintaining computational feasibility.

Our presentation on the design of bidding languages vs the complexity of the auctioneer's
matching problem in the context of permutation-type outcomes is in direct analogy to work by
Fortnow et. al. [45], who consider the 2n possible outcomes of a logical formula with n binary
variables. Traders express bets in Boolean logic. The authors show that divisible matching is
co-NP-complete and indivisible matching is L:~-complete.

Research on bidding languages and winner determination in combinatorial auctions [27, 101,
118] considers similar computational challenges in finding an allocation of items to bidders that
maximizes the auctioneer's revenue. Combinatorial auctions allow bidders to place distinct values
on bundles of goods rather than just on individual goods. Uncertainty and risk are typically not
considered and the central auctioneer problem is to maximize social welfare. Our mechanisms
allow traders to construct bets for an event with n! outcomes. Uncertainty and risk are considered
and the auctioneer problem is to explore arbitrage opportunities and risklessly match up wagers.

II 9.2 Permutation betting

In this section, we define the matching and optimal matching problems that an auctioneer needs
to solve in a general permutation betting market. We then illustrate the problem definitions in the
context of the subset-betting and pair-betting markets .

• 9.2.1 Securities, orders and matching problems

Consider an event with n competing candidates where the outcome (state) is a ranking of the n
candidates. The bidding language of a market offering securities in the future outcomes determines
the type and number of securities available and directly affects what information can be aggregated
about the outcome. A fully expressive bidding language can capture any possible information that
traders may have about the final ranking; a less expressive language limits the type of information
that can be aggregated though it may enable a more efficient solution to the matching problem. For
any bidding language and number of securities in a permutation betting market, we can succinctly
represent the problem of the auctioneer to risklessly match offers as follows.

Consider an index set of bets or orders 0 which traders submit to the auctioneer. Each order
i E 0 is a triple (bi, qi, ¢i), where b, denotes how much the trader is willing to pay for a unit
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share of security ¢i and qi is the number of shares of the security he wants to purchase at price bi.
Naturally, b, E (0,1) since a unit of the security pays off at most $1 when the event is realized.
Since order i is defined for a single security ¢i, we will omit the security variable whenever it is
clear from the context.

The auctioneer can accept or reject each order, or in a divisible world accept a fraction of the
order. Let Xi be the fraction of order i E O accepted. In the indivisible version of the market
Xi = ° or 1 while in the divisible version Xi E [0, 1]. Further let Ii (s) be the indicator variable for
whether order i is winning in state s, that is I,(s) = 1 if the order is paid back $1 in state sand
t,(s) = ° otherwise.

There are two possible problems that the auctioneer may want to solve. The simpler one is
to find a subset of orders that can be matched risk-free, namely a subset of orders which accepted
together give a nonnegative profit to the auctioneer in every possible outcome. We call this problem
the existence of a match or sometimes simply, the matching problem. The more complex problem
is for the auctioneer to find the optimal match with respect to some criterion such as profit, trading
volume, etc.

Definition 9.2.1 (Existence of match, indivisible orders). Given a set of orders 0, does there
exist a set of Xi E {O,I}, i E 0, with at least one Xi = 1 such that

(9.1)

Similarly we can define the existence of a match with divisible orders.

Definition 9.2.2 (Existence of match, divisible orders). Given a set of orders 0, does there exist
a set of Xi E [0, 1], i E 0, with at least one Xi > ° such that

(9.2)

The existence of a match is a decision problem. It only returns whether trade can occur at no
risk to the auctioneer. In addition to the risk-free requirement, the auctioneer can optimize some
criterion in determining the orders to accept. Some reasonable objectives include maximizing the
total trading volume in the market or the worst-case profit of the auctioneer. The following optimal
matching problems are defined for an auctioneer who maximizes his worst-case profit.

Definition 9.2.3 (Optimal match, indivisible orders). Given a set of orders 0, choose Xi E {O, I}
such that the following mixed integer programming problem achieves its optimality

max c (9.3)
Xi,e

s.t. Li (bi - Ii(s))qixi 2: C, Vs E S
Xi E {O,I}, Vi E 0.
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Definition 9.2.4 (Optimal match, divisible orders). Given a set of orders 0, choose Xi E [0,1]
such that the following linear programming problem achieves its optimality

max c (9.4)

s.t. L:i (bi - Ii(s))qixi ~ C, "Is E S
o < Xi < 1, Vi E O.

The variable c is the worst-case profit for the auctioneer. Note that, strictly speaking, the
optimal matching problems do not require to solve the optimization problems (9.3) and (9.4),
because only the optimal set of orders are needed. The optimal worst-case profit may remain
unknown .

• 9.2.2 Subset betting

A subset betting market allows two different types of bets. Traders can bet on a subset of positions
a candidate may end up at, or they can bet on a subset of candidates that will occupy a particular
position. A security (aiel» where el> is a subset of positions pays off $1 if candidate a stands at a
position that is an element of el> and it pays $0 otherwise. For example, security (al{2, 4}) pays
$1 when candidate a is ranked second or fourth. Similarly, a security (wlj) where W is a subset
of candidates pays off $1 if any of the candidates in the set W ranks at position j. For instance,
security ({a, , } 12) pays off $1 when either candidate a or candidate, is ranked second.

The auctioneer in a subset betting market faces a non-trivial matching problem, that is to deter-
mine which orders to accept among all submitted orders i E O. Note that although there are only
n candidates and n possible positions, the number of available securities to bet on is exponential
since a trader may bet on any of the 2n subsets of candidates or positions. With this, it is not
immediately clear whether one can even find a trading partner or a match for trade to occur, or that
the auctioneer can solve the matching problem in polynomial time. In the next section, we will
show that somewhat surprisingly there is an elegant polynomial solution to both the matching and
optimal matching problems, based on classic combinatorial problems.

When an order is accepted, the corresponding trader pays the submitted order price b, to the
auctioneer and the auctioneer pays the winning orders $1 per share after the outcome is revealed.
The auctioneer has to carefully choose which orders and what fractions of them to accept so as
to be guaranteed a nonnegative profit in any future state. The following example illustrates the
matching problem for indivisible orders in the subset-betting market.

Example 9.2.5. Suppose n = 3. Objects a, {3, and, compete for positions 1, 2, and 3 in a
competition. The auctioneer receives the following 4 orders: (1) buy 1 share (al{I}) at price
$0.6; (2) buy 1 share ({31{1, 2}) at price $0.7; (3) buy 1 share (,I{I,3}) at price $0.8; and (4)
buy 1 share ({31{3}) at price $0.7. There are 6possible states of ordering: a{3" a,{3, (3a" (3,0',
,00{3,and ,(3a. The corresponding state-dependent profit of the auctioneer for each order can be
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calculated as the following vectors,

Cl - ( -0.4, -0.4, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6)
C2 (-0.3, 0.7, -0.3, -0.3, 0.7, -0.3)
C3 - (-0.2, 0.8, -0.2, 0.8, -0.2, -0.2)
C4 (0.7, -0.3, 0.7, 0.7, -0.3, 0.7).

6 columns correspond to the 6future states. For indivisible orders, the auctioneer can either accept
orders (2) and (4) and obtain profit vector

C = (0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4),

or accept orders (2), (3), and (4) and has profit across state

C = (0.2, 1.2, 0.2, 1.2, 0.2, 0.2) .

• 9.2.3 Pair betting

A pair betting market allows traders to bet on whether one candidate will rank higher than another
candidate, in an outcome which is a permutation of n candidates. A security (a > {3) pays off $ 1
if candidate a is ranked higher than candidate {3 and $ 0 otherwise. There are a total of N (N - 1)
different securities offered in the market, each corresponding to an ordered pair of candidates.

Traders place orders of the form "buy qi shares of (a > {3) at price per share no greater than
b,". b, in general should be between 0 and 1. Again the order can be either indivisible or divisible
and the auctioneer needs to decide what fraction Xi of each order to accept so as not to incur any
loss, with Xi E {O, I} for indivisible and Xi E [0, 1] for divisible orders. The same definitions for
existence of a match and optimal match from Section 9.2.1 apply.

The orders in the pair-betting market have a natural interpretation as a graph, where the candi-
dates are nodes in the graph and each order which ranks a pair of candidates a > {3 is represented
by a directed edge e = (a, {3) with price be and weight qe' With this interpretation, it is tempting
to assume that a necessary condition for a match is to have a cycle in the graph with a nonnegative
worst-case profit. Assuming qe = 1 for all e, this is a cycle C with a total of ICI edges such that
the worst-case profit for the auctioneer is

(I:be) - (ICI-l) 20,
eEC

since in the worst-case state the auctioneer needs to pay $,1 to every order in the cycle except one.
However, the example in Figure 9.1 shows that this is not the case: we may have a set of orders
in which every single cycle has a negative worst-case profit, and yet there is a positive worst-
case match overall. The edge labels in the figure are the prices be; both the optimal divisible and
indivisible solution in this case accept all orders in full, x; = 1.
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Figure 9.1. Every cycle has negative worst-case profit of -0.02 (for the cycles of length 4) or less (for the cycles of
length 6); however, accepting all edges in full gives a positive worst-case profit of 0.44.

II 9.3 Complexity of subset betting

The matching problems of the auctioneer in any permutation market, including the subset betting
market have n! constraints. Brute-force methods would take exponential time to solve. However,
given the special form of the securities in the subset betting market, we can show that the matching
problems for divisible orders can be solved in polynomial time.

Theorem 9.3.1. The existence of a match and the optimal match problems with divisible orders in
a subset betting market can both be solved in polynomial time.

Proof Consider the linear programming problem (9.4) for finding an optimal match. This linear
program has 101 + 1 variables, one variable Xi for each order i and the profit variable c. It also
has exponentially many constraints. However, we can solve the program in time polynomial in
the number of orders 101 by using the ellipsoid algorithm, as long as we can efficiently solve
its corresponding separation problem in polynomial time [57, 58]. The separation problem for a
linear program takes as input a vector of variable values and returns if the vector is feasible, or
otherwise it returns a violated constraint.

For given values of the variables, a violated constraint in Eq. (9.4) asks whether there is a state
or permutation s in which the profit is less than c, and can be rewritten as

L Ii(s)qixi < (L biqiXi) - c \/s E S.
i i

(9.5)

Thus it suffices to show how to find efficiently a state s satisfying the above inequality (9.5) or
verify that the opposite inequality holds for all states s.

We will show that the separation problem can be reduced to the maximum weighted bipartite
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matching} problem [26]. The left hand side in Eq. (9.5) is the total money that the auctioneer
needs to pay back to the winning traders in state s. The first term on the right hand side is the
total money collected by the auctioneer and it is fixed for a given solution vector of Xi'S and c. A
weighted bipartite graph can be constructed between the set of candidates and the set of positions.
For every order of the form (Q' I<I» there are edges from candidate node Q' to every position node in
<I>. For orders of the form (w Ii) there are edges from each candidate in W to position i For each
order i we put weight qiXi on each of these edges. All multi-edges with the same end points are
then replaced with a single edge that carries the total weight of the multi-edge. Every state s then
corresponds to a perfect matching in the bipartite graph. In addition, the auctioneer pays out to the
winners the sum of all edge weights in the perfect matching since every candidate can only stand
in one position and every position is taken by one candidate. Thus, the auctioneer's worst-cast
state and payment are the solution to the maximum weighted bipartite matching problem, which
has known polynomial-time algorithms [82, 95]. Hence, the separation problem can be solved in
polynomial time.

Naturally, if the optimal solution to (9.4) gives a worst-case profit of c* > 0, there exists a
matching. Thus, the matching problem can be solved in polynomial time also. D

II 9.4 Complexity of pair betting

In this section we show that a slight change of the bidding language may bring about a dramatic
change in the complexity of the optimal matching problem of the auctioneer. In particular, we
show that finding the optimal match in the pair betting market is NP-hard for both divisible and
indivisible orders. We then identify a polynomially-verifiable sufficient condition for deciding the
existence of a match.

The hardness results are surprising especially in light of the observation that a pair betting
market has a seemingly more restrictive bidding language which only offers n( n - 1) securities. In
contrast, the subset betting market enables traders to bet on an exponential number of securities and
yet had a polynomial time solution for finding the optimal match. Our hope is that the comparison
of the complexities of the subset and pair betting markets would offer insight into what makes a
bidding language expressive while at the same time enabling an efficient matching solution.

In all analysis that follows, we assume that traders submit unit orders in pair betting markets,
that is qi = 1. A set of orders 0 received by the auctioneer in a pair betting market with unit orders
can be represented by a directed graph, G(V, E), where the vertex set V contains candidates that
traders bet on. An edge e E E, denoted (Q', 13, be), represents an order to buy 1 share of the security
(Q' > 13) at price be' All edges have equal weight of 1.
We will repeatedly use the minimum feedback arc set problem in our complexity analysis on

pair betting markets, which is defined as follows. A feedback arc set of a directed graph is a set
of edges which, when removed from the graph, leave a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Unweighted
minimumfeedback arc set problem is to find a feedback arc set with the minimum cardinality, while
weighted minimum feedback arc set problem seeks to find a feedback arc set with the minimum

IThe notion of perfect matching in a bipartite graph, which we use only in this proof, should not be confused with
the notion of matching bets which we use throughout this chapter.
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total edge weight. Both unweighted and weighted minimum feedback arc set problems have been
shown to be NP-complete [76].

We adopt the following notations:

• G (V, E): original equally weighted directed graph for the set of unit orders O.

• be: price of the order for edge e.

• G* (V*, E*); a weighted directed graph of accepted orders for optimal matching, where edge
weight x; is the quantity of order e accepted by the auctioneer. x; = 1 for indivisible orders
and a < x; :::;1 for divisible orders.

• H(V, E): a generic weighted directed graph of accepted orders.

• k( H): solution to the unweighted minimum feedback arc set problem on graph H. k( H) is
the minimum number of edges to remove so that H becomes acyclic.

• l (H): solution to the weighted minimum feedback arc set problem on graph H. l (H) is the
minimum total weights for the set of edges which, when removed, leave H acyclic.

• c(H) : worst-case profit of the auctioneer if he accepts all orders in graph H.

• E: a sufficiently small positive real number. Where not stated, E < 1/(2IEI) for a graph
H(V, E). In other cases, the value is determined in context.

• 9.4.1 Optimal indivisible matching

The auctioneer's optimal indivisible matching problem is introduced in Definition 9.2.3 of Sec-
tion 9.2. Assuming unit orders and considering the order graph G(V, E), we restate the auction-
eer's optimal matching problem in a pair betting market as picking a subset of edges to accept such
that worst-case profit is maximized in the following optimization problem,

Inax c (9.6)

s.t. L:e (be - Ie(s))xe ~ c, Vs E S
x; E {a, I}, Ve E E.

Without loss of generality, we assume that there are no multi-edges in the order graph G.
We show that the optimal matching problem for indivisible orders is NP-hard via a reduction

from the unweighted minimum feedback arc set problem. The latter takes as input a directed graph,
and asks what is the minimum number of edges to delete from the graph so as to be left with a
DAG. Our hardness proof is based on the following lemmas.

Lemma 9.4.1. Suppose the auctioneer accepts all edges in an equally weighted directed graph
H (V, E) with edge price be = (1 - E) and edge weight x; = 1. Then the worst-case profit is equal
to k(H) - EIEI, where k(H) is the solution to the unweighted minimum feedback arc problem on
H.
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Proof. If the order of an edge gets $1 payoff at the end of the market we call the edge a winning
edge, otherwise it is called a losing edge. For any state s, all winning edges necessarily form a
DAG. Conversely, for every DAG there is a state in which the DAG edges are winners (though the
remaining edges in G are not necessarily losers).

Suppose that in state S there are ui, winning edges and is = lEI - ui; losing edges. Then,
is is the cardinality of a feedback arc set that consists of all losing edges in state s. The edges
that remain after deleting the minimum feedback arc set form the maximum DAG for the graph
H. Consider the state Smax in which all edges of the maximum DAG are winners. This gives the
maximum number of winning edges Wmax' All other edges are necessarily losers in the state Smax,
since any edge which is not in the max DAG must form a cycle together with some of the DAG
edges. The number of losing edges in state Smax is the cardinality of the minimum feedback arc
set of H, that is lEI - Wmax = k(H).

The profit of the auctioneer in a state S is

projit(s) - (I:be) - W

eEE

- (1 - f)IEI- w

> (1 - f)IEI - Wmax,

where equality holds when S = Smax' Thus, the worst-case profit is achieved at state Smax,

projit(smax) = (lEI - wmax) - flEI = k(H) - flEI·
o

Consider the graph of accepted orders for optimal matching, G*(V* , E*), which consists of
the optimal subset of edges E* to be accepted by the auctioneer, that is edges with x; = 1 in the
solution of the optimization problem (9.6). We have the following lemma.

Lemma 9.4.2. If the edge prices are be = (1 - f), then the optimal indivisible solution graph
G* has the same unweighted minimum feedback arc set size as the graph of all orders G, that is
k( G*) = k( G). Furthermore, G* is the smallest such subgraph of G, i.e., it is the subgraph of G
with the smallest number of edges, that has the same size of unweigh ted minimum feedback arc set
asG.

Proof. G* is a subgraph of G, hence the minimum number of edges to break cycles in G* is no
more than that in G, namely uc-, ~ k(G).

Suppose k( G*) < k( G). Since both k(G*) and k( G) are integers, for any f < 11
1
we have that

k(G*) -fIE*1 < k( G) -fIEI. Hence by Lemma 9.4.1, the auctioneer has a higher worst-case profit
by accepting G than accepting G*, which contradicts the optimality of G*. Finally, the worst-case
profit k( G) - flE* I is maximized when IE* I is minimized. Hence, G* is the smallest subgraph of
G such that k(G*) = k(G). 0

The above two lemmas prove that the maximum worst-case profit in the optimal indivisible
matching is directly related to the size of the minimum feedback arc set. Thus computing each
automatically gives the other, hence computing the maximum worst-case profit in the indivisible
pair betting problem is NP-hard.
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Theorem 9.4.3. Computing the maximum worst-case profit in indivisible pair betting is NP-hard.

Proof By Lemma 9.4.2, the maximum worst-case profit which is the optimum to the mixed integer
programming problem (9.6), is k(G) - fIE*I, where IE*I is the number of accepted edges. Since
k( G) is integer and flE* I ::; flEI < 1, solving (9.6) will automatically give us the cardinality of
the minimum feedback arc set of G, k(G). Because the minimum feedback arc set problem is
NP-complete [76], computing the maximum worst-case profit is NP-hard. D

Theorem 9.4.3 states that solving the optimization problem is hard, because even if the optimal
set of orders are provided computing the optimal worst-case profit from accepting those orders
is NP-hard. However, it does not imply whether the optimal matching problem, i.e. finding the
optimal set of orders to accept, is NP-hard. It is possible to be able to determine which edges in
a graph participating in the optimal match, yet unable to compute the corresponding worst-case
profit. Next, we prove that the indivisible optimal matching problem is actually NP-hard. We will
use the following short fact repeatedly.

Lemma 9.4.4 (Edge removal lemma). Given a weighted graph H (V, E), removing a single edge e
with weight x; from the graph decreases the weighted minimum feedback arc set solution l (H) by
no more than Xe and reduces the unweighted minimum feedback arc set solution k( H) by no more
than 1.

Proof Suppose the weighted minimum feedback arc set for the graph H -{ e} is F. Then FU{ e} is
a feedback arc set for H, and has total edge weight l(H - {e}) + Xe• Because l(H) is the solution
to the weighted minimum feedback arc set problem on H, we have l(H) ::; l(H - {e}) + Xe,

implying that l(H - {e}) ~ l(H) - x.:
Similarly, suppose the unweighted minimum feedback arc set for the graph H - {e} is F'.

Then F' U {e} is a feedback arc set for H, and has set cardinality k(H - {e}) + 1. Because
k(H) is the solution to the unweighted minimum feedback arc set problem on H, we have k(H) ::;
k(H - {e}) + 1, giving that k(H - {e}) ~ k(H) - 1. D

Theorem 9.4.5. Finding the optimal match in indivisible pair betting is Nl'-hard.

Proof We reduce from the unweighted minimum feedback arc set problem again, although with
a slightly more complex polynomial transformation involving multiple calls to the optimal match
oracle. Consider an instance graph G of the minimum feedback arc set problem. We are interested
in computing k( G), the size of the minimum feedback arc set of G.

Suppose we have an oracle which solves the optimal matching problem.
Denote by optimaLmatch( G') the output of the optimal matching oracle on graph G' with prices
be = (1 - f) on all its edges. By Lemma 9.4.2, on input G', the oracle optimal.rnaicli returns the
subgraph of G' with the smallest number of edges, that has the same size of minimum feedback
arc set as G'.

The following procedure finds k( G) by using polynomially many calls to the optimal match
oracle on a sequence of subgraphs of G.

This procedure removes edges from the original graph G layer by layer until the graph is empty,
while at the same time computing the minimum feedback arc set size k( G) of the original graph as
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set G':= G
itera tions := 0
while (G' has nonempty edge set)

reset G':= optimaLmatch( G')
if (G' has nonempty edge set)

increment iterations by 1
reset G' by removing any edge e

end if
end while
return (iterations)

the number of iterations. In each iteration, we start with a graph G' and replace it with the smallest
subgraph G' that has the same k(G'). At this stage, removing an additional edge e necessarily
results in k( G' - {e}) = k( G') - 1, because k( G' - {e}) < k( G') by the optimality of G', and
k( G' - {e}) ~ k( G') - 1 by the edge-removal lemma. Therefore, in each iteration the cardinality
of the minimum feedback arc set gets reduced exactly by 1. Hence the number of iterations is
equal to k( G).

Note that this procedure gives a polynomial transformation from the optimal matching problem
to the unweighted minimum feedback arc set problem, which calls the optimal matching oracle
exactly k(G) ::; lEI times, where lEI is the number of edges of G. Hence the optimal matching
problem is NP-hard. 0

• 9.4.2 Optimal divisible matching

When orders are divisible, the auctioneer's optimal matching problem is described in Definition
9.2.4 of Section 9.2. Assuming unit orders and considering the order graph G(V, E), we restate
the auctioneer's optimal matching problem for divisible orders as choosing quantity of orders to
accept, x; E [0,1], such that worst-case profit is maximized in the following linear programming
problem,

In ax c (9.7)

s.t. L:e (be - Ie(s))xe ~ c, Vs E S
x; E [0,1], Ve E E.

We still assume that there are no multi-edges in the order graph G.
When orders are divisible, the auctioneer can be better off by accepting partial orders. Example

9.4.6 shows a situation when accepting partial orders generates higher worst-case profit than the
optimal indivisible solution.

Example 9.4.6. We show that the linear program (9.7) sometimes has a non-integer optimal solu-
tion.

Consider the graph in Figure 9.2. There are a total of five cycles in the graph: three four-edge
cycles ABCD, ABEF, CDEF, and two six-edge cycles ABCDEF and ABEFCD. Suppose each edge
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Figure 9.2. An order graph. Letters on edges represent order prices.

has price b such that 4b - 3 > 0 and 6b - 5 < 0, namely b E (.75, .80), for example, b = .78. With
this, the optimal indivisible solution consists of at most one four-edge cycle, with worst case profit
(4b - 3). On the other hand, taking ~ fraction of each of the three four-edge cycles would yield
higher worst-case profit of ~(4b - 3).

Despite the potential profit increase for accepting divisible orders, the auctioneer's optimal
matching problem remains to be NP-hard for divisible orders, which is presented below via several
lemmas and theorems.

Lemma 9.4.7. Suppose the auctioneer accept orders described by a weighted directed graph
H(V, E) with edge weight x; to be the quantity accepted for edge order e. The worst-case profit
for the auctioneer is

c(H) = L(be - l)xe + l(H).
eEE

(9.8)

Proof. For any state s, the winning edges form a DAG. Thus, the worst-case profit for the auction-
eer achieves at the state(s) when the total quantity of losing orders is minimized. The minimum
total quantity of losing orders is the solution to weighted minimal feedback arc set problem on H,
that is l(H). D

Consider the graph of accepted orders for optimal divisible matching, G*(V*, E*), which con-
sists of the optimal subset of edges E* to be accepted by the auctioneer, with edge weight Xc > 0
getting from the optimal solution of the linear program (9.7). We have the following lemmas.

Lemma 9.4.8. l( G*) < k( G*) < k( G).

Proof. l (G*) is the solution of the weighted minimum feedback arc set problem on G*, while
k( G*) is the solution of the unweighted minimum feedback arc set problem on G*. When all edge
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weights in G* are 1, l( G*) = k( G*). When xe's are less than 1, l( G*) can be less than or equal
to k( G*). Since G* is a subgraph of G but possibly with different edge weights, k( G*) ::; k( G).
Hence, we have the above relation. D

Lemma 9.4.9. Iff < 1/(2IEI) and all edge prices be's are (1- f), then k(G*) = k(G) and
k(G*) - 1/2 < l(G*) ::; k(G*).

Proof We know that the auctioneer's worst-case profit when accepting G* is

c(G*) = L (be - l)xe + l(G*) = l(G*) - f L x.,
eEE* eEE*

When he accepts the original order graph G in full, his worst-case profit is

c(G) = L(be - 1)+ k(G) = k(G) - fiEI.
eEE

Because G* is optimal, c(G*) ~ c(G). Thus,

l(G*) - fLx; ~ k(G) - flEI,
eEE*

which gives

l(G*) ~ k(G) - flEI + f L x; ~ k(G) - flEI > k(G) - 1/2.
eEE*

According to Lemma 9.4.8,

k(G) - 1 < l(G*) ::; k(G*) ::; k(G).

Since both k( G) and k( G*) are integers, only when k( G*) = k( G) the above relations hold. D

Theorem 9.4.10. Finding the optimal worst-case profit in divisible pair betting is NP-hard.

Proof Given the optimal set of partial orders to accept for G when prices be's are (1 - f) and
f < 1/(2IEI), if we can calculate the optimal worst-case profit, we can obtain l(G*). According
to Lemma 9.4.9, rounding l( G*) up to the nearest integer gives the solution to the unweighted
minimum feedback arc set problem on G, which is NP-hard. Hence, finding the optimal worst-
case profit is NP-hard. D

Theorem 9.4.10 states that solving the linear program (9.7) is NP-hard. Similarly to the indi-
visible case, we still need to prove that just finding the optimal divisible match is hard, as opposed
to being able to compute the optimal worst-case profit. Since in the divisible case the edges do not
necessarily have unit weights, the proof in Theorem 9.4.5 does not apply directly. However, with
an additional property of the divisible case, we can augment the procedure from the indivisible
hardness proof to compute the unweighted minimum feedback arc set size k( G) here as well.
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Lemma 9.4.11. G* is an optimal divisible graph of G, where be = 1 - Efor all edges e E E and
E < 1/(2IEI). Let emin be an edge with the minimal edge weight in G*. If xemin < 1 and we
remove eminfrom G*, then k(G* - {emin}) = k(G).

Proof. Assume the contrary, namely k(G* - {emin}) < k( G). By Lemma 9.4.9, k(G) = k( G*).
By Lemma 9.4.4, k( G* - {emin}) = k(G*) -1. The auctioneer's worst-case profit when accepting
G* is l (G*) - ELeEE* Xe. If the auctioneer accepts G' which is the same as G* except that all edge
weights are 1, his worst-case profit is k( G*) - EIE* I. Because G* is optimal, l( G*) - E LeEE* x; 2::
k(G*) - EIE*I, which gives

k(G*) -l(G*) < E(IE*I- L xe) < E(IE*I-IE*lxemin)·

eEE*

Because E< 1/(2IEI) <= 1/(2IE*I),

k(G*) -1(G*) ::; ~(1 - xc".;,.). (9.9)

On the other hand, G* - {emin} C G*, so we have

l( G* - {emin}) :::;k( G* - {emin}) = k( G*) - 1. (9.10)

Since removing a single edge can not reduce the minimum feedback art set by more than the edge
weight,

l(G*) - xemin :::;l( G* - {emin}).

From (9.10) and (9.11), we have

(9.11)

k(G*) -l(G*) 2:: 1 - xemin. (9.12)

Combining (9.9) and (9.12), we get xemin = 1, which contradicts xemin < 1. Thus, if the minimal
edge weight is less than 1, removing the corresponding edge from an optimal divisible graph does
not change k( G), the minimal feedback arc set size of the original graph. 0

We now can augment the procedure for the indivisible case in Theorem 9.4.5, to prove hardness
of the divisible version, as follows.

Theorem 9.4.12. Finding the optimal match in divisible pair betting is NP-hard.

Proof. We reduce from the unweighted minimum feedback arc set problem for graph G. Set
be = 1-E for all edges in G, and E< 1/(2IEI). Suppose we have an oracle for the optimal divisible
problem called optimal.iliuisible.match, which on input graph H computes edge weights x; E
(0,1] for the optimal subgraph H* of H. The following procedure outputs k(G).
As in the proof of the corresponding Theorem 9.4.5 for the indivisible case, we compute k( G)

by iteratively removing edges and recomputing the optimal divisible solution on the remaining
subgraph, until all edges are deleted. In each iteration of the outer while loop, the minimum
feedback arc set is reduced by 1, thus the number of iterations is equal to k( G).
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set G':= G
iterations := 0
while (G' has nonempty edge set)

reset G':= optimal.sliuisible.maichi G')
while (G' has edges with weight < 1)

remove an edge with the minimum weight from G'
reset G' by setting all edge weights to 1
reset G':= optimaLdivisible_match(G')

end while
if (G' has nonempty edge set)

increment iterations by 1
reset G' by removing any edge e

end if
end while
return (iterations)

It remains to verify that each iteration reduces k( G) by exactly 1. Starting from a graph at the
beginning of an iteration, we compute its optimal divisible subgraph. We then keep removing an
edge with the minimum weight at a time and recomputing the optimal divisible subgraph, until the
latter contains only edges with unit weight. By Lemma 9.4.11 throughout the iteration so far the
minimum feedback arc set of the corresponding unweighted graph remains unchanged.

Once the oracle returns a graph G' with only unit edge weights, removing any edge would
reduce the minimum feedback arc set: otherwise G' is not optimal since G' - {e} would have the
same minimum feedback arc set but smaller total edge weight. By Lemma 9.4.4 removing a single
edge cannot reduce the minimum feedback arc set by more than one, thus as all edges have unit
weight, k( G') gets reduced by exactly one. k( G) is equal to the returned value from the procedure.
Hence, the optimal matching problem for divisible orders is NP-hard. 0

• 9.4.3 Existence of a match

Knowing that the optimal matching problem is NP-hard for both indivisible and divisible orders
in pair betting, we check whether the auctioneer can identify the existence of a match with ease.
Lemma 9.4.13 states a sufficient condition for the matching problem with both indivisible and
divisible orders.

Lemma 9.4.13. A sufficient condition for the existence of a match for pair betting is that there
exists a cycle e in G such that,

(9.13)

where lei is the number of edges in the cycle e.
Proof The left-hand side of the inequality (9.13) represents the total payment that the auctioneer
receives by accepting every unit orders in the cycle e in full. Because the direction of an edge
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represents predicted ordering of the two connected nodes in the final ranking, forming a cycle
meaning that there is some logical contradiction on the predicted orderings of candidates. Hence,
whichever state is realized, not all of the edges in the cycle can be winning edges. The worst-case
for the auctioneer corresponds to a state where every edge in the cycle gets paid by $ 1 except
one, with lei - 1 be the maximum payment to traders. Hence, if inequality (9.13) is satisfied, the
auctioneer has non-negative worst-case profit by accepting the orders in the cycle. D

It can be shown that identifying such a non-negative worst-case profit cycle in an order graph
G can be achieved in polynomial time.

Lemma 9.4.14. It takes polynomial time to find a cycle in an order graph G(V, E) that has the
highest worst-case profit, that is

~~2 (L be - (lei - 1)) ,
eEC

where C is the set of all cycles in G.

Proof Because

L be - (lei - 1) = L(be - 1)+ 1 = 1 - L(l - be),
eEC eEC eEC

finding the cycle that gives the highest worst-case profit in the original order graph G is equivalent
to finding the shortest cycle in a converted graph H(V, E), where H is achieved by setting the
weight for edge e in G to be (1 - be)'

Finding the shortest cycle in graph H can be done within polynomial time by resorting to the
shortest path problem. For any vertex v in V, we consider every neighbor vertex w such that
(v, w) E E. We then find the shortest path from w to v, denoted as path (w, v). The shortest
cycle that passes vertex v is found by choosing the w such that e(v,w) + path( w, v) is minimized.
Comparing the shortest cycle found for every vertex, we then can determine the shortest overall
cycle for the graph H. Because the shortest path problem can be solved in polynomial time [26],
we can find the solution to our problem in polynomial time. D

If the worst-case profit for the optimal cycle is non-negative, we know that there exists a match
in G. However, the condition in lemma 9.4.13 is not a necessary condition for the existence of a
match. Even if all single cycles in the order graph have negative worst-case profit, the auctioneer
may accept multiple interweaving cycles to have positive worst-case profit. Figure 9.1 exhibits
such a situation.

If the optimal indivisible match consists only of edge disjoint cycles, a natural greedy algorithm
can find the cycle that gives the highest worst-case profit, remove its edges from the graph, and
proceed until no more cycles exist. However, we show that such greedy algorithm can give a very
poor approximation.

Lemma 9.4.15. The greedy algorithm gives at most an O( y'n)-approximation to the maximum
number of disjoint cycles.
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Figure 9.3. Graph with n vertices and n + vITi edges on which the greedy algorithm finds only two cycles, the
dotted cycle in the center and the unique remaining cycle. The labels in the faces give the number of edges in the
corresponding cycle.

Proof. Consider the graph in Figure 9.3 consisting of a cycle with Vii edges, each of which partic-
ipates in another (otherwise disjoint) cycle with Vii+ 1 edges. Suppose all edge weights are (I-f).
The maximum number of disjoint cycles is clearly Vii, taking all cycles with length Vii + 1.

Because smaller cycles gives higher worst-case profit, the greedy algorithm would first select
the cycle of length Vii, after which there would be only one remaining cycle of length n. Thus
the total number of cycles selected by greedy is 2 and the approximation factor in this case is
vn/2. D

In light of Lemma 9.4.15, one may expect that greedy algorithms would give Vii-approximations
at best. Approximation algorithms for finding the maximum number of edge-disjoint cycles have
been considered by Krivelevich, Nutov and Yuster [81, 131]. Indeed, for the case of directed
graphs, the authors show that a greedy algorithm gives a vn-approximation [81]. When the opti-
mal match does not consist of edge-disjoint cycles as in the example of Figure 9.3, greedy algo-
rithm trying to finding optimal single cycles fails obviously.

II 9.5 Concluding remarks on markets with an auctioneer

At the beginning of this chapter we described some of the design challenges for auction-based
prediction markets. In particular, one of the main design difficulties when the outcome space is
large and betting on all individual outcomes is not feasible, is to propose a bidding language (which
specifies what types of securities traders can bet on) that is expressive enough and yet leads to a
tractable matching problem for the auctioneer (namely there is an efficient algorithm to find and
match trading partners risklessly).
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One of the surprising consequences of our results on the subset and pair-bidding languages in
the context of permutation-type outcomes is that the expressiveness and tractability design goals
are not necessarily conflicting. In particular, pair-bidding allowed traders to bet on ordered pairs
of candidates, namely to bet on (~) = O(n2) securities and the corresponding auctioneer problem
was NP-hard in all possible variants with divisible or indivisible orders. On the other hand, subset-
bidding allowed traders to bet on which subset of players would come in a given position and vice
versa, namely it allowed for a much richer set of (exponentially many) securities while at the same
time admitting an efficient algorithm for solving the auctioneer problem.

Another notable feature is the interdisciplinary approach that we needed to use, to perform
the economic analysis via a variety of classical computer science / combinatorial optimization
problems.

One open direction for auction-based prediction markets would be to explore approximation
algorithms for cases where the auctioneer matching problem is hard. Another necessary direction
to make the designs practical would be to extend the offline to an online mechanism of submitting
trade orders, in which the auctioneer has to decide upon receiving an order whether to accept it or
not. This may not be possible to do in a risk-free manner, in which case it would be interesting to
investigate the trade-off between risk (e.g., quantified by expected or worst-case loss) and trading
volume.
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CHAPTER 10

Open questions: a market maker or an
auctioneer?

The main purpose of prediction markets is to aggregate information and make a good prediction.
An accurate forecast is valuable in many ways: it enables better business planning and decision-
making, better policy analysis, etc. Since accurate information has tremendous financial value, it is
reasonable for a prediction market to require a subsidy (the market maker loss) in order to facilitate
trade and acquire information. An auctioneer on the other hand bears no financial risk; however,
he may not be able to aggregate information as effectively. We summarize some of the pros and
cons of both types of markets below.

Markets with a market maker. The main advantages of having a market maker are to:

+ Ensure liquidity in the market (traders willing to trade at the current price can always do so).

+ Make it easier to identify when trade is possible and to implement it. (There is no need to
solve a complex optimization problem to find trading partners: everyone trades directly with
the market maker at the posted price.)

+ Every security has a unique well-defined price at a given time, which directly translates into
a probability estimate for the corresponding outcome.

The main disadvantage is the market maker loss, but as already discussed, this is not necessarily
a flaw since it makes sense for the market maker to pay for accurate information aggregated in the
market. Other challenges include the computation of the prices and probabilities according to the
market maker's price-setting rule.

Markets with an auctioneer. The advantages of having an auction-based mechanism are:

+ The auctioneer by definition bears no risk and incurs no loss; in fact he may make a profit.

+ Traders set their own price in the orders (bids) they submit. Thus all traders have incentive to
reveal their information or belief about the security values, not just traders who are willing
to trade at one particular price as in the market maker setting.

The disadvantages of markets with an auctioneer include:

- The auctioneer needs to solve a complex optimization problem to find bilateral or multilateral
trading partners.
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- There may be no consistent interpretation of prices as probabilities. (For example, at a given
time there may be multiple prices associated with the same security.)

- There is a trade-off between auctioneer risk and trading volume: there may be few or no
orders that can be matched risklessly, and without trade there is no information flow.

In addition, a market with a market maker is sequential by definition. The auction settings
we considered were offline, one-round auctions. Implementing a sequential design, in which the
auctioneer has to accept or reject an order at the moment it is submitted presents a whole new
challenge for how to formulate and solve the matching problem risklessly.

Common challenges and open questions. In the chapter with a market maker, we focused on com-
puting best responses of the individual traders. It is still an open question to analyze the resulting
equilibria, their existence and implementation. Similarly, in the chapter of prediction markets with
an auctioneer, we focused on the auctioneer problem, taking as given the orders submitted by the
traders. But how would the traders determine the optimal bids to place? It is open to analyze a
game theoretic framework incorporating both the auctioneer and traders as players. Analyzing the
possible equilibria is critical especially for understanding the incentives for long-term manipula-
tion.

The automated market maker can be viewed as an online algorithm for accepting orders in
the sequence they arrive. Could it be used to extend the auction-based prediction markets from
the current off-line to an online setting? Is there a natural correspondence between the bidding
language in our auction framework and a type of market maker, namely is there a correspondence
between the design of the two types of prediction markets?

Bibliographic notes. The material in Chapter 8 is based on joint work with Rahul Sami [100] and
Chapter 9 is based on joint work with Yiling Chen, Lance Fortnow and David Pennock [20].
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Part III

Optimization in Economics:
Mechanisms and Algorithms for Network

Routing
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CHAPTER 11

Motivation

In this part, we consider the interplay of optimization and economics in the context of network
routing. We are motivated, in particular, by the network of autonomous systems in the Internet
where each portion of the network is controlled by an Internet service provider, namely by a self-
interested economic agent. The business incentives do not exist merely in addition to the computer
protocols governing the network. Although they are not currently integrated in those protocols and
are decided largely via private contracting and negotiations, these economic considerations are a
principal factor that determines how packets are routed. And vice versa, the demand and flow of
network traffic fundamentally affect provider contracts and prices.

The contributions of this part are the design and analysis of economic mechanisms for network
routing. The mechanisms are based on first- and second-price auctions (the so-called Vickrey-
Clarke-Groves, or VCG mechanisms).

We first analyze the equilibria and prices resulting from these mechanisms. In Chapter 13 we
investigate the resulting prices from the celebrated Vickrey-Clarke-Groves truthful mechanism in
which each edge on the cheapest path is paid the most it could have bid and still remained on the
cheapest path. This mechanism is known to result in very high overpayments in which the packet
ends up paying the selected route a price much higher than the cost of the next best alternative:
we show that in more realistic network models this overpayment is insignificant. In Chapter 12 we
consider instead first-price mechanisms in which edges are paid their bid, and show that the route
payments under those mechanisms are much lower than the corresponding VCG payments.

Finally in Chapter 14 we investigate the compatibility of the better understood VCG-mechanisms
with the current inter-domain routing protocols. We demonstrate the critical importance of correct
modeling and analyze how it affects the complexity and algorithms necessary to implement the
economic mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 12

First-price auction mechanisms

In this chapter we consider variants on first price auctions: by these we mean any auctions in
which the links on the winning paths are paid their bid amount. The designer still has considerable
flexibility in designing the details of the auction mechanism.

We begin by exploring the sets of bids that are stable under a first-price auction mechanism.
The most natural solution concept is that of a Nash equilibrium. We want to retain the prop-
erty that agents can see each others' bids, so that the bidding could be performed through posted
prices. Thus, mixed-strategy equilibria are not very meaningful for us. Unfortunately, we shall not
necessarily have a Nash Equilibrium in pure strategies, as the following simple example shows.
Consider a network of two parallel links, one of cost 2 and another of cost 1. Also, assume that
ties are broken deterministically by assigning the flow to the link with cost 2. In this case, the
lower-cost edge would bid less than 2; however, for any bid 2 - E, it could always do better by
increasing its bid by a further E/2. Hence, there is no pure Nash equilibrium in this case.

This motivates us to use the solution concept of e-Nash equilibrium, in which no player can
deviate in a way that improves his payoff by at least Eo Unfortunately, there is a drawback to this
solution concept as well. In Figure 12.1, we see that the winning path may have a price higher
than the cost of the best competitor. This defeats our goal of reducing customer overpayment. We
might argue that this solution would not be sustained in practice, since the edges on the second
lowest-cost path are likely to each reduce their price. This leads us to explore, in Section 12.2,
the concept of a strong e-Nash equilibrium, in which there is no group of agents who can deviate
in a way that improves the payoff of each member by at least E. We prove that a strong e-Nash
equilibrium always exists for any E > o. We then prove an upper bound on the payment of any
such equilibrium and show that the payment is essentially no more than that of the corresponding
VCG payment, and often it is much less, as shown by Figure 13.1.

Although strong c-Nash equilibria may solve some of the overpayment problem, we cannot
guarantee that bidders will reach one. In particular, in the absence of knowledge about other
bidders' costs, neither losing bidder in the example of Figure 12.1 may be willing to "blink first"
and lower the price. Thus, in Section 12.3, we present a modified, randomized, first-price auction
that explicitly drives the first-price auction towards a strong e-Nash equilibrium.

Another drawback of first-price auctions is that, unlike the VCG mechanism, an edge's pre-
ferred bid may depend on the demand (e.g., if demand is high, an edge can bid higher and still
hope to be needed). It is unreasonable to expect edges to delay setting prices until demands are
made clear. Thus, in Section 12.4 we consider a model in which bidders set prices according
to a distribution of possible demands. We show that, in this model, a simple first-price auction
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may not have an e-Nash equilibrium. However, we design a first-price mechanism involving two-
parameter bids that does have an e-Nash equilibrium. We then sketch a mechanism that combines
this two-parameter mechanism with the randomized mechanism of Section 12.3. For this com-
bined mechanism, we can characterize the set of all e-Nash equilibria, and thereby prove a bound
on the total payment in any e-Nash equilibrium.

6

~
1

6

~ 6-e
Figure 12.1. Costs (left) and Prices (right) in an e-Nash equilibrium. The bottom edge wins and the price is higher
than the cost of the second best path.

II 12.1 Definitions and notation

In the path auction game, there is a network G of strategic links, each with a privately-known true
cost. All links have unit capacity. A customer wants to buy routes from a source S to a sink T in
the network to guarantee that her integral amount of demand k can be routed. In order to do this,
she defines a set of rules, or mechanism, that elicits bids from each agent and then allocates flow
to each agent in a way that satisfies some natural incentive properties.

One plausible mechanism for this problem is the Vickrey-Clark-Groves (VCG) mechanism [127,
23, 59]. This mechanism is truthful dominant strategy or strategyproof, i.e., the strategically best
bid for an agent is his true cost, independent of the others' bids. Thus the bids solicited by the
mechanism in an equilibrium are in fact the true costs of the agents. This enables the mechanism
to allocate flow to the lowest true cost k-flow, a socially desirable goal in many settings. However,
in order to guarantee that this allocation rule is strategyproof, the mechanism must pay a (possibly
large) premium to all edges on the selected k-flow. One feature of dominant strategies is that all
bargaining between the strategic agents (links, in our case) is eliminated; the overpayment to edges
on the selected k-flow in the VCG mechanism can be thought of as a side-effect of this fact.

We analyze approaches to reducing the total payment by using a weaker solution concept of a
pure strategy equilibrium, the strong e-Nash equilibrium first introduced by Aumann [5] and used
by Young [130].

Definition 12.1.1. An e-Nash equilibrium for a game is a set of strategies, one for each player,
such that no player can unilaterally deviate in a way that improves her payoff by at least E.

A strong e-Nash equilibriumfor a game is a set of strategies, one for each player, such that no
group of players can deviate in a way that improves the payoff of each member by at least E.

In particular, we show that in our models, for any strong e-Nash equilibrium set of bids, there is
another strong e-Nash equilibrium set of bids with the same allocation and payment scheme in
which each agent bids within E of his true cost unless he is allocated flow (in expectation), and he
never bids below his true cost.
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Our mechanism is a simple first-price auction. It elicits bids from each agent, computes the
cheapest k-flow according to the bids, and then allocates the demand to that k-flow. We further
assume that we have a deterministic tie-breaking rule, so that, if there is more than one cheapest
k-flow, we take the lexicographically first integral one.

We consider two specific path auction games. In the deterministic path auction game, the user
first announces k, his total demand. Then the edges announce bids and the user runs a first price
auction to buy the necessary flow. It is easy to imagine that the assumptions of this model might be
unrealistic in practice. Does a user really know his total demand at the time he begins the auction?
In our second model, the random path auction game, the user announces a probability distribution
on k. Then the edges announce bids. Finally, the user draws k according to this distribution and
buys flow accordingly. In the rest of this section, we analyze upper and lower bounds on the
payments in strong e-Nash equilibria for each of these games.

Notation: For a graph G, let c be the vector of edge costs, let b be the vector of edge bids,
and let Fw(k, G) be the set of edges in the minimum weight integral k-flow1 in G with respect
to edge weights w (if there is more than one minimum weight k-flow in G with respect to w, let
Fw(k, G) denote the set of edges in the unique k-flow that wins the deterministic tie-breaking rule
of the mechanism). We will refer to Fe(k, G) as the minimum cost k-flow and Fb(k, G) as the
minimum price k-flow with respect to bid vector b. Finally, for any flow or edge set F, we define
W w (F) to be the weight of F with respect to edge weights w. We say We (F) is the cost of flow F
and Wb(F) to be the price of flow F with respect to bid vector b. When the bids, costs, or graph
are clear from the context, we shall sometimes drop them from the notation. As a shorthand, we
sometimes write C(F) instead of We(F), as well as C(k) for the (cost of the) lowest cost k-flow.
Finally, we denote the number of agents, or edges in G, by n.

II 12.2 Deterministic path auction game

Recall that in the deterministic path auction game, the user first announces k, his total demand.
Then the edges announce bids and the user runs a first price auction to buy the necessary flow.
We would like to analyze the payment properties of this mechanism. First, we prove that this
mechanism has a strong e-Nash equilibrium.

Theorem 12.2.1. Any deterministic k-unit first price auction has a strong e-Naslt equilibrium.

Proof We construct a strong e-Nash equilibrium as follows: Set the initial bid vector b' = c, i.e.,
each edge bids its true cost initially. Order the edges in the graph in an arbitrary way. For each
edge e in this order, if e is part of the current lowest price k-unit flow Fb (k, G), let e raise its bid
until Wb, (Fb/(k, G)) 2: Wb(Fb(k, G - {e})) - E/2 (where G - {e} denotes the graph G with edge
e removed). Otherwise, let e's bid remain unchanged. Call the final bid vector bf.

We claim bf is a strong e-Nash equilibrium for the deterministic k-unit first price auction. To
show this, suppose the contrary, i.e., there is a coalition S of edges in which each edge can improve
its payoff by at least E by changing its bid. Note that for any bid vector constructed during this

IThe weight of this flow is equal to the weight of the minimum weight k-flow, i.e., requiring integrality doesn't
change the value of the optimal solution.
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process, the auction always selects the same k-flow. Therefore, the edges which are not on the
winning flow in bf are bidding their true cost and cannot bid lower. Furthermore, the edges which
are on the winning flow will get a smaller payoff if they decrease their bid. Therefore no edge
can benefit from lowering its bid. Thus, the edges in the coalition S can only raise their bids.
Suppose the edges in S n Fbf increase their bids by a total of x units and the remaining edges
in the coalition increase their bids by a total of y units (note x, y > 0). Call the new bid vector
b. In order for all edges in S to increase their payoff, S ~ Fb. Thus Wb(Fbf) = Wbf(Fbf) + x
while Wb(Fb) = Wbf(Fb) + x + y. But then Wb(Fb) > Wb(Fbf) since Wbf(Fbf) :S Wbf(Fb) by
optimality of Fbf. This contradicts the optimality of Fb. 0

Given the existence of strong e-Nash equilibria, we can bound the payments in any such equi-
librium. The main insight here (formalized in the next theorem) is that the payment per unit for
sending k units of flow does not exceed the marginal cost of sending a (k + 1)-st unit of flow. In
order to develop some intuition for the proof, it is useful to first consider sending 1 unit of flow
in a graph consisting of just two parallel edges from the source s to the sink t of costs a and b,
a > b + f. The lower true cost edge must be allocated the flow in equilibrium since he can bid
just under the true cost of the higher cost edge and be guaranteed a profit of at least f. Therefore,
by the conditions of a strong e-Nash equilibrium, we can assume that the bid of the higher cost
edge is at most f more than his true cost and so the overpayment of any equilibrium will be at most
a + f - b. The crux of this argument was to bound the bid of the winning path by the bid of an
augmenting path. Since the augmenting path does not receive flow, we could show that without
loss of generality the bid of this path should be close to its true cost. This proof idea easily extends
to k-flows in general graphs, as can be seen below.

Theorem 12.2.2. The total payment of the deterministic k-unit first price auction in a strong f-

Nash equilibrium is at most

k [C (Fe (k + 1)) - C (Fe (k ) )] + kne,

where c is the vector of true edge costs.

Proof Fix a strong e-Nash equilibrium vector of bids b and define edge sets

E+ {e E Fc(k + 1) - Fb(k)}
Eo {eEFc(k+1)nFb(k)}
E_ {e E Fb(k) - Fc(k + I)}

E+ is the subset of edges on an augmenting path that are not in the original flow Fb (k). We show
that without loss of generality we may assume that these edges are bidding close to their true cost.
To show this, consider a bid vector b' such that

b~ = { min{bi, c, + f} for i E E+,
Z b, for i tf. Es:

We want to argue that l¥b,(Fb,(k)) = l¥b(Fb(k)). First we show Fb(k) = Fb,(k). Suppose not.
Let E~ = E+ nFb, (k) be the set of edges in the new lowest price flow that are also in E+. We have
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only changed the bids of the edges in E+, so if E~ is empty then Fb(k) = Fb,(k) (this assumes
some consistency properties of the tie-breaking rule). If E~ is nonempty, then we can consider a
bid vector b" constructed from b in which we only decrease bids of edges in E~:

for i E E~,
for i r¢ E~.

Since by our assumption the winning flow has changed, we must have b~' = Ci + E < b, for a
nonempty subset E~ of E~. Under this new bid vector, Wb" (F) 2 Wb, (F) for any flow F since
b~ ::; b~'for all edges i. By construction, Wb,,(Fb,(k)) = Wb,(Fb,(k)) and so, by the consistency
of the tie-breaking rule, Fb, (k) = Fb" (k). Thus, under the bid vector b, the set of edges E~ can
form a coalition in which each member bids E above its true cost and all members profit by Eo This
contradicts the fact the b was a strong e-Nash equilibrium.

Now, noting that Wb,(Fb,(k)) = Wb,(Fb(k)) = Wb(Fb(k)), it suffices to bound Wb,(Fb,(k)).
Consider the (non-integral) flow (kj(k + l))Fe(k + 1), i.e., the flow which sends kj(k + 1) units
of flow along the flow paths determined by Fe(k + 1). Since Fb,(k) is a lowest price k-flow,

This reduces to

Wb,(Fb,(k)) Wb,(Eo) + Wb,(E_)
< k(Wb,(E+) - Wb,(E_))
< k(We(E+) + ne - lVe(E_))
< k(lVe(Fe(k + 1)) - We (Fb, (k)) + nE)
< k(We(Fe(k + 1)) - IVe(Fe(k)) + nE)

(12.1)
(12.2)
(12.3)
(12.4)
(12.5)

where 12.3 follows from the fact that for any edge b~ 2 Ci and for all i E E+, b~ ::; c; + E; and 12.5
follows from the optimality of Fe (k) with respect to c. D

In addition, it is easy to see that this bound is tight. Consider a graph with (k + 1) parallel edges
where the cost of the bottom k edges is C and the cost of the remaining top edge is c' > c. Let all k
lower cost edges bid c' - E for a small E > 0, so their bid is less than the bid of the remaining higher
cost edge (whose bid is at least c'). The minimum price k-flow with respect to this bid vector will
use the bottom k edges for a total price of k (c' - E) which approaches k (C (Fe (k + 1)) - C (Fe (k ) ) ).

Finally, we emphasize two properties of our mechanism. The first property states that the total
payment of our first price mechanism in a strong e-Nash equilibrium is at most kne more than the
VCG payment for the same graph in a Nash equilibrium. The second property states that the social
welfare of the resulting solution is an additive approximation to the optimum social welfare.
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Theorem 12.2.3. Given a graph G with source S and sink T, the VCG payment for k units of flow
from S to T is at least k(C(Fc(k + 1)) - C(Fc(k))).

Theorem 12.2.4. In a strong e-Nash equilibrium b, C(Fb(k)) ::; C(Fc(k)) + En (i.e., the strong
e-Nash equilibria of the first price auction are approximately efficient).

II12.3 Implementation in E-Nash

The simple first-price auction may have costly e-Nash equilibria, as shown in the example in Fig-
ure 12.1. In Section 12.2 we used the e-strong Nash solution concept to get around this problem.
However, assuming that the bidders will reach an e-strong Nash equilibrium is perhaps too strong
an assumption: it requires extensive coordination between agents. In this section, we present a
variant of the mechanism in which every e-Nash equilibrium results in a low price.

One idea to achieve this is to pay a bonus to edges that increases as their bid decreases. This
encourages edges to submit low bids. However, this has the side-effect of incentivizing edges to
bid even below their true cost, as long as they remain off the winning path. This would make
the bargaining problem that links must solve much more complex, as it would include bargains
between off-path and on-path links. Alternatively, we could instead send flow on each edge with
some probability that increases as the bid decreases. Thus an edge will not bid below its true cost,
but it might be incentivized to bid very high. Using a combination of these two ideas, we can
construct a payoff function such that an edge will bid close to its true cost if it is not on the lowest
true cost flow. If the bonuses and probabilities are small enough, then these bonus payments will
not be very large, and we can prove a bound on the total payment of the mechanism similar to that
in Theorem 12.2.2.

We achieve this result by making the mechanism outcome a lottery over paths instead of a
single path: every edge is on a selected path with at least a small probability, and edges off the
shortest path are given an incentive to bid their true cost. This is known as virtual implementation
in the economics literature (see, ego Jackson [70]). We assume that there is a value B such that no
edge bids more than B. (Alternatively, B can be the maximum amount that the buyer is willing to
pay.) Further, we assume that the edges are risk-neutral. The mechanism is given in Figure 12.2.
The mechanism starts by computing a collection of paths {Pe}. We discuss the computation of
this collection in Section 12.3.1. The mechanism then invites a bid be from each edge e. The
lowest-price path is almost always picked; however, with a small probability, one of the paths from
the collection is picked instead. In addition, each edge is paid a small bonus that depends on the
bids. The selection probability and bonus are chosen to ensure that the optimal strategy for every
edge, which is not on the lowest-price path, is to bid its true cost. For simplicity, we present the
mechanism and analysis for a single unit flow; the results can easily be extended to any constant
k > 1 units of flow. First we note that e-Nash equilibria exist in this mechanism; indeed the same
construction as in Theorem 12.2.1 yields an e-Nash equilibrium.

Lemma 12.3.1. For any cost vector c and any E > 0, an e-Nash equilibrium always exists.

Given the existence of e-Nash equilibria and total payoff function to each edge (sum of bonus
and expected selection payoff), we can bound the bid of the edges not on the lowest true-cost
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1. For each edge e, find Pe, a path from s to t through e. Let P = {Pe}eEC. Note that
an edge e may appear in multiple paths in P.

2. Invite bids b = (b1, ..• .b., ... ,bn) from the edges.

3. For each path PEP, compute

ap = ex - 7 Lbe
eEP

4. Select each path PEP with probability ap; with probability (1- LPEP ap), select
the lowest price path. Call the selected path P*. Pay each edge e E P* its bid be.

5. Pay each edge e E G the sum fe(b) = LPEP,P3e f[(b), where

f:(b) = arB - be) + rb; Lbj - T ~

jEP

(This payment is in addition to any payment edge e may get in step 4.)

Figure 12.2. Mechanism FP2. The parameters Q' and 7 are selected to be small positive constants such that Q' <
n-2 B-1 and 7 < Q'n-1 B-1.

path by examining their optimal bid. Note that the bonus increases as the bid decreases, but the
expected selection payment decreases as the bid decreases. Intuitively, we design the bonus and
selection probabilities so that the total payoff function is maximized when b, = Ci. Note that if an
edge is selected, it incurs its true cost. In this way, the true cost automatically enters his expected
payoff function-the mechanism does not need to know the cost in order to achieve the maximum
at b, = Ci.

By evaluating the expected payoff of an off-path link in mechanism FP2, we can show:

Lemma 12.3.2. Let b be an e-Nash equilibrium bid vector in the mechanism FP2. Then, for any
edge e not on the lowest-price path with bids b, be E [Ce - J2f/7, Ce + J2f/7].

Now, we observe that the values ex and 7 can be chosen small enough to make the probabilities
{ap} and bonuses j[(b) arbitrarily small. Thus, the total payment to edges not on the shortest
path is very small. The bound on the payment of mechanism FP2 is more sensitive to the value of
f because edges not on the lowest-price path get very small payments in expectation. However, we
can show that, in the limit as f -t 0, the maximum expected payment in any Nash equilibrium is
bounded by the same constant as before.

Observing that as f -t 0, J2f/7 -t 0, we get the following result:

Theorem 12.3.3. Choose any ex< n-2 B-1, 7 < exn-1 B-1• For these values of exand 7,

Ibn max {Total payments with bids b} -t C(2) - C(l) + 3exn2B.
£:--+0 £:-NE b
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• 12.3.1 Computing the set of covering flows {Pe}

Recall that the mechanism FP2 needs to compute a set of paths {Pe}, where Pe is a path from s
to t that uses edge e. If e is to be relevant to the path auction, such a path must exist; however, it
is not always straightforward to compute. In particular, if the network is a general directed graph,
it is NP-hard to compute such a path since it reduces to the two disjoint paths problem, which is
NP-complete [49].

However, there are many interesting classes of graphs for which it is possible to compute such
a path P; in polynomial time, including undirected graphs and directed acyclic or planar graphs
[49]. We can also modify the mechanism to ask each bidder to exhibit such a path, thus transferring
the computational burden on to the bidders. Also, these paths may be precomputed and used in
many executions of the mechanism-they do not depend on the costs or bids.

Another possibility is to use a set of covering paths that do not all terminate at t-this can
be easily computed, even for general directed graphs. Then, if the path is picked, some arbitrary
traffic is sent along this path. After this "audit" traffic has been delivered, the lowest-price path
is used for the intended traffic from s to t. As long as the mechanism can verify that the traffic
is correctly delivered, the edges would still have an incentive to bid as specified. Similarly, if we
could verify the exact path that the traffic used, we could use non-simple paths to cover the edges;
again, a set of non-simple covering paths can easily be found.

II 12.4 Distribution on demands

In the previous sections, we studied first-price auctions to meet a known demand, we argued that
they had stable Nash equilibria, and showed how to adjust this mechanism so that the equilibria
chosen by the user had relatively small overpayments. However, in practice, it may not be possible
to defer the setting of prices until the demand is known. In this section, we examine the problem
of achieving stable prices without advance knowledge of the demand. In particular, we assume
that the edges know only of some probability distribution over the possible demands. Ideally, we
would like our results for first-price auctions with known demand to carryover. For example,
we proved in Section 12.2 that a first price auction for k units of demand led to a payment of
Ilk = k[C(Fc(k + 1)) - C(Fc(k))]. It is thus natural to hope that the same mechanism operating
over random k is also stable, with expected payment Ek[Ilk]. This turns out to be false-in fact,
we show in Section 12.4.1 that the simple first-price auction mechanism described previously has
no e-Nash equilibria. Intuitively, this is because edges must trade off the probability of receiving
flow with the profit of receiving flow. With a high bid, the profit is large, but the probability of
winning the auction is low. If the other bids are also high, an edge will prefer to lower its bid to
win with a higher probability. This will lead other edges to lower their bids so as to restore their
high winning probability. Now, however, the first edge will increase its bid so as to increase its
profit at the expense of its winning probability, and so a cycle emerges in the bidding strategies.
So we need to tum to more complex mechanisms.

We exhibit a mechanism involving two-parameter bids that, unlike the single-parameter first-
price mechanism, does have e-Nash equilibria. Intuitively, a two-parameter mechanism gets around
the problem of a single-parameter mechanism by letting the edges express their preferences over
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the entire price-probability space. The mechanism allows an edge to bid a "price" that depends
on its winning probability; this prevents the bidding cycles that occur with single-parameter bids.
Furthermore, using an indifference-breaking technique similar to that of Section 12.3, we are able
to restrict the set of equilibria to ones with bounded user payments. The bound is not quite the
Ek [Ilk] we hoped to achieve, but does bear a clear resemblance to it.

• 12.4.1 No equilibrium with I-parameter bidding

In this section, we analyze the scenario in which the demand is random with a known distribution
and the bidders (links) have to commit to a price before the demand is revealed, and there is
deterministic tie-breaking. Subsequently, the demand is revealed to be k, and the k lowest-priced
paths are picked. We show that there is in general no e-Nash equilibrium in pure strategies for this
game.

Consider a graph with four parallel links W,X, Y, and Z between the source and the sink,
with true costs w, x, y, and z respectively. The demand is either 1, 2 or 3; for simplicity, let the
probability of each demand value be ~. Assign the costs such that W+50E < x+42E = y+ 12E = z.

Theorem 12.4.1. There is no pure-strategy e-Nash equilibrium for this game.

The proof repeatedly uses the e-Nash conditions to show that, at any bid vector, one of the
following must hold: (1) There is an agent who would gain by raising its bid; or (2) There is an
agent who would gain by undercutting another agent to win with a higher probability .

• 12.4.2 Equilibrium with 2-parameter bidding

In section 12.4.1, we saw that when the demand is a random variable with a known distribution,
a simple first-price auction may not have an e-Nash equilibrium. In this section, we present a
different auction model, in which agents' bids are pairs of values, and show that it has a nonempty
set of e-Nash equilibria.

To prove that the bidding game induced by this auction has a strong e-Nash equilibrium, we
construct a cooperative game model of the auction. We show that the cooperative game has a
nonempty core. We then connect the cooperative game to the actual bidding game, and show that
the path auction has an e-Nash equilibrium corresponding to any core element.

The model is as follows: The demand can take any integral value in the range [1, r], where r is
a positive integer. Further, there is a known prior distribution on the demand values; say that the
demand is k with probability Pb for k = 1, 2 ... , r. We assume for simplicity that Pk > 0 for all
k; our results easily extend to a situation in which Pk = 0 for some values of k E {I, ... , r}. The
agents' bids are pairs of numbers: each agent i bids a pair a = (Ci' Ui), where Ci is interpreted as
i's reported cost, and Ui is interpreted as i's demanded profit.

The mechanism receives the bids and announces flows FI, F2, ... , F; for each possible demand
value. We call the collection F = {FI, F2 ••• , Fr} a candidate solution or simply a flow. We also
identify a flow F with the set of links in the union FI U F2 U ... U Fn and say that i E F if i E Fk
for some k.

For each i E F, the mechanism calculates the probability that i is in the winning flow, Pi =
L{kliEFd Pk· Later, the actual demand transpires: suppose that the demand turns out to be k. The
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mechanism uses the links in Fk to route the flow, and pays each link i E Fk a sum of Ci+ ~:.
Consider any link i selected in some flow. If Ci = c; (i.e., if i bid its true cost), her expected
profit would be Ui. Given the input bid pairs, the mechanism selects a set of flows F1, F2, ••• .F;
that minimizes the total expected payments. This can be expressed in terms of solving an integer
program.

As before, we use Wc(F) or C(F) for short, to denote the total expected cost of a solution
F = (F1, .•• , Fr) when the individual link costs are c, and Wa (F) to denote the price of the flow
F when the bids are a. We denote the mechanism output (i.e., the min-price flow) by F(a) .

• 12.4.3 The cooperative game 9
In this section, we define a cooperative game based on any specific instance of our 2-parameter
mechanism, and prove that it has a nonempty core. This cooperative game is introduced only for
strategic analysis of the mechanism. It is not explicitly played by the agents, but helps to shed light
on the agents' strategies in the two-parameter auction.

Definition 12.4.2. Given a set of players P, a cooperative game is defined by a characteristic
function v : 2P ---+ R>o, with v(0) = O. For any S ~ P, v(S) is called the value of the set S.

Given a directed graph G with distinguished source and sink, and a true cost Ci for each link
i E G, we define the cooperative game 9 as follows:

The set of players in the game 9 is P = {O, 1, ... ,n}, where each i > 0 is the player corre-
sponding to link i, and 0 is a special player corresponding to the customer. Let Z be the customer's
budget, and assume that Z is large enough to be irrelevant; Z > r x cost of minimum-cost (r + 1)-
flow is sufficient. For each set S ~ P, S i= 0, define the value v(S) of Sin 9 as follows:

If S does not contain a r-unit flow from s to t, v(S) = o. If S contains the customer 0, as well
as all edges on a k-unit flow from the source to the sink, v(S) is defined to be the optimal value of
the linear program given below:

Define 6i,S to be the indicator of i in S, i.e., 6i,S = 0 if i 1- Sand 6i,S = 1 if i E S. Also,
for any node a in the network, we use the notation In( a) to denote the set of incoming edges, and
Out( a) to denote the set of outgoing edges. Then,

v(S) = max {Z - L~=l [Pk Li>O CiXik] }

Subject to:
LiEOut(o:) Xik - LiEln(o:) Xik = 0
LiEOut(S) Xik - LiEln(s) Xik - k = 0
Xik < 6i,S

Xik 2: 0

VkVa i= s, t
Vk
Vk, Vi 2: 0
Vk, Vi 2: 0

(12.6)

This linear program is interpreted as follows: For any link i, and any demand value k, the
variable Xik indicates the flow along i in Fi; Intuitively, the value of a set S is related to the net
surplus that is created when only the agents in set S are involved in the flow. If S does not contain
the customer and a r-unit flow, v(S) is defined to be O. Thus, only sets that contain at least one
candidate solution are assigned a positive value.
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We also note that if S = P, then the linear program has an integral optimal solution corre-
sponding to an integral min-cost k-flow for each k. In other words, there is a solution in which Xik

is either 0 or 1 for all i and k. It is also clear that v(S) ::; v(P) for all S ~ P.
Thus, the function v(S) defines a finite, nonnegative value for each coalition set S and hence it

is the characteristic function of a valid cooperative game g.
Our analysis is centered on the concept of the core of a cooperative game. Loosely speaking,

the core of a cooperative game consists of all ways to divide up the overall value v(P) among the
agents such that no group S has reason to be unhappy-i.e., S attains a combined utility of at least
v(S). Formally, the core is defined as follows:

Definition 12.4.3. A vector U (uo, Ul, ... ,un) is in the core of the game 9 if and only if it
satisfies all of the following:

Vi u; 2: 0 and

LiEP u, = v(P) and
VS < PLiEs Ui 2: v(S).

In general, the core of a cooperative game might be the empty set. However, we can prove that
this is not the case for the game g:
Lemma 12.4.4. The game 9 has a nonempty core.

Proof Consider any division of v(P) among the players. We show that there is at least one such
division that satisfies all the core constraints. For any set S with v(S) = 0, the core constraint is
trivially satisfied. Now, consider a set S with v(S) > o. The linear program defining v(S) can be
summarized in the form max{ x . l} subject to xH = 0, xA ::; bS, and x 2: 0, where x is a vector
of all the variables, H and A are matrices independent of S, and bS is a 0-1 vector representing the
capacity constraints for set S. Then, the dual of the linear program (12.6) is the following linear
program:

v(S) = min {bS . y }
Subject to:

(12.7)Ay + Hz 2: l
y2:0

Now, consider the dual program that defines v(P), i.e., the value of the set containing the
customer and all the links. Let (y, z) denote an optimal solution to this problem. Now, define
Ui = b{i} . Y for all i. Recall that bS is a 0-1 vector, with Is in precisely those equations that involve
some i E S; thus, bS = LiEs b{i}. Then, as y 2: 0, we have Ui 2: 0, and

LUi = bP . Y = v(P).
iEP

Next, observe that for any set S ~ P, the solution (y, z) is also feasible in the dual of the
program (12.7) defining v(S). Thus, we have

LUi = bS . y 2: v(S).
iES

Thus, the vector U is in the core of the game g. D
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• 12.4.4 Existence of an E-Nash equilibrium

We now show that given any point u in the core of this game, we can perturb it slightly to get a
vector of bid pairs a that is an e-Nash equilibrium of the bidding game. We use the game 9 to draw
conclusions about the bidding game induced by the mechanism.

Theorem 12.4.5. Let u be any vector in the core of 9 that minimizes the value of uo. Then, for any
E > 0, the bid profile defined by

for each link i is an e-Nasli equilibrium.

Proof Suppose a- is not an e-Nash equilibrium. Then, there is some i such that i can change
her bid to increase her payoff by E. Let (c', u') be i's successful strategy, and let a' denote the bid
profile given by a~ = (c', u') and aj = aj for all j # i. Let F' = F( a'); it must be the case that
i E F'.

We can show that there is a near-optimal flow F" such that F" does not use i. More specifically,
Wa- (F") ::; Wa- (F') + E/2. As i ~ F", we have Wa,(F") = Wa- (F"). However, i E F', and
so Wa, (F') ;2: Wa- (F') + E. Thus, we get Wa, (F') > Wa, (F"), which contradicts the assumption
that F' = F(a'). 0

We are working on strengthening Theorem 12.4.5 to show that this bid profile is indeed a strong
e-Nash equilibrium. This seems plausible given the results of Young [130]; however, the strategy
space in our 2-parameter game is richer than the strategy space in Young [130] .

• 12.4.5 Randomized 2-parameter Auction

The mechanism presented in Section 12.4.2 has an e-Nash equilibrium corresponding to every core
allocation, but we cannot guarantee that there are no other e-Nash equilibria. As a result, it was
not possible to bound the total payoff to the edges. In this section, we consider a slightly modified
mechanism in which we add a small random payment, as in Section 12.3. We prove that, with this
modification, it is possible to bound the total payment.

The Randomized 2-parameter Auction is constructed as follows. As earlier, the edges' bids are
pairs a, = (Ci' Ui)' The mechanism has two components:

1. The 2-parameter mechanism. This mechanism is conducted exactly as described in Sec-
tion 12.4.2 with parameters ex,T, and B set as before.

2. The randomized audit. For edges on a random source-destination path, the payoff is based
entirely on the Ci component of the bid, and is constructed as in Section 12.3. The parameters
o, T, and B are as defined in Section 12.3. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the
randomized component results in a payoff function of the following form: If an edge has
true cost c, and bids (Ci' Ui)' its expected payoff from this component is g(Ci) = T[CiCi - %].
The exact form of the payoff was derived in the proof of Lemma 12.3.2, and has the same
shape; the key aspect for us is that this function is maximized at Ci = c..
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We also need to ensure that, for all edges i not in the winning solution, Ui is a (or close to
zero). We assume that the mechanism simply rejects bid profiles that do not meet this condition.
Alternatively, we could impose a small tax on the ii, component of the bid. We can now prove a
useful lemma, which shows that all edges are nearly truthful about their costs in equilibrium:

Lemma 12.4.6. Let a = (c, u) be an e-Nash equilibrium of the Randomized 2-parameter Auction.
Then, for all i,

c; - J2E/T ::; Ci ::; c, + J2E/T.
Using the fact that the costs are nearly truthful, we can show that their utility values are nearly

in the core, and hence, derive the following bound on the total payment.

Theorem 12.4.7. Let a = (c, u) be any e-Naslt equilibrium of the Randomized 2-parameter Auc-
tion. Let F be a lowest-cost flow, and let Fr+1 be a lowest-cost (r + I)-flow. Then, the total price
paid by the customer in the randomized 2-parameter auction is at most

The result of Theorem 12.4.7 stands in an interesting relation to that of Theorem 12.2.2. We
do not achieve the intuitively appealing upper bound given by the expectation of the bounds on the
deterministic auction in Section 12.2:

r

Ej[IIj] = Ljpj(C(Fj+d - C(Fj)).
j=l

(Proving this stronger bound is an interesting problem for future work.) Instead, we achieve:

r

L rpj(C(Fr+1) (j/r) - C(Fj)).
j=l

In other words, the external multiplier j is replaced by r (a larger quantity), while in the first
term the quantity C (Fj+ 1) is replaced by C (Fr+ d (j / r ), which can also be larger because the
cost of j units of flow is a convex function of j. Our Theorem 12.4.7 is therefore weaker than
Theorem 12.2.2, but it does have a similar overall structure.
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CHAPTER 13

Second-price (VCG) mechanism

The first-price auctions from Chapter 12 open the possibility of paying less than VCG auctions, but
they do so by sacrificing valuable properties of the VCG mechanism. In particular, in a first-price
auction, a risk-neutral edge may have incentive to lie, bidding a price higher than its cost. Also, in
the absence of a dominant strategy, it may be necessary for bidders to communicate and bargain
to achieve a stable set of bids, similarly to the current system of complex private contracting and
negotiation.

In this section, we show that the VCG payments are not so high for networks of practical
interest and thus the mechanism would also be attractive from the users' point of view. We first
prove that the VCG Mechanism has constant expected overpayment for the Erd6s-Renyi random
graphs with unit costs and we demonstrate simulation results which suggest constant overpayment
for power-law graphs and, in contrast, high overpayment for the much more connected complete
graphs.

The VCG mechanism pays each edge on a winning path an amount equal to the highest bid
with which the edge could still have won, all other bids being unchanged. The mechanism has the
attractive property that each link's dominant strategy is to bid exactly its cost. Thus, no bargaining
or communication between bidders is required to stabilize on bids. Also, the consumer does end
up using the path of lowest true cost, which can be seen as optimizing social utility or the available
system resources.

On the negative side, the VCG mechanism can lead to the customer paying far more than the
true cost of the cheapest path. The tendency to overpay is increased in path auctions (as compared
to simple auctions) because a bonus needs to be paid to every agent on the winning path. Thus, the
payment to the lowest-cost path may even greatly exceed the cost of the second-cheapest path. For
example, in Figure 13.1, VCG selects the bottom path and pays 4 to it, even though the alternate
path has cost 3.

3

~

Figure 13.1. Any c-Nash equilibrium selects the lower path and pays 3 - e while VCG pays 4 for it.
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II 13.1 Definitions and the VCG mechanism

For a given source S and destination T, denote by LC P( G, S, T) the cost of the lowest cost path
from S to T in the graph G. The following theorem from Feigenbaum et al. [39] serves as our
formal definition of the vea Mechanism on networks.

Theorem 13.1.1. [39][VCG Mechanism] When routing picks lowest-cost paths and the network
is biconnected, there is a unique stra tegyp roof pricing mechanism that gives no payment to edges
that carry no transit traffic. The payment to each edge e on the lowest cost path from S to T is
given by

v(e, S, T) = cost(e) + LCP(G - e, S, T) - LCP(G, S, T). (13.1)

(G - e) above stands for the graph G with edge e deleted. Note that each edge on a winning
path is paid its cost plus an extra term LCP(G - e, S, T) - LCP(G, S, T), which we shall refer
to as bonus. The bonus payment to an edge is precisely the marginal cost reduction of a route
from adding the edge to the network. Another interpretation by Elkind [34] is that v(e, S, T) is the
threshold bid of an edge e, i.e., the highest possible bid that the edge may announce and still be on
the winning lowest-cost path from S to T.

Definition 13.1.2. The edge bonus is given by LC P( G - e, S, T) - LC P( G, S, T), for every edge
e on the lowest cost path from S to T. The path bonus is the sum of the bonuses of all edges on the
path.

Next, we define the notion of VCG overpayment. Our goal is to bound the average VCG
overpayment per unit flow over all source-destination pairs. For this purpose, in the definitions of
total cost and payment below, we assume a unit flow between each pair of nodes. Let V be the set
of vertices in the graph G.

Definition 13.1.3. The total cost of traffic is the sum of costs of all least cost paths:

TC= L LCP(G,S,T).
sitE V

The total payment is the sum of all payments:

TP= L L v(e,S,T).
SiTEVeELCP(G,S,T)

The total bonus is the difference of total payment and total cost:

TB = TP-TC.

We may want to study several metrics-the average overpayment (and payment) per path, per
unit cost, or per edge. In the case of unit costs, the last two metrics are of course the same. We
define the average overpayment per unit cost, which we shall just refer to as average overpayment,
to be the ratio of total bonus to total cost.
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Definition 13.1.4. The average VCG overpayment in a graph G with uniform traffic between all
pairs of nodes is given by

TP-TC
avg overpayment = TC

The average VCG payment is the ratio of total payment to total cost, ~~ = 1+ avg overpayment.

Note that there are alternative ways to measure the average overpayment. For example, we may
divide for each edge the bonus over its cost, and then average over all such edges. However, with
this approach it is not clear if we should first sum bonuses for a single edge which participates in
several LCPs or if we should sum bonuses over each LCP, then divide by its length and average
over LCPs. Each of these possibilities may give a slightly different result. We choose to work with
total bonus over total cost since it is a simple and unambiguous metric to both define and measure.

Definition 13.1.5. The average path bonus in a given graph G is the total bonus divided by the
number of paths, #~::hS;similarly the average path payment is #~:hS and the average path cost or
the average distance is #~;;hS.

Note that the average path bonus can readily be inferred from the average overpayment TB/TC
through multiplying the latter by the average distance, TC /# paths.

We need to be careful when extending the overpayment definition to a family of random graphs.

Definition 13.1.6. The average VCG overpayment in a random graph is

E[TP - TC]
avg overpayment = E[TC] .

We choose this definition instead of E[TPTcfC] for analytical convenience, since in the latter
case the expected overpayment may be artificially blown off by a few unlikely graphs with very
low total cost. In the case of Erdos- Renyi graphs with a large number of vertices n, T P and TC are
well concentrated around their means so both measures give almost the same results in practice.

Figure 13.1 showed an example of a graph in which the shortest path costs 2 and the VCG
payment for it is 4. In general, the VCG mechanism can pay n times higher than the cost of the
shortest path. For example, consider a network with only two parallel paths, one consisting of n
edges of cost 1 and the other consisting of 2n edges of cost 1. In this case, the first path is of lowest
total cost, n; however, each edge receives a bonus of n so the extra payment to the path becomes
n2, a factor of n times larger than the true cost. Thus, the average overpayment to this single path
is essentially as large as the size of the graph.

This example suggests that even short paths may receive a very high overpayment if the second
best paths are much longer than the LCP. This may altogether defeat the practical use of the VCG
mechanism. However, a recent calculation [39] shows that the average overpayment in the Internet
graph is only 0.44 (assuming all edge costs are the same), which is incredibly low in light of the
size of the Internet and the above pessimistic example. Feigenbaum et al. [39] explain this low
overpayment by relating it to competition in the presence of network formation: as soon as a link
gets a high price, a competing provider will establish another link to capture some of the revenue,
thereby reducing overall payments.
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II 13.2 VCG Overpayment in Erdos-Renyi random graphs

We begin by studying VCG overpayment in the Erdos-Renyi random graphs with n nodes and
edge probability p, G (n, p). Their structure and equal node degree (n - l)p have been considered
unrealistic in view of the recent literature on the power-law structure of small world networks,
the collaboration graphs, the Internet graph, etc. [21, 120]. Nevertheless, the Erdos-Renyi graphs
provide important insight for studying more general random graph models, and were used until
recently to generate various network topologies [83].

In the entire section, we restrict attention to unit edge costs.
Recall that LCP(G, u, v) stands for (the cost of) the lowest-cost path between u and v and

whenever the graph in question is clear from the context, we shall simply write LC P( u, v). Also,
recall that in a random graph, the average overpayment is the ratio of expected total bonus and
total cost, E[T B]/ E[TC].

Theorem 13.2.1. For G E G(n, p) with np = w( In log n), with probability 0(1 - n-C) for some
constant c > 0, the average VCG overpayment is 2~P.

Proof. Our proof is based on the following two observations:

Claim 13.2.2. For G E G(n, p) with np = w( In log n), with probability 0(1 - n-C) for some
constant c > 0, the graph G has at least two length 2 paths between every pair of vertices.

Claim 13.2.3. For any graph with two length-2 paths between every pair of vertices, the total
bonus is m and the total cost is n( n - 1) - m, where nand m are the number of nodes and edges
in the graph.

From here, the result follows immediately by noting that the expected number of edges in
G(n, p) is n(n - 1)p/2, so the average overpayment in a random Erdfis-Renyi graph is

E[m] n(n - 1)p/2 p---.-=;.--=--- - -
E[n(n-1)-m] n(n-1)-n(n-1)p/2 2-p

We first prove Claim 13.2.3. Assume we have a graph with two length 2 paths between every
pair of vertices. Then for every pair of vertices {u, v} there are two possibilities:

• There is an edge (u,v). Therefore LCP(u,v) = 1, bonus(u,v) = 1 since the second
shortest path between u, v is of length 2, so the contribution of (u, v) to T B is 1 and to TC
is 1.

• There is no edge (u, v). Therefore LC P( u, v) = 2, path bonus (u, v) = 0 since the second
shortest path between u, v is also of length 2. So the contribution of (u, v) to T B is 0 and to
TC is 2.

Therefore, if the number of edges in the graph is m, the total cost is

(
n(n - 1) )

TC=1*m+2* 2 -m =n(n-1)-m
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and the total bonus is T B = m. This concludes the proof of Claim 13.2.3. Note that the average
overpayment in this particular graph is given precisely by

TB
------

TO n(n-1)-m·
m

We now tum to Claim 13.2.2. We will show that when p2 > kc log n / n for a constant kc = k >
o to be specified later, any pair of vertices in a random graph G (n, p) are connected by two length
2 paths with probability 0(1 - n-C

) for a given c > o.
Consider vertices u, v. The probability that they are both connected to a given third vertex w

is p2 and so the probability that they are connected to exactly k of the remaining n - 2 vertices is

(n ~ 2)lp2)k(1 _ p2)n-2-k.

In particular, the probability that u and v are connected by at least two paths of length 2 is

1- (1- p2)n-2 - (n _ 2)p2(1 _ p2)n-3,

which approaches 1as n grows to infinity and p is constant.
Now suppose p2 = k lo~n. Then the probability that there are less than two length 2 paths

between a given pair of nodes is

(
klogn)n-2 klogn ( klogn)n-3(1 - p2)n-2 + (n - 2)p2(1 - p2)n-3 = 1 - + (n - 2) 1 - --

n n n

:::;ek log n + k(log n )ek log n

1 1
= (1 +klogn)nk:::; nk-2.

(13.2)
Since the probability above is a decreasing function in p, the same bound would apply for p2 >
k lo~n. By the union bound, the probability that any of the pairs in the graph G have less than two
length 2 paths connecting them is upper-bounded by

( ; ) Prob(given pair has less than two length 2 pathsj s; 2;2_ 2 < n:-4 . (13.3)

Setting k = c+4 for the given constant c concludes the proof of the claim and of our theorem. 0

Note that a higher threshold for p would improve the probability of occurrence of two length 2
paths between every pair of vertices. On the other hand, our simulation results (see Figure 13.2)

suggest that the threshold for which the formula starts to hold occurs approximately at p = Vlo~n.

Note that average VCG overpayment, defined as the ratio of total bonus to total cost, is also
equal to the ratio of the average path bonus to average path cost (dividing the numerator and de-
nominator by the number of vertex pairs in the graph). From Theorem 13.2.1, when p > Jlog n/ n,

T B Avg Path Bonus p

TC Avg Path Cost 2 - p'
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Figure 13.2. Average overpayment inG(n,p).

p Edges TC TC/path TP TP/path TB TB/TC
0.1 496 11011 2.22 15299 3.1 4288 0.39
0.2 1001 8962 1.81 10495 2.1 1533 0.17
0.3 1493 8407 1.70 9910 2.0 1503 0.18
0.4 2002 7898 1.60 9900 2.0 2002 0.25
0.5 2471 7429 1.50 9900 2.0 2471 0.33
0.6 3002 6898 1.39 9900 2.0 3002 0.44
0.7 3459 6441 1.30 9900 2.0 3459 0.54
0.8 3938 5962 1.20 9900 2.0 3938 0.66
0.9 4464 5436 1.10 9900 2.0 4464 0.82
1.0 4950 4950 1.00 9900 2.0 4950 1.00

Table 13.1. Average VCG overpayment for G(n,p) with 100 nodes

with high probability. When we are assured of having at least two paths of length 2 between any
given pair, the average path bonus is precisely p and the average path cost is 2 - p. This is because
the average path cost is 1 with probability p (when there is an edge between the pair of nodes)
and 2 with probability 1 - p. Similarly the average path bonus is 1 with probability p and 0 with
probability 1 - p.

Consequently, the average path payment, which is the sum of the average path bonus and
average path cost, is always p + (2 - p) = 2.

Corollary 13.2.4. With high probability, when p > JIog njn, the average path bonus is p and the
average path payment is 2.

Lastly, the average payment per unit cost is exactly 1 plus the average overpayment, namely
2~ . So just like the average overpayment, average payment also rises when p does. We are
no~ armed to explain this counterintuitive phenomenon. Whenever p is above the given threshold
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which guarantees the existence of paths of length 2, the bonus of each edge is upper-bounded by
1. On the other hand, in terms of overpayment, it is better to have two paths of length 2 than an
edge and a second path of length 2 between a pair of vertices, since in the first case even though
the lowest cost path is longer, it gets zero bonus. Similarly, the average payment per unit cost is
higher because of the presence of more edges, and not because of having longer LCPs of length 2.

To appreciate these theoretical predictions, we have included Table 13.1 with simulation results
for random graphs with n = 100 nodes. We see that initially the total payment TP and the average
path payment, TP/path, fall (with the increase in competition for small values of p) and afterward
they remain constant, as predicted. Also, the TC/path column, which shows the average distance,
becomes equal to 2 - p for p ~ 0.2. For the same values of p, the average overpayment TBITC,
is equal to 2~P. Note that each line in the table corresponds to a single generated random graph
with 100 vertices and thus it is remarkable how well concentrated around the mean the results are.
In Figure 13.2, we have plotted the average overpayment for n = 100, as well as for several more
values of n and see that the greater the number of vertices, the greater the range of p for which the
overpayment is equal to p/(2 - p). Also, note thatp/(2 - p) is a lower bound on the overpayment,
so together the constant upper bound from Mihail et al. [91], the average overpayment in G( n, p)
is 8(1).

Elkind showed recently [34] that it is possible to lower the average VCG payments by deleting
a subset of edges from the original network; however, it is NP-hard to determine what is the best
subset of edges to delete, or even whether a given graph can benefit from edge deletion.

We note in passing that the phenomenon of reducing the VCG overpayment through deleting
edges, that is, effectively through eliminating competition, is similar to Braess's Paradox for traffic
flow. The latter states that sometimes closing down roads may help lower traffic delays [17].

While in general it is hard to determine the optimal set of edges to delete, in the case of G (n, p)
our results on overpayment and the simulation results in Fig. 13.2 suggest a simple strategy to do
so.

First observe from Figure 13.2 that the lowest VCG overpayment occurs at a threshold value
for p, approximately when overpayment becomes 2~p. This threshold occurs approximately at
np = Jn log n. We offer the following simple randomized algorithm. If the current average degree
is below the threshold value, add edges uniformly at random until the average degree reaches
the threshold and vice versa, if the current average degree is above the threshold, delete edges
uniformly at random until we reduce the degree to that level.

II 13.3 Complete graphs with random edge costs

Once we have studied and understood well the overpayments in a random Erd6s-Renyi graph with
unit costs, it is natural to extend this to non-unit costs. We may ask, for example, what happens
when costs are uniform on [0, 1].

While we can simulate the Erd6s-Renyi graph model in this case and make further observations,
we shall instead look at a seemingly easier case, the complete graph with uniform costs. Cooper
et al. [25] showed that with high probability, shortest paths in this model consist of O( (log n )2)
edges and the diameter is 0(log n/ n).
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Figure 13.3. Average VCG overpayment vs (log N)fr. in complete graphs with uniformly random edge costs. Linear
regression fits: (left) -.291 + .341(logN)1.5; (right) -.118 + .902(logN)2;

Note that with uniform costs it is no longer the case that payment per edge and payment per
unit cost are the same.

The complete graph is in a sense perfectly competitive since it is completely connected. Thus,
we may intuitively expect a low overpayment. However, just like intuition belied us before, this
case turns out to be worse than even the sparse Erdos-Renyi graph with unit costs, which has
overpayment of less than 1.

We simulate the overpayment in complete graphs with n = 10 to 450 nodes. Our results are that
the average overpayment is strictly increasing with n. The complete graph with only 10 vertices has
overpayment of 1.46 and the graph with 450 nodes has overpayment of 5.16, i.e., over 500% of true
cost. We study the rate of increase and plot the regression line fits of overpayment vs (log n) 1.5and
(log n)2 in Figure 13.3. We also run a linear regression of the overpayment versus (log n )2.5 and
(log n)3 and get regression coefficients .894+ .046(log N)2·5 and 1.214+ .OI8(10g N)3 respectively.
It is hard to estimate the precise asymptotic behavior of the overpayment just from the generated
graphs with up to 450 vertices, although, based on these regression results 8( (log n)2) looks like
a good candidate. In any case, the overpayment seems to be lower-bounded by O((logn)1.5)

The average path cost falls a little faster than the diameter bound o(log ri] n) from Cooper et at.
[25]. For n = 10, the average path cost is 0.252 and it falls monotonically down to 0.015 as the
number of vertices increases to n = 450. The average path bonus also falls monotonically from
0.329 for n = 10 to 0.075 for n = 450, although it falls at a slower rate than the average path cost .

• 13.4 Power-law graphs

Perhaps the most common real world networks are scale-free, that is their degree sequence follows
a power-law distribution: Pr( degree = d) ex: 1/ d(3, where typically 2 < {3 < 3. The Internet
graphs have {3 between 2.1 and 2.45 [120], while the collaboration graph of Mathematical Reviews
has f3 = 2.97 [21].

Chung and Lu have pioneered the study of random graphs with given expected degrees and
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Figure 13.4. Power-law graphs with unit costs. Left: Average VCG overpayment, lower-bounded by 8(log log n).
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have shown that the average distance of a power law random graph with exponent 2 < (3 < 3 is
o(log log n). The average distance changes to e(log n / log log n) when (3 = 3 and to 0 (log n)
when (3 > 3 [21]. Mihail, Papadimitriou and Saberi concluded that, as an immediate corollary of
Chung and Lu's result, the average VCG overpayment is bounded by O(loglogn) when (3 < 3
[91]. They also state the conjecture that the overpayment in this case is constant.

The other popular model for generating scale-free graphs is the preferential attachment model,
which generates graphs by connecting each new vertex to the already existing vertices with prob-
abilities proportional to their current degrees. Bollobas and Riordan [13] offer a precise definition
of the model, which was first suggested by Barabasi [6].

The standard preferential attachment model has a parameter M, which stands for the number of
vertices that each newly arriving vertex attaches to. This parameter determines the average degree.
Since each new vertex adds M new edges, the total number of edges in the graph is approximately
M n, where n is the number of nodes. If the average degree is d, the total number of edges is nd/2
since each edge is counted twice. Thus, d :::::::2M.

The average tlegree in the Internet AS-level graph (essentially, the graph of Internet Service
Providers) from September 2003 is 4.12, its maximum degree is 2415 and its power-law exponent
is about 2.17 [116]. Based on the average degree, it is most appropriate to simulate the graph with
the preferential attachment model with M = 2. Note, however, that it is impossible to match all
parameters such as average degree, power-law exponent of the degree sequence, maximum degree,
etc. Bollobas et at. have shown that, regardless of M, the preferential attachment model generates
a degree sequence with a power-law distribution with exponent 3 [14]. Despite these differences
from the real-world network properties, we base our simulations on the preferential attachment
model with M = 2 since it is easy to generate graphs and also to obtain their biconnected com-
ponents simply by pruning the vertices of degree 0 and 1. In our results, we state the original
number of nodes n that we simulate; however, the overpayment and other metrics are based on the
biconnected component, which contains about 80% of the original vertices.

Bollobas and Riordan [13] proved that power-law graphs generated by the preferential attach-
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ment model with M ~ 2 have diameter 0 (log n/ log log n). This bounds the average distance as
well. Recall that these graphs all have exponent {3 = 3 of the power-law degree sequence. On the
other hand, Chung and Lu [21] have shown that in the expected degree model, power-law graphs
with {3 = 3 have diameter almost surely 8 (log n) and average distance 8 (log n/ log log n). Our
simulation results for the average distance are consistent with both models, as they appear to grow
as 8 (log n/ log log n).

It is remarkable that even though the average distance is higher in this case ({3 = 3) than the case
2 < (3 < 3, in which the distance is o(log log n) in the expected degree model [21], the average
VCG overpayment is still not only constant but steadily declining. In Figure 13.4 we plot the
overpayment, as well as ~~* 1/ log log n for a comparison; we see that log log n seems to decrease
more rapidly than the overpayment, so the overpayment is bounded below by 0(1/ log log n). In
addition, the overpayment is bounded above by 0.5 for all n in our simulation. We also obtain that
the average path bonus is increasing with n. For example, when n = 100, the average path cost
is 2.59 and the path bonus is 1.28. They increase to 4.56 and 1.95 respectively when n = 20,000.
Naturally, the average distance increases with n and, as the paths get longer, they receive higher
payments and, as it turns out, higher bonuses.

Recall that the average overpayment and the average path bonus are related as

T B avg path bonus
-

TC avg path cost '

that is, average overpayment is equal to the average path bonus divided by the average distance.
Since the average distance is o(log n] log log n) and the average overpayment TBITC is 0(1), then
the average path bonus is also 0 (log n/ log log n). This is just an upper bound, and is consistent
with the plot on the right in Figure 13.4. If the average distance is exactly 8 (log n/ log log n), then
by our estimates above the average overpayment is asymptotically lower bounded by 1/ log log n
and so the average path bonus is 0 (log n/ (log log n) 2).

Lastly, we consider power-law graphs with Uniform Random Costs. Recall that in complete
graphs, the overpayment is exactly 1 with unit costs and exceeds 8( (log n )1.5) with uniformly
random costs, thus the cost distribution alone can exacerbate payments significantly.

Somewhat surprisingly, we obtain that the average overpayment in our simulated power-law
graphs with uniformly random costs remains 0.85 ± 0.01 as n increases from 100 to 4, 000 so it
seems to be constant for any n.

These results suggest that the average VCG overpayment is bounded by a constant in power-law
graphs, regardless of the value of {3, and regardless even of whether edge costs are unit or uniformly
random. It is an intriguing open question to prove this theoretically, for either the preferential
attachment or expected degree model, under general cost distributions.

In conclusion to this chapter, our results suggest that for common real-world networks the VCG
payments will not be too much higher than the true costs. Hence VCG-related mechanisms should
remain a viable option for integrating prices and incentives into the Internet protocols and in other
real-world networks.
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CHAPTER 14

Integrating the VCG mechanism with
inter-domain routing

In the previous two chapters, we assumed that each edge in the network is owned by an independent
selfish agent with a fixed per packet cost. This invites two questions: 1) how can the mechanisms
be incorporated into the current routing protocols? 2) how can we extend this to a more realistic
model where an agent's utility is affected by more than one edge?

Our first-price mechanisms from Chapter 12 lead to lower prices but more complex strategic
behavior: in some cases equilibria did not even exist, and in cases in which they did, it remained
open how an equilibrium can be implemented or reached. Consequently, this may translate to an
unstable routing protocol and one needs to investigate equilibrium implementation further before
proposing changes to the protocols. On the other hand, the VCG allocation, payments and optimal
strategic behavior are well understood and incorporating them into the Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP)-the protocol for communication between autonomous systems, has been addressed in the
simple model above. In particular, it was noticed [39] that social welfare can be optimized in
routing, if one assumes that each Autonomous System (AS)l has a fixed per packet cost, via the
VCG mechanism with payments; and in fact, that this can be achieved in a way that is very "BGP-
friendly," i.e., can be implemented by minimal disruption of BGP's ordinary operation.

In a subsequent paper [41], the problem of more realistic BGP routing was addressed in the
same spirit. Each AS was assumed to have a utility for each path to the destination (assumed in
this literature to be a fixed node 0), and the goal was to maximize total utility. It was shown that
the problem is too hard to solve in general, even with no consideration to incentive compatibility,
while a special case, in which the utility of a path only depends on the next hop, is easy to solve
in an incentive-compatible way but hard to implement on BGP. To show this latter negative result,
Feigenbaum et al. [41] formalize what it means for an algorithm to be "BGP-friendly": roughly
speaking, a local distributed algorithm with quick convergence, small storage needs, and no rip-
pling updates in case of small parameter changes. All said, the message of Feigenbaum, Shenker
and Sami [41] was that, if one models BGP routing a little more realistically, incentive compatibil-
ity becomes problematic. This negative message was ameliorated in Feigenbaum et al. [40] where
it was pointed out that, if one further restricts the special case of next-hop utilities so that paths are
requiredto be of a particular kind mandated by the kinds of inter-AS agreements seen in practice,

I"Within the Internet, an autonomous system (AS) is a collection of connected Internet Protocol (lP) routing
prefixes under the control of one or more network operators that presents a common, clearly defined routing policy to
the Internet (cf. RFC 1930, Section 3)." [129]
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called valley-free here, BGP-friendly incentive compatibility is restored.
To answer both questions 1) and 2) above, in this chapter we present an elementary model of

BGP routing. The key feature of our model is that path preferences are based exclusively on per
packet costs and per packet agreed-upon compensation between adjacent nodes. In other words,
we look into the utilities of each path to each AS, taken as raw data in previous literature, and pos-
tulate that they are linear functions of the traffic, depending on two factors: objective per packet
costs to each AS for each incoming or outgoing link, and agreed per packet payment, positive or
negative, to the AS for this link and direction. As a result, social welfare optimization becomes
a min-cost flow problem, and incentive-compatibility can always be achieved (via VCG) in poly-
nomial time. If there are no capacity constraints, we show (Theorem 14.4.1) that the resulting
algorithm is BGP-friendly, essentially because the BGP-friendly version of the Bellman-Ford al-
gorithm in [39] can be extended to cover this case. When capacities are present, the algorithm
becomes a more generic min-cost flow computation (Theorem 14.4.2), and, as we show by a coun-
terexample, does not adhere to the criteria of BGP-friendliness (it may not converge fast enough),
even though it is still a local, distributed algorithm with modest memory requirements and no
need for global data. If, on top of this, we also require that the paths be of the "valley-free" kind
suggested by the kinds of agreements between ASes one sees in practice (that is, the kind of re-
striction which led to tractability in [40]), the resulting algorithm solves a rather generic linear
program (Theorem 14.4.3), and so local, distributed computation appears to be impossible.

II 14.1 Basic model

We model interdomain routing as a symmetric directed network with node set V = {O,1, ... , n}
and edges E, where node 0 is assumed to be a fixed sink (the destination of all packages, assumed
unique as is common in this literature). We postulate that the network is symmetric in that if
(i, j) E E then also (j, i) E E. There are no self-loops. Each node i has a demand of k, packets
it wants to send to the sink. In addition, each node i has a per packet value Vi,e (sometimes also
denoted as Vi(e)) for each of its incident edges e, and a value 1ri for each of its packets that gets
delivered. The cost of an edge e = (i, j) E E is the negative of the sum of values of i and j for it,
Pe = -(Vi,e +Vj,e)'

We denote by fh the type of node i, that is the collection of values for its incident edges and
its value per packet delivery. Denote by e the vector of all node types and by e-i the vector of all
node types except that of node i.

If F is an integer-valued flow through this network, with sink 0 and sources at all other nodes
with the given demands, then the welfare of each node i =1= 0 from this flow is

Wi( F, ei) = L vi(e)F(e) + «.r;
e: iEe

where by F, = 2:j F( i, j) - 2:j F(j, i) we denote the flow out of i, assumed to be at most ki. The
total welfare of all nodes under flow F is

W(F) = L «t: - LPeF(e).
iEV\ {O} eEE
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Let F*(B) be the welfare-maximizing flow for types B, and let F~i(B-i) is the welfare of the op-
timum flow when node i is deleted from the network. We assume initially that all capacities are
infinite, which implies that the optimum flow is the union of n or fewer flow-weighted source-to-
sink shortest paths; this assumption is reconsidered in Section 14.2 .

• 14.1.1 VCG mechanism

Notice that in order to compute the optimum flow we need to know the types of all players; the
difficulty is, of course, that the type of player i > 0 is known only to player i, who is not inclined
to publicize it in the absence of appropriate incentives. The VCG mechanism for this problem
incentivizes the players to reveal their true types, and thus participate in a socially optimum flow, by
making payments to them. Consider, in particular, the following transfers for each node (negative
for payments made by the node and positive for payments received by the node).

[LWj(F*(B),Bj)) - [LWj(F~i(B_i),Bj))
j=!=i j=!=i

[L kj.(7rj-Pj-i)) - [ L kj.(7rj-Pj,-i)),
j=!=i j=!=i

7rj ?:'Pj 7rj ?:.Pj,-i

(14.1)

where Pj is the cost of the cheapest path from j to 0; Pj,-i is the cost of the cheapest path from
j to 0 which does not go through node i. pj-

i is the cost of the cheapest path path., from j to 0
without taking costs potentially incurred by i into account: if i ¢ pathj, pj-i = Pj, otherwise
pj-i = Pj + (Vi,e! +Vi,e2) where el, e2 E pathj denote the edges incident to i. Note that nodes send
their own packets only if they have a nonnegative welfare for doing so, namely if the per packet
delivery value 7rj is at least as big as the path cost Pj to the destination. Thus, they send either zero
or all kj of their packets.

The proof that these transfers lead to truthful reporting is analogous to the corresponding proof
about the Groves mechanism in Mas-Collel et al. [87] specialized to the current situation. We
include it here for completeness:

Theorem 14.1.1. When the nodes are selfish agents and have values for adjacent edges and for
the delivery of their own packets, there is a strategyproof pricing mechanism under which the
lowest-cost paths are chosen, and the payments are of the form given in Equation (14.1).

Proof Suppose truth is not a domi~ant strategy for some node i, i.e., the node gets higher utility
by reporting a collection of values Bi different from his true values Bi when the other nodes report
B_i. The utility of the node is its welfare plus the payment to the node by the mechanism:

Substituting the form of the transfer on both sides and canceling identical terms, we get
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Figure 14.1. In a model with capacities, we add a supersource and edges from it to each node i.of capacity kj and cost
-Jrj (equivalently, value Jrj). The socially optimal solution corresponds to the min-cost flow on the induced graph.

wi(F*(Bi,(Li),Bi) + [I:Wj(F*(Bi,B_i),Bj)] > wi(F*(B),Bi) + [I:Wj(F*(B),Bj)]
j~i j~i

{=} W(F*(Bi, B_i), B) > W(F*(B), B).

The last inequality contradicts the fact that F* (B) is the welfare maximizing choice of paths (i.e.,
the least cost paths) for node types B. 0

• 14.2 Model with capacities

In this subsection we consider the same basic model, with the addition that each edge e has a
corresponding capacity Ceo We would like to find a min-cost (multicommodity) flow from all nodes
to the sink 0, satisfying the demands of the nodes. We can transform the problem to an equivalent
one by adding a new node-a supersource, which is connected to each node j via an edge of cost
-1fj and capacity equal to the demand kj at node j (see Figure 14.1).

Denoe the resulting min-cost flow with known types B by F*(B), and the min-cost flow in the
graph with node i removed by F!:.i(B_i). We can now get a VCG mechanism similar to the one in
the basic model. As before, the total welfare is

W(F*(B), B) = I:wi(F*(B), Bi)
i

where wi(F*(B), Bi) is the welfare of the flow from i (more precisely, from the supersource through
i) to O. Similarly, the VCG mechanism is specified by the transfers

ti(B) = [I:wj(F*(B),Bj)] - [I:Wj(F':i(B_i),Bj)]
j~i j~i

and a proof of correctness (truthfulness) of the mechanism follows as before.
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II 14.3 Model with economic relationships

The economic relationships between individual ASes in the Internet severely influence the paths
which can be taken in the BGP graph. So far, we assumed that all paths which are present in
the underlying undirected graph (there is an edge between two ASes, if they are connected by a
physical link) are valid. In reality, this is not the case. Routing policies which are based on the
economic relationships between ASes forbid many paths which theoretically exist. Inferring these
economic relationships and investigating the resulting consequences for the connectivity of the
BGP graph have attracted a large amount of scientific interest recently, see, e.g., [1, 7, 31, 35,48,
55, 122].

Below we shall give a detailed description of the valley-free path model which classifies the
prohibited paths in the BGP graph.

The Valley-Free Path Model. In this model there are basically three different types of relationships
a pair of connected ASes can be in: either customer-provider, in which the customer pays the
provider to obtain access to the Internet, or peer-peer, in which both peers agree on mutually
routing traffic of their customers for each other free of charge, or sibling, in which both siblings
agree on mutually routing any traffic for each other free of charge. Note that an individual AS may
take several roles-as customer, provider, sibling, or peer-simultaneously; for instance, it can be
a customer of one AS and at the same time a provider for another AS.

In the following, for ease of exposition we shall focus on customer-provider relationships only.
The other types of relationships (peer-peer, sibling) can be incorporated easily, as we shall note in
Section 14.4.3.

We call a directed graph G = (V, E) a ToR graph, if it contains no self loops and the edge
directions describe the economic relationships. If the AS i is a customer of a provider AS j, we
direct the edge between i and j towards j. This follows the terminology of [122].

In practice routing is done in the following way. If AS j is a provider of i (i.e., (i, j) E E),
it announces all its routes to i, but AS i on the other hand, only announces its own routes and the
routes of its customers to j. The idea behind this is that i pays j for the connection and thus is not
inclined to take over "work" for j. This would happen if i also announced the routes it has from
other providers. Then it would potentially have to donate bandwidth to packets that arrive from the
provider j, only to proceed to another provider. This clearly is of no benefit to i itself or to any of
its customers. From its point of view, j should find a different route for the corresponding packets.

This leads to the model proposed in [122] that a path is valid if and only if it consists of a
sequence of customer-provider edges (..-..) followed by a sequence of provider-customer edges
(...........). The first part, containing only customer-provider edges, is called the forward part of the
path. The last part, containing only provider-customer edges, is called the backward part of the
path. It is easy to see that the following is an equivalent definition of the validity of a path:

A path with edges {el' e2, ... .e,} in the ToR graph G is a valid path in G, if and only
if there is no inner node in the path for which its incident edges ei-l and e, are both
outgoing from the node.

If such an inner node-one which does have this property-exists, it is called a valley. The intuition
behind this name is that outgoing edges point "upwards", out of the valley. In the literature the
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situation that a path contains a valley is also called an anomaly. A flow which only uses valley-free
paths we call a valid or valley-free flow.

The VCG mechanism. The transfers can be specified as in Section 14.2 for the model with capac-
ities. The only difference is that all flows (i.e., F* and F::"i for all i) must be valley-free (and may
be fractional).

II 14.4 Distributed computation of VCG payments

It is of great interest to determine to what extent the payments t; (0) can be computed not only
efficiently, but in a distributed manner which is "BGP-friendly," that is, compatible with current
usage of the BGP protocol. In [41] this concept of "BGP-friendliness" was formalized as three
requirements:

1. The algorithm should converge in a number of rounds that is proportional to the diameter of
the graph, and not its size.

2. Only local data should be needed.

3. No rippling updates should be needed as data changes.

Here we relax requirement (1) to a number of rounds that is proportional to the diameter times
R, where R is the ratio between the largest and smallest edge cost. This is necessary (also in
[41], where the stricter version is used by oversight) because the computed shortest path, whose
length is the upper bound on convergence time, may be longer than the diameter. We do not bother
to formalize here the second and third requirement (the reader is referred to [41]) because our
algorithms either trivially satisfy any conceivable version, or fail to satisfy (1). As it turns out, this
important aspect of BGP-friendliness sets the basic model apart from the model with capacities. In
both cases the implementation is quite simple and makes only modest use of local resources. But
only in the former case the strict conditions on the convergence time are fulfilled .

• 14.4.1 Basic Model

For the basic model, it is easy to adapt the approach presented by Feigenbaum et al. [39]. BGP
is a path-vector protocol which computes the lowest-cost paths (LCPs) in a sequence of stages. In
a stage each node in the network sends all the LCPs it knows of to its neighbors. It also receives
LCPs from its neighbors. If these contain shorter paths than the ones it has currently stored, it
updates the list of its own LCPs. This basically corresponds to a distributed computation of all
shortest paths via the Bellman-Ford algorithm. The computation terminates after d stages and
involves 0 (nd) communication on any edge, where d denotes the maximum number of edges on
an LCP.

Let diam' (G) denote the maximum diameter of G \ {i} over all nodes i for which G \ {i} is
still connected.
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Theorem 14.4.1. In the basic per packet utility model without capacity constraints (described
in Section 14.1), the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves allocation and payments can be computed in a dis-
tributed, BGP-friendly manner. The computation converges in D( diam' (G) . R) rounds of commu-
nication, where R is the ratio between the largest and smallest edge cost.

Proof Our proof follows analogously to that of Theorem 2 in Feigenbaum et al. [39]. The authors
there propose an extension of the path-vector protocol which computes not only the lowest cost
paths, but at the same time the lowest cost paths which do not traverse a given node i. These two
quantities are then used to compute the payments for node i. The computation of paths avoiding
node i increases the number of stages and communication needed to d' and D(nd') respectively.
Here d' denotes the maximum number of edges on an LCP avoiding node i, over all nodes i for
which G\ {i}is still connected. Feigenbaum et al. argue that this is still an acceptable convergence
time.

The only difference of the approach in [39] to ours is that the per packet values in our model
are given individually for each edge and node, i.e., as Vi,e, and not only as one total value per node.'
Hence, it is easy to adapt their method to compute the values Pj and Pj,-i, for i, i E {I, ... , n},
which is all we need to compute the VCG payments

Note that the partial path cost pj-
i can be easily derived from the cost P, of the cheapest path from

j to the sink.
Since d' ::; diam' (G) . R, we get the desired running time. D

• 14.4.2 Model with capacities

Instead of lowest cost paths with and without node i, we now need to know a min-cost flow F(B)
and a min-cost flow F -i (B) avoiding node i for each of the payments ti (B), i E {I, ... ,n}. In the
following, we shall explain how to compute F(B) in a distributed fashion. The flow F_i(B) can be
computed correspondingly by blocking node i. Therefore, altogether (n + I) flow computations
are performed, one for F(B) and n for the F_i(B), i E V \ {O}.

We assume the sink 0 controls all the computations: it chooses which node is blocked (in
the F_i(B) case), it selects paths to send flow along together with the corresponding amounts,
and it recognizes when a min-cost flow computation is finished. These all are computationally
simple tasks. The only intensive computations needed will be those to obtain the shortest paths
with respect to certain costs and where certain edges may be blocked. These will be done in a
distributed manner applying the standard distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm, which is used by
BGP as mentioned above.

Distributed Computation of F (9). We start with a description of a simple Ford-Fulkerson ap-
proach [43] of computing a min-cost flow from the supersource to the sink via augmenting shortest
paths. Then we explain how to modify it to use the Edmonds-Karp scaling technique [33].

2This allows for more fine-granular and thus more realistic modeling.
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cap: l + 1

Figure 14.2. All edges have capacity I, except the top edge with capacity 1 + 1. The edge costs are all 0, except the
rightmost edge with cost 1. All nodes have a demand of 1 to be sent to node O.

A virtual residual graph is laid over the given network. The residual edge capacities and costs
are derived from the original graph. The residual capacities depend on the flow present on the
corresponding residual edges and thus may change during the computation of the flow. Each node
keeps track of flow values on residual edges that are incident to it.

Consider an original pair of directed edges (i, j) and (j, i) with costs P(i,j) and PU,i)' We assume
the costs to be greater than or equal to O. Let !U,j) and !U,i) denote the flow amounts on these
edges, only one of which may be greater than 0. Otherwise, a circular flow of min(!(i,j), !(j,i))

is subtracted from both without increasing the costs. The residual capacities are set to c'(. ") =t,J

C(i,j) - !(i,j) and c(j,i) = C(j,i) - !(j,i)' Additionally, we add the virtual edges (i~j) and (j~i) with
capacities c((j) = !(j,i) and C(j~i) = !(i,j) and costs P(i~j) = -P(i,j) and P(j~i) = -P(j,i)' Flow sent
onto these edges is subtracted from the corresponding flow on the edge in the opposite direction.
Finally, for each i E V \ {O} a virtual edge is added from the supersource to node iwith cost -7fi.

The algorithm now proceeds as follows (steps 2-4 comprise a phase):

1. For each node i E V, initialize the flow values !(i,)) = !(j,i) = ° of all incident residual
edges. Update the local capacities as described above.

2. Compute the shortest paths in the current residual graph only considering edges with capac-
ities greater than O. Do this with the distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm, adapting the BGP
implementation. Modify the algorithm to also forward the bottleneck capacity of each path.

3. The sink checks the min-cost path to the supersource. If the cost is 0, we are done. Other-
wise, send a flow corresponding to the bottleneck capacity along the path. This is done by
sending a message along the path, which notifies the contained nodes to update their local
flow values (and thus capacities).

4. Continue at step 2 with the updated residual graph.

Theorem 14.4.2. In the per packet utility model with capacity constraints (described in Sec-
tion 14.2) the Yickrey-Clarke-Groves allocation and payments can be computed in a distributed
manner. The computation converges in O( n3

. log C) rounds of communication, where C =
max {cele E E} is the maximum edge capacity.

Proof Each phase consists of a (re )computation of the shortest paths in Step 2. Note that in the
capacitated case the number of rounds of communication for a shortest paths computation is not
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bounded by d or d' anymore. Itmay actually take up to n rounds of communication, as the example
in the paragraph below shows.

The algorithm finishes in O(IEI . C) phases. This can be improved to O(IEI . log C) by ap-
plying the well-known scaling technique. To this end, a variable ~ is introduced and initialized to
2f!ogCl-l in step 1. In step 2, only edges with capacity ~ are considered. In step 3, ~ is updated
to ~/2, if no more negative cost paths are found (unless ~ = 1: then we are done). The updated
~ is broadcast to all nodes.

As mentioned, with (n+ 1) flow computations we can calculate all node payments ti(()), which
yields the desired number of rounds O(n3 . log C). 0

Shortest Paths Computation. With capacities, the number of rounds of communication to compute
the shortest paths cannot be bounded by d (or d') anymore. Figure 14.2 shows a counterexample
where the shortest path in the residual graph has length n - 2, whereas the number of hops in the
corresponding LCP in the original graph is 2. Assume that all nodes have already (virtually) sent
their flow through the residual graph except node 1, which is selected last. Since the nodes are
indistinguishable, we may assume this. The only path remaining in the residual graph is the one at
the bottom of length n - 2, since the capacities of all other edges (expect (1,2)) are fully saturated
by flow sent to the sink via node 2. This compares to the LCP with only two edges from node 1
over node 2 directly to node O.

• 14.4.3 Model with economic relationships

In the following, we shall explain the two-layer graph, a helpful notion which was originally sug-
gested in [35]. With the help of the two-layer graph it will be easy to see that one can compute
min-cost valley-free flows as needed in our model with capacities introduced in Section 14.2.

The Two-Layer Model. From a ToR graph G = (V, E) with source s and sink t E V we construct a
directed two-layer graph H, in the following way (see Figure 14.3 for an example): Two copies of
the graph G are made, called the lower and the upper layer. In the upper layer all edge-directions
are reversed. In addition, every node i in the lower layer is connected with an edge to the corre-
sponding copy of i, denoted i', in the upper layer. The edge is directed from i to i'. Finally, we
obtain the two-layer graph H by merging the two s-nodes (of lower and upper layer) and also the
two t-nodes, and by removing the incoming edges of s and the outgoing edges of t.

A valid path pat he = {i1··· iT} in G with i1 = s and iT = t is equivalent to a directed
path in H in the following way: The forward part of pathe, that is the part containing all edges
(iq, iq+d E pathr), is routed in the lower layer. Then, there is a possible switch to the upper layer
with a (i, i')-type edge (there can be at most one such switch for each path). The backward part of
pathe is routed in the upper layer. In other words, for each original edge (iq+ 1, iq) E pathe, the
corresponding edge (i~, i~+l) of the upper layer is traversed. If there is only a forward (respectively
backward) part of pathe, then the corresponding path in H is only in the lower (respectively upper)
layer.

This definition of the two-layer graph can easily be extended to the case of multiple sources.
Note that a peer-peer relationship between two nodes i, j E V can be incorporated by adding the
edges (i, j') and (j, i') from the lower to the upper layer (reflecting that at most one peer-peer edge
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Figure 14.3. A path in the ToR graph G and the corresponding path in the two-layer graph H. (G' is G, excluding s
and t.)

is allowed between the forward and the backward part of a path). Similarly, a sibling relationship
between two nodes i,j E V can be incorporated by adding the symmetric edges (i,j), (j,i),
(i', j'), and (j', if) in both layers (reflecting that sibling edges are allowed at arbitrary points in a
path).

Min-Cost Valley-Free Flows. By simply computing a min-cost flow in the two-layer graph, it is
easy to derive a valley-free flow, which will have at most the cost of an optimum min-cost valley-
free flow. The edge capacities may be violated by at most a factor of two though, since each
edge may be used twice: once in the upper and once in the lower layer. Note that such a min-
cost flow could be computed in a distributed fashion by slightly modifying the approach described
in Section 14.4.2. Unfortunately, this approximate solution cannot be used to compute the VCG
allocation and payments, because the truthfulness of the mechanism holds only for the exact form
of payments from the optimal solution. Thus, we need to compute the optimal solution.

Theorem 14.4.3. In the per-packet utility model with capacity constraints and economic rela-
tionships (described in Section 14.3), the Yickrey-Clarke-Groves allocation and payments can be
computed in polynomial time with a linear programming-based approach.

Proof For a given graph, consider its corresponding two-layer graph described above. Then the
exact allocation and payments in the original graph can be computed with the help of a standard
linear programming flow formulation on the two-layer graph, with added constraints to bound the
joint flow on the upper and lower layer edges. In particular, for each edge (i, j) E E in the original
ToR graph, we add a joint capacity constraint for (i, j) and (j', i') in the two-layer graph. 0

Note that the existence of an exact algorithm based on augmenting paths seems unlikely. Usu-
ally, for integral capacities such algorithms aim at computing an optimal integral solution, i.e., for
unit capacities a solution would consist of edge-disjoint paths. However, computing the maximum
number of disjoint valley-free paths between two nodes s, t is inapproximable within a factor of
(2 - f), unless P = NP [35].
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II 14.5 Concluding remarks and open problems

Despite the fact that incentive compatibility for BGP routing had been known to be problematic in
general, as well as for several apparently realistic special cases, we have identified one important
special case of practical importance, namely the one in which path utilities depend on local per
packet costs, as well as delivery values. In this case, incentive compatibility is achievable through
payments which can be computed efficiently and in a BGP-compatible way. Adding capacities and
the "valley-free" constraint for paths makes incentives harder to compute in a BGP-compatible
way, but still tractable.

Regarding the latter point, in this work we have simply pointed out that the algorithms we
devised for VCG incentive computation are not implementable in a BGP-compatible way. Itwould
be interesting to actually prove that this is inherent to the problem, that is, to prove a lower bound
on the convergence time of any algorithm solving the min-cost flow problem and its valley-free
constrained case.

Our model for path utilities is suggestive of a more general project for understanding BGP
routing: We postulate that each directed edge in and out of every node has a value for this node,
depending on the cost to this node, as well as agreed upon payments to or from its neighbors, for
each packet sent or received along this edge. Suppose that the graph, the demand and the per packet
cost and delivery values of each node are given. These induce a game in which the strategies are
payment agreements between neighbors, and the utility to each node is the one obtained by our
model of BGP min-cost routing. This game is a very realistic network creation game, with special
emphasis on BGP routing. The quality of equilibria compared to the social optimum (i.e., the
price of anarchy and its variants) for this game would be a most interesting research direction.
The social optimum is, of course, the min-cost flow with only costs and delivery values taken into
account. Further, such a model would allow one to study how inter-AS agreements can depend on
the underlying fundamentals of each AS such as costs, delivery value, demand, and position in the
network.

Bibliographic notes Chapter 12 isjoint work with Nicole Immorlica, David Karger, Rahul Sami [69];
Chapter 13 was done jointly with David Karger [74, 75] and Chapter 14 was the result of a collab-
oration with Alexander Hall and Christos Papadimitriou [63].
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CHAPTER 15
Appendix: Quasi-concavity background

II 15.1 Concave and Quasi-concave functions

In this section, we define quasi-concave functions and extreme points, and state the problem of
quasi-concave minimization and its hardness. Let C be a convex set.

Definition 15.1.1. Afunction f :C ----+ (-00,00) is concave iffor all x, y E C and a E [0,1],

f(ax + (1 - a)y) ~ af(x) + (1 - a)f(y).

A function f : C ----+ (-00,00) is quasi-concave if all of its upper level sets L"( = {x I x E

C, f(x) ~ r} are convex.

Remark: changing the sign of inequalities above yields the corresponding definition of convex
and quasi-convex functions.

Definition 15.1.2. A point x is an extreme point of the set C if it cannot be represented as a convex
combination of two other points in C, namely x = ay + (1 - a)z for y, z E C, a E (0,1) =?

x = Y = z.

The problem of (quasi- )concave minimization asks for the minimum of a (quasi- )concave func-
tion over afeasible, typically convex, set.

The following theorem about quasi-concave minimization over a convex set, stated without
proof in Horst et al. [67], seems to be attributed to folklore. We include our proof-which is similar
to the corresponding proof for concave functions in Bertsekas et al. [11], for completeness.

Theorem 15.1.3. [67, 11J Let C c lRn be a compact convex set. A quasi-convex function f :C ----+
lR that attains a maximum over C, attains the maximum at some extreme point of C.

Proof. We use induction on the dimension m of the convex set. Suppose the theorem is true for
sets of dimension at most m.- 1. Then, in the case of dimension m the maximizer x* is either in
the relative interior of the set C or it is not. If it is, Lemma 15.1.4 establishes the result. Otherwise ,
x* is in the relative boundary of C, which is of dimension one less than C and the result follows
from the inductive hypothesis, noting that extreme points of the boundary are also extreme points
of the original set. D

Clearly, the theorem also holds for quasi-concave minimization.
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Lemma 15.1.4. Let C c IRm be a compact convex set. A quasi-convex function f : C --t IR that
attains a maximum in the relative interior of C, attains the maximum at an extreme point of C.

Proof Suppose f attains a maximum at x* in the relative interior 1 of C. Since C is compact, by
Caratheodory/Krein-Milman's theorem [11] x* is a convex combination of finitely many extreme
points Zi of C. If f (Zi) = f (z") for some z., then f attains a maximum at the extreme point z; and
we are done.

Otherwise, !(Zi) < f(x*) for all i so maxi f(Zi) = [3 < f(x*). Consider the lower level set
L {3 = {x I f (x) ::; [3}. It contains the extreme points z, and is convex, therefore it contains the
convex hull of these extreme points, conv( {Zi}). On the other hand, x* is a convex combination of
the z/s, therefore x* E conv( {zd) c L{3. So f(x*) ::; [3, contradiction. Therefore, f(Zi) = f(x*)
for at least one extreme point Zi, QED. 0

Concave minimization is NP-hard even when restricted to concave quadratic functions over the
hypercube [l05]. In Section 5.2, we show that it is (log n)-hard to approximate.

II 15.2 Quasi-convexity of the probability-tail objective

We show that on its positive range the objective function f : IRm --t IR, f(x) = t;JL;X is quasi-
T x

convex.' whence its maximum is attained at an extreme point of the feasible set [11], and further, it
is attained at an extreme point of the projection of the feasible set onto the plane spanned by U-/', -r ).
This was observed in the context of stochastic shortest paths [99]; we provide a more formal proof
here.

Lemma 15.2.1. Thefunction f(x) = t;~x is quasi-convex on its positive range.
T x

Proof From the definition of quasi-convexity, we have to show that for all x, y E L>..and 0: E
[0,1], ox + (1 - o:)y E L>..,when X > 0. To show this, we need to verify that

t - p,T[o:x + (1 - o:)y] < .x
VrT[o:x + (1 - o:)y] -

¢:} (t - O:JJ7x - (1 - 0:)JJ7 y)2 ::; 0:.x2rT x + (1 - 0:).x2rT y.

Since 0: E [0,1], we have 0:(1 - 0:) ~ 0, hence

-0:(1 - 0:)u2 + 20:(1 - o:)uv - 0:(1 - 0:)v2 ::; °
:::} 0:2U2 + 20:(1 - o:)uv + (1 - 0:?v2 ::; o:u2 + (1 - 0:)v2

VU, v E IR
Vu,v.

)A point x is in the interior of a set C if there is a smaJJ baJJ with center x, which is contained in C. A point x is in
the relative interior of a set C if there is a baJJ with center x of the same effective dimension as C, which is contained
in C. For example, a line in a higher-dimensional space has effective dimension 1~thus it has an empty interior but a
non-empty relative interior. The points in the closure of the set C which are not in its relative interior, form its relative
boundary.

2A function 9 from a convex set C to lR is quasi-convex if aJJ its lower level sets L).. = {x I g(x) ::; A} are convex.
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Applying the above inequality with u = J-tTX, V = J-tTy, we get

(t - aJ-tTx - (1- a)J-tTy?
t2 + a2(J-tT X)2 + 2a(1 - a)(J-tT X)(J-tT y) + (1 - a)2(J-tT y)2 - 2taJ-tT x - 2t(1 - a)J-tT y

< t2 + a(J-tT X)2 + (1 - a)(J-tT y)2 - 2taJ-tT x - 2t(1 - a)J-tT y
_ a(t - J-tTX)2 + (1 - a)(t - J-tTy)2
< a)..2rT x + (1 - a) .. 2rT y,

where the last inequality follows from the fact that x, y E L>... o
Corollary 15.2.2. The maximum in the relaxed version of the non convex program (3.4) is an ex-
treme point of the dominant' of the projection of poly tope (F) onto span(J-t, -r ), provided there is
a feasible point with positive objective value.

Proof As in Lemma 15.2.1, the projection J : ]R2 ~ ]R of the objective function j onto span(J-t, -r ),
defined by J(J-tT x, rT x) = j(x), is quasi-convex. Denote by Xmax the maximizer of j, then
Zmax = (J-tT Xmax, rT xmax) maximizes J, hence Zmax is an extreme point of the projection of
polytope(F) onto span(J-t, -r ), by properties of projections [11]. In addition, J(z) = t;;ti is mono-
tone decreasing in each coordinate on the function's positive range, which is where the maximum
is achieved, hence Zmax is an extreme point of the dominant of the feasible set projection. 0

Since the extreme points of polytope(F) are in the feasible set F, we get for free that the
solution of the relaxed program also optimizes the integer version of the nonconvex program (3.4).

3The dominant of a set S is defined as the set of points that are coordinate-wise bigger than points in S, namely
{y I y 2: x for some XES}.
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